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MUSICIANS’ PLIGHT DEPLORED
IN CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS
Key Figures Urge Subsidies as Means to
Insure Survival of Music and Musicians

to perform.” He said that “at a recent opera
performance in West Berlin five leading roles
were sung in German by Americans.”
Three representatives of three major orchestras, Carlos Moseley, managing director of the
New York Philharmonic; Roger G. Hall, manager, Philadelphia Orchestra; and Thomas D.

On November 15, 16, and 17, forty-five
witnesses, representing the fields of serious
music, the theater, ballet, opera and concert
stage, described the economic conditions of
performing arts and artists in a hearing before the Select Subcommittee on Education of
the House Committee on Education and Labor,
sitting in New York. One of the remedies
they unanimously recommended was—government aid for the arts.
Presiding over the hearings was Rep. Frank
Thompson,

Jr. (D., N. J.), one

of the fore-

most exponents of government support of the
arts. Sitting with him were Rep. Robert N.
Giaimo, Democrat, of New Haven, Connecticut, and Rep. Charles S. Joelson, Democrat,

of Paterson, New Jersey. Thompson, in his
introductory talk, emphasized that the hearings were being held in the hope that they
would call attention to apathy in the Congress
that in the last session defeated legislation to
aid the arts.
He stated that the hearings were precipitated by the recent difficulties of the Metropolitan Opera, the New York Philharmonic,
and the Philadelphia Orchestra, and that their
purpose was to build as complete a record as
possible on economic conditions in the performing arts. No specific legislation would be
considered in the hearings, he said, but witnesses would make recommendations for new
legislation.
Leopold Stokowski, the first to testify on
November 15, opened his speech with “The
future of the fine arts in America is in great
danger . . . the Philadelphia Orchestra nearly
did not begin the season; the Metropolitan
Opera season began late, and it looked as if
it could not go on at all. There are still great
difficulties. All operas today are under-rehearsed and not well prepared . . . The season
is going on under very bad circumstances.
Every performance is a risk.” He brought out
that “We have (in America) a conflict between quantity and quality, but in time quality must win. Many performing artists have
to have two professions, music and something
else. This subtracts from their quality because it takes a lifetime of study to be good
artists. Every day of his life the musician
must practice that instrument.”
Stokowski
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pointed out that we “have great cities where
there are good artistic institutions” but that
“we must find a way to bring live music to
grass roots,” in order to supplement a radio
and television diet. All this, because “there is
nothing like the live performance of human
beings.”
He would not favor, he said, the federal
government taking over the whole burden of
supporting the fine arts, but rather that states,
cities, communities and citizens should cooperate. The Soviet Union was paying great
attention to the arts, he pointed out, and
therefore this country should make greater
use of its culture as a weapon in the cold war.

Perry, manager, Boston Symphony, spelled
out the economic problems confronting even
the nation’s foremost orchestras. At a near
sell-out at a top seat price of $7.50, the box
office of the New York Philharmonic produced only 62 per cent of costs. Thus, to increase the length of a season would only tend
to increase the deficits of large orchestras,
Moseley testified.
Helen M. Thompson, executive secretary of
the American Symphony Orchestra League,
presented a statistical survey of the 1,182 orchestras of all sizes playing in the United
States. They will need $30 million to oper-

He was asked by Rep. Giaimo, “Isn’t it

income presently totals $16 million, leaving
the remainder to be made up by fund drives

true that Americans are spending more than
ever before on music—records, juke boxes
and so on—and couldn’t some of this money
be used in some way to sustain the arts?”
Stokowski agreed but said, “It is possible
there exists somewhere in the United States a
man who knows how to do this. I do not.”
President Kenin, as the next witness, was

described in the New York Times of November 16, as “one of the most forceful of the
witnesses.” (For his entire speech, see page
six of the present issue.) He deplored the fact
that Congressional indifference caused the defeat of the Federal Arts Council legislation.

(The proposed Council would function as a
clearing house for ideas and as a focus for the
problems involved in initiating subsidy.) The
opponents of the Bill, said Rep. Thompson,
ridiculed it with such suggestions as “poker
playing should also be considered a fine art
and shouldn’t it also therefore be subsidized
?”
Kenin’s speech might be summed up in the
sentence, “The only practical solution to save
our dying musical heritage is help in the form
of government subsidy.”
George London, opera and concert singer,
in his testimony, noted that the large number
of artists developed under the Works Progress
Administration program during the depression of the 1930's attested to the value of fed-

eral subsidies for the arts.

He credited the

start he himself made under this program as
the basis for his career. He declared that
“hundreds of young American artists today
are forced to go abroad to find opportunities

ate

on

a break-even

and contributions.

basis,

she said.

These economic

Their

factors

offer little encouragement to new talent in a
field already suffering from a shortage of
string players.
John Brownlee,

president of the American

Guild of Musical Artists and director of the
(Continued

on page

nine)

The Blessings
of Peace
With the Christmas Season, one likes to give
a special underlining to the concept of Peace.
The Federation is happy to be able to do so
this year with perfect logic. For peace between the Musicians Guild of America and the
American Federation of Musicians, a settlement of many years of misunderstanding, has
been proclaimed. The rift is at last healed.
For professional musicians it is a double
blessing. A split in the ranks of any portion
of organized labor is regrettable, but for musicians, since the many problems we must face
necessitate a united front in order to solve
them, it was little less than disastrous. President Kenin expressed the situation simply and
straightforwardly when he said, “The interests of professional musicians can best be promoted by the consolidation of their total economic and political power into a single
union.”
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KENIN SPEAKS OUT FOR SUBSIDY
Text of oral testimony by President Kenin before the
Select Subcommittee on Education of the House Education and Labor Committee in New York City, November 15.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS
OF THE COMMITTEE:

What has happened to the American sense

My name is Herman Kenin. I am the president of the American Federation of Musicians,
in which capacity I appear here as spokesman
for some 268,000 professional instrumentalists.
I shall confine my testimony to the deplorable economic conditions confronting all but

a handful of these 268,000 musicians, and to
matters pertaining to the preservation of our
precious, but now
grievously threatened,
American musical heritage.
It is the considered opinion of the Amer-

ican Federation
music

cannot

of Musicians
survive

much

that serious
longer

in the

United States without assistance from Government.

Apparently, this fact of life is not known

to, or is a matter of indifference to, some 173
members of the House of Representatives who
voted down, in the closing days of the First
Session of the 87th Congress, a very modest,

but meaningful, proposal to create a Federal
Arts Council.
No one can read the shameful record of
that legislative gaucherie without a shudder
for the future of America’s culture. If the
American way of life we are striving to preserve

is to be shorn

of its cultural heritages,

then we are battling for a kind of civilization
that may well be undeserving of the supreme

effort.

If I sound bitter it is because I am

bitter and because I speak for an embittered
army of musicians.
Something akin to the Federal Arts Council
envisioned by your House Bill 4172, Mr.
Chairman, has been asked of Congresses over
the last four years as a starting point for federal assistance to the performing arts. Here,
mind you, was a proposal bearing the nonpartisan blessings of the two most recent occupants of the White House as well as the
prayers of every patron of the arts. Yet a
handful of wilful men on Capitol Hill laughed
this proposal off the floor of the House of
Representatives while speculating aloud if
poker playing might not also be considered a
performing art. Is this the kind of statesmanship to which we must entrust our national
culture?
6

of pride and responsibility that made us a
leader among nations?
Most other nations can point with pride to

what has been accomplished to sustain their
arts and artists through the ministrations of
Councils such as that rejected by our Con-

gress. The long and fruitful accomplishments
of these Councils in other lands give the lie

to those who claim that governmental assistance leads to a police state of repressed artistic endeavor.
Centuries of governmental beneficence for
the-arts in foreign lands and more than a
century of practiced subsidy in these United
States for many, many endeavors other than
the arts prove the hypocrisy of these timid
critics.
The Italian government was pouring money

into opera when the Tower of Pisa assumed
its distinctive slant in the Fourteenth Century.
France’s opera and its Louvre were treasured
symbols of that nation’s culture before world
wars were fomented.
Sweden’s Stockholm
Opera was decreed by King Gustav the Third

in 1773.

Frederick the Great gave Berlin its

first opera house in 1740. These and scores
of ancient cultural institutions have survived
wars and economic strife only because they
were recognized by the successive rules and

politicians of those lands as the indispensable
warp and woof of their civilizations.
And so it has gone throughout the civilized
world,

and

down

through

except, Gentlemen,
America.
This

neglect,

the ages—except,

in these United States of

this

bland,

materialistic

in-

difference to the crumbling foundations of our
national civilization is all the more difficult
to comprehend when one reflects that: since
1850 we have subsidized shipping. Agriculture has received direct government aid since
1862. Business continues to be subsidized by
inadequate postal charges. Our broadcasters
are subsidized through the free use of the
public air waves. Aviation gets an annual lift
of over $200 million from government—all
this, and much more, without any anguished
cries about bureaucratic control.
When Europe dug out of the debris of the
last World War and had ministered to the

. immediate creature needs of food, clothing
and shelter for its peoples, its next concern
was to restore the cornerstones of its battered

civilization. Let me illustrate by showing you
a picture of the Vienna Opera House as World
War II ended in Europe (easel exhibit).
High priority—and rightly so—was given
to its restoration by the Austrian Government.
This is its restored condition — ironically
enough, made possible by American Marshall
Plan dollars.
;
At the time we were allotting half a billion
dollars in annual aid to Turkey—and again
rightly so—the Turkish Government spent

$3.3 million to build an opera house in Istanbul. There was an additional allocation of
$350,000

annually

for the Turkish

Philhar-

monic Orchestra and another $750,000 for
operatic performances.
In essence (easel exhibit), this view of
Ankara Opera House represents another
vestment of American dollars in support
the performing arts—but once again on
other side of the Atlantic Ocean.

the
inof
the

(Easel exhibit Berlin Opera House) This
handsome 1900-seat home of opera in the
heart of West Berlin was completed recently
at a cost of nearly $7 million dollars in federal and city tax monies. Its performances
are subsidized at the rate of nearly $4 per
seat per performance, making opera available
to Berlin’s masses. The Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra gets federal and city subsidies of
some $625,000 a year. Here indeed are some
of the lasting fruits of a post-war economy
that was sparked by American help.
In the time allotted,

I cannot

possibly re-

view all that other nations have done and are

continuing to do because of the prime importance they place upon the performing arts.
That story, however, is well told in the booklet “Subsidy Makes Sense,” published by the
American Federation of Musicians and reprinted in the published record of your Subcommittee’s hearings on H.R. 4172 and H.R.
4174 on pages 255 to 284.
By way of contrast, let me place in the record a statistical analysis of conditions in
American symphonic groups, together with
excerpts from comments forwarded by some
one thousand of the 2,300 musicians comprisINTERNATIONAL
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ing the top-budgeted twenty-four serious music
organizations in the United States.
From this analysis, you can compute that
the average musician’s basic wage was $117.00
per week during the regular season average
of twenty-seven weeks, little more than half
the year. Even this figure is misleading because it is swelled by the so-called “big five”
symphonies
— Boston, Chicago,
Cleveland,
New York and Philadelphia—where some five
hundred musicians average $167.00 for each
week that is played in the regular season.
As a matter of fact, any discussion of serious musicians’ wages in terms of weekly minimums for the regular season in itself is misleading, as was so clearly and shockingly demonstrated to the nation by the Metropolitan
Opera dispute with its orchestra musicians.
These instrumentalists, who compare favorably with the finest in the world, have reached
the pinnacle of their profession. Unless they
become soloists there are no artistic worlds

left for them to conquer.

a dilemma that Met cannot resolve without
help.
The Met is not alone in its financial troubles.
Almost without exception, serious music organizations in America — great institutions
like the New York and Philadelphia Philharmonic Orchestras, the Cleveland and Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestras, to name
just a few—are finding it increasingly improbable that they can meet their deficits.
For many years all of these organizations
have been subsidized consistently by their orchestra members.
Reluctantly, these musicians have agreed to perform for wages that
obviously are sub-standard. They have worked
abbreviated seasons that make drastic inroads
on the average annual weekly wage.
Yes, these dedicated music lovers in the
chairs of our orchestras know about subsidy.
Their families know about it also. But the
nation’s musicians cannot ask their families
to lower their economic standards any further
to subsidize music. They must have help from
others in the form of government subsidy, the
only practical solution to save our dying musical heritage.
As a direct result of the disclosure of the
facts underlying the musicians’ dispute with
the Metropolitan management, this urgent requirement for subsidy was acknowledged editorially by many stalwarts of the press, notably the New York Times and the Christian
Science Monitor.
1961

\
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By long years of

study, great inherent ability, rigid discipline,
constant off-duty practice and substantial economic sacrifice while perfecting their techniques, they reached this pinnacle and were
rewarded with a basic annual wage of $5,
780.00. This is about $111.00 per week spread
over fifty-two weeks.
:
My purpose in recalling the Metropolitan
Opera controversy is not to open old wounds.
We musicians realize that the Met management is in serious economic straits. Spiralling
costs, a tax structure that shears the wings
from the angels—call it what you will—pose

DECEMBER,
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President Kenin contrasts governmental concern for two breeds of trumpeters—the whooping crane
and the musician—to Representative Charles S. Joelson (D-N. J.), during break in Congressional inquiry
into the economic plight of performing artists.

And

only last month,

Newsweek

magazine

brought to light an interesting development
on this subject of subsidy. It seems that our
Government which evidences so little concern
for the preservation of our most precious
human resources prodded our neighbor, Canada, to help it preserve the nearly extinct
whooping crane. So few people have ever seen
a whooping crane that I have brought you a
picture (easel exhibit) of this glorious bird

to better help me illustrate a classic example
of contrasting governmental concern for two
breeds of trumpeters threatened with extinction—the whooping crane and the musician.
Under pressure from the United States, the
Canadian Government has agreed, Newsweek
magazine reports, to reroute a railroad to the
Great Slave Lake area at an additional cost
of some $3.4 million to keep inviolate the
nesting place of these great birds (easel ex-

hibit).
At last count, I believe, there were fortytwo whooping cranes in existence. This act of
compassionate subsidy suggests a Canadian
valuation

of $81,500 on each of their white-

plumed heads. But this figure is a mere pittance when compared with the per capita investment of United States tax dollars for the
preservation of these birds.
We musicians who also face extinction have
no quarrel with our Canadian brethren in
their concern for these cranes, particularly
since Canada evidences a like concern for
musicians. In 1957 the Canada Council was
created by act of Parliament to administer
the revenue of a $50-million-dollar grant in
support of its national cultures. The performing arts and artists are the chief beneficiaries,

Because comparisons are odious, I will not
comment on the comparative status of whooping cranes and musicians in official Washington except to say that the monies our own
Government has spent to preserve the whoopers would finance a Federal Arts Council oper-

ation for a hundred years and more.
Since the burden of my remarks has concerned governmental support for arts and artists, you, Gentlemen, are entitled to have for
this record a definition of what I mean by
“subsidy.” First let me make the point that
a trade union such as the American Federation of Musicians cannot be, and should not
be, the architect of any such program. It
would be suspect simply because its first duty
lies in job opportunities for all of its members. Nevertheless, we professional musicians
have ourconvictions. I shall state them broad-

ly, if briefly:
Subsidy for music and the performing arts
—with a substantial assist from the box office
—should operate at federal, state and community levels. We do not contemplate that
Government would or should foot the bill—
only that it will pick up a share of the burden

at the point at which it is becoming intolerable.
The first step, we are convinced, is to survey needs at the federal level and from the
prestige vantage point of a Congressionallyestablished platform. That is why we so sorely
need a Federal Arts Council. It should write

the definitions and establish the formula by
which grants-in-aid of federal assistance funds
are made to states, communities and cultural
institutions. We suspect that a forthright demonstration that Washington cares about the
(Continued

on page

forty-six)
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Reprinted from “America,” National Catholic Weekly Review. Fr. McNaspy, S.J. is associate editor of the Review.

HOW CAN WE
PAY FOR MUSIC?
By C. J. McNaspy
Headlines and buoyant editorials cheered
the news that, thanks to President Kennedy’s
intervention and Secretary of Labor Arthur J.
Goldberg’s proffered mediation, the Metropolitan Opera would open again this year
after all. The general mood in the opera
world was aptly stated by Leontyne Price:
“The

President

cared,

the

Secretary

cared,

and the public cared; I am very happy!” So
were millions of Americans who for years
have looked forward to the Saturday afternoon broadcasts, not to mention the tens of
thousands who were saving up pennies to hear
Nilsson, Tebaldi and Price, and to see—for
the first time since before the war—the entire
Wagnerian Ring. It was allegro. con giubilo,
all around.
But, on second sober thought, is all well?
For all the good news, I among others wonder

whether it might not have been better if the
Met had closed. Might it not have dramatized
a situation that needs at least an airing? However adroitly Secretary Goldberg may work
out the Met’s immediate crisis, he can only
offer one more makeshift remedy and not a
real cure. The illness lies deep, and after
much reading and consultation with musicians, managers and critics, I am inclined to
agree with Herman D. Kenin, president of
the American Federation of Musicians, that
“the musical performing arts can’t survive in
today’s market place.”
Had the Met closed, even the least literate
would have sensed that something big and bad
had happened. The danger now is that, with
the pressing threat postponed once again, we
may all lapse into a deceptive comfort, forgetting that this past season the deficit was
$840,000, precisely while audiences were at
an all-time high. This betokens something endemic, not merely critical.

Time was, of course, when opera and symphony were aristocratic pastimes, privileges
for relatively few. Benefits were sometimes
extended to the many, but patronage was a
courtly matter. The richest musical traditions
long remained in those lands where courts
were many and enlightened—the German and
Italian principalities. With the spread of democracy, however, and as human life became
more organized and centralized, music shared
the common lot. The government took over
where the vanishing courts had left off.
And so we find that, while each of the countries of the West has found some way to subsidize music (and other performing arts), the
United States alone has pursued a “hit and
miss” policy. At first, our rugged forefathers
were too involved in sheer survival to be concerned about the finer things. Then came the
age of millionaire philanthropists with their
, prodigal subsidies.
Today, with taxation
changing the social picture, the world’s
wealthiest land paradoxically finds its superb
orchestras in a serious if not desperate plight.
The problem, then, is an American

one and

not simply localized in the Metropolitan. Nor
is it just a question of opera, though opera’s
worries are greater, for reasons I tried to examine in “What’s Wrong With Opera?” (AM.
4/29, pp. 228-230). Indeed, recently Rudolf
Bing, Metropolitan manager, stated his belief
that opera is “an art form never designed for
the economics of the twentieth century.”
While our American symphony orchestras,
being a less costly operation, may succeed in
blundering through, their present plight is not
much better. Even charging exorbitant prices
—from five to ten times more than in other
civilized countries—our orchestras individually go into the red some hundreds of thousands

of dollars each season.

In 1958-59, for exam-

ple, the celebrated

New

York

Philharmonic

left a tab of $323,863.00 for benefactors to
pick up. Anyone who has worked on a symphony committee (my experience is limited to
New Orleans) knows the galling amount of
downright begging needed each year to “save
the symphony.” At best haphazard, such work
is dependent on the whim of “angels,” and
leaves musicians in a state of damaging insecurity. They wonder, will the money be
raised after all? And in doubt, no wonder
they tend to leave for more promising pastures,
while the symphony—an instrument that requires years to build up—suffers distressingly.
But is so much money necessary? Aren’t
musicians overpaid? According to the American Federation of Musicians, the 2,300 members of the twenty-six best American symphony orchestras receive an average salary
of under $4,000.00, summer season employment included. Obviously—and optimists are
quick to point this out—some individual musicians get additional employment and bolster
their total income. But the majority have to
struggle along giving private lessons or, all
too often, driving taxicabs during hours that
should be spent in practice. These are professional men who have spent at least as much
time and money in their training as the finest
surgeons or heart specialists.
According to a recent survey of the American Federation of Musicians, the five bestpaying orchestras in the United States offered
an average weekly salary of $167.00 during
last year’s season. The New York Philharmonic, a privileged case, has a $180.00 minimum during the regular season and $190.00
on tour. But our other world-famous orchestras (like Minneapolis, Cincinnati, San Francisco and some seventeen others) averaged
(Continued

on

page

fifty-one)
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Musicians’ Plight Deplored
In Congressional Hearings
(Continued

Manhattan

School

from

of

page

five)

Music,

reviewed

the

opera workshop program and noted that such
programs were useless unless job opportunities are afforded. Too much of American
talent must now look to Europe for its job
opportunities, he said.

Hy Faine, national executive secretary of
the Guild, reviewed wage scales for performing artists, pointing out their inadequacies.
Tax relief for artists, by spreading their good
earning years over the lean, was strongly
advocated. Tax levies on broadcast stations
and possibly on receiving sets was suggested
as a possible source of revenue to be funneled
into sustenance of the arts.
John Corigliano, concertmaster of the New
York Philharmonic, told the Subcommittee
that the government “should encourage and
subsidize all symphony orchestras and opera
companies throughout the country, thus developing our potential performing artists,
while improving and strengthening our cultural growth.”
Abraham Marcus, chairman of the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra Committee, and Seymour Berman, vice-chairman, appeared jointly to testify that “the Met musician finds himself in an intolerable squeeze.” Artistically at
the top, he is economically at the bottom and
at a dead end, and fine musicians are deserting the profession.
Anthony A. Bliss, president of the Metropolitan Opera Association, filed a statement
which revealed that the operating deficit for
the company will be in excess of $1 million
this season. Every time the curtain goes up,
the Met loses over $3,500, he testified. Under

NOTICE!
A leader must, before an engagement is played, inform the local in
whose jurisdiction the engagement is
played, the amount collected as to
transportation charges and a point
from which the transportation charges
made,

and

the exact

and

correct

amount of percentage which will be
paid to an agent, or agents as compensation for booking the engagement. He must also notify the local
secretary of the termination of the engagement, the use of the option, or
voiding of the option on the contract.
If any engagement of a traveling orchestra is postponed or cancelled, the
leader or the booker shall notify the
local immediately.
DECEMBER,
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such economic conditions, he noted, it is impossible to lengthen the season or take chances
on unknown or inexperienced artists.
Answering questions from the panel, Mr.
Bliss said that, even when it transfers its performances to the new Lincoln Center, now in
course of construction, the emphasis, in long
or short season, would have to continue to be

on the “star system,” whereby only the very
top performers of the world would be presented. The Met’s pay scale for such stars is
lower than that paid by the top European
opera companies.
Marion (Duke) Giddens, a member of the
Met’s

Article 17, Section 2

are

Conductor Leopold Stokowski, during a recess at hearing in New York, emphasizes a point to Congressman Frank Thompson, Jr., chairman of House Subcommittee.

chorus,

said

the chorus

was

the best

paid of its kind in the United States. Yet the
highest salary was $6,164. He called for
scholarships, subsidies and tax relief for the
artists, plus a pension plan akin to that of
civil servants.
Abba Bogin, concert pianist and conductor,
urged upon the Sub-committee the need to
bring classical music to rural America, thereby providing employment and enriching the
nation’s mass culture. Chairman Thompson
inquired about work opportunities for concert pianists and was told by the witness that
out of four hundred highly rated artists, less
than fifteen are able to sustain themselves
wholly by their art.
George Shirley, concert and pianist soloist,
told the Sub-committee that “America as a
whole must realign its cultural sights if it is
to occupy a position of importance in the
arts.”
A statement by Sen. Jacob K. Javits (R.,
N. Y.), was submitted for the record. In it
the Senator noted his “full sympathy with the

proposal for a Federally-supported foundation
to provide encouragement and opportunity to
non-profit, private and civil groups in the performing arts.”
Edwin Hughes, executive secretary of the
National Music Council, in the witness chair,
cited evidence showing that, of 430 composers
responding to a questionnaire, only sixteen
enjoyed annual incomes of $5,000 or more.
Our nation, he said, must learn the lesson of
which Europe has so long been aware—that
symphony orchestras and opera cannot be
operated at a profit. Subsidy, he emphasized,
should come principally at state and municipal
levels to safeguard against controls.
Frank Brieff, conductor of the New Haven
Symphony Orchestra and the Bach Aria
Group, said fifteen years of intensive training
does not enable an instrumentalist to earn a
livelihood. “Our orchestra in New Haven has
a budget of $100,000 a year; it gives twentyfive concerts a year and its musicians earn
around $800 a year.” He asked help for orchestra, opera companies and young talent.
Felix Salmaggi, manager of the Wagner
Opera Company and New York Festival
Opera, said the answer to current problems is
a country-wide subsidy “starting in Washington and feeding down to communities.” A
state-by-state opera that would educate the
public to grand opera is needed, he said.
“Jam.

musicians,”

said

Nat

Hentoff,

lec-

turer, producer and writer in that field, “are
producing vital and durable music; grants-inaid are needed to encourage young talent.”
On the final day of the hearings, blame for
the economic plight of musicians came from
(Continued

on

page

forty-three)
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Best New Dance Bands
Contest of 1961
Don Thompson, Toronto,
winner of the Federation

first regional championship
sponsored Best New Dance

Bands

receives

of

1961

Contest,

the

coveted

of $1,000 and first prize trophy from International
Treasurer and Project Director George V. Clancy, as
Mitch

Miller,

NBC

music

maestro

and

star

440

Dance

of

“Sing

Along With Mitch,” who officiated as a judge,
on. Jack Lane’s band was runner-up.

looks

2?

Hhales

and Cunadsa

Don Thompson and his 15-piece dance band
from Toronto played its way into the AllCanada championship prize of $1,000 to become the first of ten regional title-holders to
be chosen in the United States and Canada in
the current “Best New Dance Bands of 1961
Contest,” sponsored for the third successive
year by the American Federation of Musicians. Nine other regional championships are
being played off in various areas of the United
States.
Thompson and his versatile group, which
has played together for half a dozen years and
has appeared in the top spots in and around
Toronto, won out over a formidable array of
eight other well-known dance bands, includBig-time bandleader Ted Weems, who served as a judge
at the Fort Worth Best Band Contest, held by Local 72,
congratulates winner Harvey Anderson.
His next stop
includes the regional contest, also held at Fort Worth.

In New York City Leo Ball and his group outplayed
eight other dance bands, to win the right to compete
in the regional championship at Providence, Rhode Island.
Teddy Armen, Erie, Pennsylvania, bandleader who won
the local Best Band Contest at the National Guard
Armory in Ashtabula, Ohio, is shown with Joseph
Montanaro, Local 107 business agent, who spark-plugged
the

event,

second

and

place.

Ray

Jangles

of

Ashtabula

who

Bands from

check

took

ing those of Jack Denton, Jack Lane, Jack
Fowler, Nicol Brown, Thomas Earlls, Bruce

Wilson, Ken Steele, Roger Stein, all from the
Toronto area,

and John Kostigian, Kitchener;

Bako

Burt

24, while the Fort Worth, Texas, Casino Ballroom provided some of the keenest dance band
music to be heard in the Southwest November
26. Detroit stood host to some top bands at
the Latin Quarter Ballroom November 27.
December dates for the six remaining regional
championships include Providence, Rhode
Island, Rhodes-on-the-Pawtuxet, December 7;
Dayton, Ohio, Wampler’s Ballarena, December 8; Boise, Idaho, December 5, at the Miramar; Sacramento, California, Anson’s Supper
Club, December 17. Omaha, Nebraska, and
the Philadelphia regional championship dates
had not been determined at this writing.
Project Director Clancy expressed himself
as highly pleased with the number of entries
obtained in this year’s contest, in view of the
emphasis on regional champions instead of
selecting one national champion. “We feel,”
he said, “that we have finally hit on the right
formula to do the greatest amount of good for
the largest number of dance bands.” By
choosing ten regional champions we are able
to focus attention on capable bands in their
own areas. This enables ten bands to start
the climb to national attention and the rewards that go with it rather than have just
one group of instrumentalists receive notoriety. In this program we are attracting more
new bands than we did previously, and, after
all, that is the aim of the project. Equally
important, we are getting larger crowds of
dance band fans at the local contests than we
did during either of the previous contests.
From personal observation and from_ the
many favorable comments we have received,
we believe we are now on the right track in
our efforts to help the dance band business
and the live musician in particular.”
Local contest winners to date who will participate in upcoming regional championship
competitions include:
Ray Alburn’s band, finalists in last year’s
Best Band title play-off, took first place for

Ronn Metcalfe, St. Catharines.
Some 1,500 people thronged the Club
Kingsway in Toronto, November 9, to listen
and dance to the music of their favorites, but
applaudingly confirmed the decision of the
star array of judges, all headliners in the
professional field.
Heading the roster of outstanding judges
was Mitch Miller, NBC music maestro and
conductor of the top network show, “Sing
Along With Mitch,” who shared honors with
the charming Juliette, colorful CBC television
star; and with Oscar Peterson, internationally
known pianist; John Cluff, president of the
Canadian Dance Teachers’ Association, and
the well-known band leaders, Mart Kenney,
Art Hallman and Bert Niosi.
George V. Clancy, International Treasurer
and Project Director of the A. F. of M. Best
Band Contest, presented Don Thompson and
his band members with a $1,000 championship check, together with a trophy emblematic
of his victory. All participating band leaders
received Best Band Regional Championship
the second year in the St. Joseph, Missouri,
Contest certificates as proof of participation.
Two other regional championship compe- - local contest to select the top combination in
the St. Joseph-Kansas City area. The Warren
titions were slated during November at the
Durrett group of Kansas City placed second,
time of going to press. The Ashtabula, Ohio,
and third place went to Jimmy Tucker, also
regionals at the Grotto Hall scheduled a highly
of Kansas City. Attendance at the Frog Hop
competitive group of dance bands November
INTERNATIONAL

MUSICIAN

event was larger than the previous year’s competition. The local contest was sponsored
jointly by Local 34, Kansas City, and Local
50, St. Joseph. Six bands participated.
Teddy Armen’s 14-piece dance band from
Erie, Pennsylvania, took first place in the Ashtabula, Ohio, local contest. Ashtabula’s Ray
Jangles won a second place trophy which also
entitles him to play in the regional finals to
be held at the National Guard Armory, sponsored by Local
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Al Cobine’s 14-piece dance band which has
been doing very well since it won the regional
title last year, again won a chance to compete at the championship level when it took
top honors at the Antlers Hotel at Indianapolis. Cobine’s group nosed out an impressive dance combination led by Aletra Hampton which consists of all brothers and sisters
with the exception of two members. Local 3
sponsored the competition.
Jackie Souders and Mel Pillar came

out on

top in the Seattle local dance band play-off,
sponsored by Local 76, held in the Grand
Ballroom of the Olympic Hotel which the
management was gracious enough to contribute for the competition. Four hundred dance
lovers who attended applauded the judges’ impartial decision.
In Providence, Rhode Island, Art Tancredi
again emerged a winner with Perry Borrelli
playing right along on equal terms at the
Crescent Park Ballroom. Both will be heard
again in the Providence regional championships sponsored by Local 198.
Detroit’s Local 5 paid signal honor to Best
Band Project Director Clancy, a former secretary of the local, when it produced eight
top dance bands and a crowd estimated at
around 1,500 dance lovers, in one of the most
successful local contests of the Best Band Contest held at the Latin Quarter Ballroom. Winner of the competition was Jimmy Wilkins,
whose 15-piece combo took third honors in
the finals of the national competition at Detroit’s Cobo Hall in 1960. Runner-up bands
were those of Dave Martin and Robert DuRant, who will be heard again in the regional
championships in Detroit. Much credit for
the success of the event goes to Eddie Martin,
business agent of the Detroit local and chairman of the local contest.
Los Angeles Local 47 produced the most
unusual event of the current local Best Band
Contests,
when, for the first time in the threeyear-old national contest, a feminine orchestra leader entered the competition and won
first place. It was 17-year-old Johnna Halvas,
who

led

her

15

men

to

victory

over

nine

other well-known Los Angeles bands before a
large and enthusiastic crowd at the Aragon
Ballroom. She will appear again in the regional finals at Sacramento.

The bands of Wayne Squires, a former
local winner, Jimmy May and Earl Holderman were picked as the top three in a sevenband competition sponsored by Local 101,
Dayton, Ohio. A lively crowd enjoyed the
(Continued
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:

A portion of the record crowd at Detroit's Latin Quarter, listening to and dancing to eight top bands which
competed in the local Best Band Contest. They applauded the winning Jimmy Wilkin’s band which was also a
finalist in the national contest last year.

a

Top figures in the entertainment world judged the All-Canadian local Best Band Contest at the Club Kingsway
in Toronto. Left to right: John Cluff, president of the Canadian
Dance Teachers’ Association, bandleader Art Hallman, star pianist Oscar Peterson, bandleader Bert Niosi, songstress Betty Rolzertson, NBC music maestro Mitch
Miller and Local 149 official Gordon Delamont.

Best Band winners are congratulated by officials at the end of the Providence, Rhode Island, local contest. Left
to right: winner Art Tancredi; Francis Cappalli, president of sponsoring Local 198; Perry Borrelli, runner-up;
the Rev. Father Norman O’Connor, chairman of the judges; and Aime Triangolo, secretary of Local 198.
eee

=:

:

ae

not. B. Fred Wise, American
Conservatory of Music, Chicago, Illinois, is president of
NATS.

NEWS NUGGETS
Nadia Boulanger will lead a
Symposium for Orchestral Composers at the Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio, on
March 23, 24, 25, 1962. Mlle.
Boulanger will also hold private
conferences with each composer
whose works have been selected
for reading and will also present a public lecture as part of
the program.
Participation in the Symposium is open to all composers
of orchestral music from the
states of Indiana, Michigan and
Ohio. The deadline for submitting scores is January 15. 1962.
For further information and
application forms write to Dr.
Henry Bruinsma. the Ohio State
University

School

of

Auditorium

Ohio.

1962.

Composer Elliott Carter and
the Fine Arts Quartet will be
special guests for the fourth
annual Symposium of Contemporary American Music to be
held at the University of Kansas April 9 to 12, 1962.
The 1961 annual convention
of the National Association of

Teachers
The George Washington University announces the appointment of George Steiner as
Chairman of its music department.

in January,

Music,

1899 North College Road, Columbus,

Seymour Sokoloff has been
engaged as manager of the Vancouver Chamber Music Society.
In cooperation with Local 145,
of that city, the Music Performance Trust Funds of the Recording Industries and the Vancouver Public Library, Mr. Sokoloff has arranged a series of five
Friday noon hour concerts, to
be given in the Public Library

held

of

Singing

in Boston,

will

Wilfrid Pelletier, symphony
and opera conductor, has been
named conductor of the Professional Training Orchestra of the
New School of Music in Philadelphia. He fills the position
left vacant by the untimely
death of Alexander Hilsberg.

“Jazz

The National
Association

Heinrich Roth Orchestra Composition Contest. Two prizes

teachers, and choral conductors,
whether members of NATS or

are to be awarded,

each

issue

with

John Wilson, Leonard Feather,
Nat Hentoff, Dom Cerulli, Mar-

tin Williams and others. Watch
for it.

Each year millions of greeting cards are entrusted to the
mails during the Christmas
Holidays as well as other items
such as calendars, gifts, booklets and other mementos. Here
are a few simple rules that will
assure better postal service and
a happier Holiday Season: Mail
early and often. Address mail
correctly, clearly and legibly.
Use zone numbers. Always use
a return address. Mail before
December 16. For faster delivery, separate and bundle mail

School Orchesannounces the

December 27-30. It is open to
all singers,
vocal
students,

in America”

articles by leading jazz writers:

meet expenses.

tra

for full orchestra,

and (b) composition for instrumental solo with orchestral accompaniment. The deadline is
July 1, 1962. For further information write to NSOA Composition Chairman,
1418 Lake
Street, Evanston, Illinois.
SPECIAL JAZZ ISSUE
The January “International
Musician” will be a special

Composers under thirty-five
years of age who wish to spend
a year in a secondary public
school system composing music
for its ensembles should make
application before January 31,
1962, to Edwin Hughes, Executive Secretary, National Music
Council, 117 East 79th Street,
New York 21, New York. Individual stipends for composers
are $5,000, plus dependency allowances and limited travel
funds. School systems which
are chosen to receive composers
will be given grants of $650 to

be

Massachusetts,

in each of the two fields of (a)
composition

$250,

for the outstanding composition

to “Local”

and

“Out-of-Town.”

Be

ARTICLE

23, SECTION
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Members or leaders, whether traveling or local, who
> desire to make Personal Appearances, including radio
and/or television appearances, must first obtain permission from the local in whose jurisdiction the appearance is to occur. A. F. of M. members employed
as disc jockeys, announcers or personalities on radio
and/or TV stations are prohibited from offering or
2 supplying free advertising for any and all musical en-
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gagements, open to competitive bidding, on which they

A local is not empowered to withhold its approval
if said local permits its own members to broadcast over
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ings are prefaced with the words “The following is
transcribed,” and if
distribution to radio
where the artist is
permission of each

COMPANY

ma
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Do

nor leaders are permitted to use their recorded interviews in connection
with disc jockey or similar shows, unless such record-

the originating station or has
Neither members
with same.
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; may be employed as leader, contractor or musician.
Recorded interviews are permitted only if the local
in whose jurisdiction the broadcast of the recording
2 is to originate, approves.

N.

the

these recordings are for general
and television stations in localities
not scheduled to appear, unless
local is first obtained.
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On April 13, 1962, at Carnegie Hall,
Lorin Hollander

Based on an interview obtained by Hope Stoddard

If he were not so busy becoming one of
the star pianists of the day, Lorin Hollander
ought to be carefully packaged and sent
around to the various youth centers and boys’
camps throughout the United States as incontrovertible proof that a positive, constructive,
creative approach to life is possible in this
age. He is living refutation of all the defeatist assertions that hound and harass the
younger generation.
Is the age complex? All the better for this
many-sided young man. Are the demands tremendous? He has what it takes to meet them.
Do careers require extraordinary focus and
application? His will and his abilities will

gives you the right to omit mathematics in
college. Of course I'll take it in college anyway.
“I like science—biology, electronics. I’ve
built five radios, including a transistor set.
Science is the most necessary of studies. Besides, it’s exciting: a chemical experiment
making something entirely new come out,
right there in the lab.
“About hobbies? I'll try anything—photography, ping-pong, water-skiing. I’m a ham
radio operator. One of my friends stopped
hamming when he’d reached every foreign
country. I wouldn’t do that. There’s always
more. You make friends, too. When I go on

meet these requirements.

a concert

tour,

Hear him talk and talking is one of his
many hobbies—and one forgets there is such
a thing as confusion and escapism. He is a
young man involved but not entangled in the
world’s doings. To him, it is a world up-andcoming, and he is just getting into his stride.
“| do anything, if it is hard. I get into
things—-get them going just to excite myself.
Anything | think of as a challenge, | do it.

someone

I’ve got in touch

This year

geometry—a

arrange

with

to meet

over

ham

radio.

“How
sports?

piano

playing

In some

sports

is different
you

reach

the

from
pout

harder

the bet-

when you can get no further—in water-skiing,
for instance. I’m trying now to learn pingpong with my left hand. Reaching perfection
would never happen in piano-playing, though.
My teacher, Edward Steuermann, says, “You
can’t begin to understand Beethoven until

| took a special course,

analytic

you're eighty %

My mathematics
ter.

| sometimes

courses—the

course
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will present, with the

Cincinnati Symphony under Max Rudolf, the premiere performance of a
Piano Concerto written for him by
Pulitzer Prize winner, Norman Dello
Joio. This is but one in a series of
major appearances by this young pianist. In 1956, at the age of eleven, he
made his Carnegie Hall debut and was
named “Artist of Tomorrow” by the
National Orchestra Association.
In
January,

1959, he substituted for Van

Cliburn in a concert with the San Antonio Symphony. Since then he has
played with the Detroit, the New York
Philharmonic (five times), the Baltimore, the San Antonio and the Cincinnati orchestras. In the current season
he is acting as soloist with the Cleveland Orchestra, the Pittsburgh Symphony, the Detroit Symphony, the Seattle Symphony, and in Boston on the
“Celebrity Series,“ these engagements,
of course, in addition to his solo appearances with the Cincinnati Symphony in the home town and on tour.
What
is particularily noteworthy
about all this is that young Hollander,
born in New York City, was recognized
and given his opportunity right here
in the United States, with no need for
the usual warning, “You have to establish yourself in Evrope first.“ His general education and music education
have been carried on entirely in this
country, with his father, for fourteen
years concertmaster of the N.B.C. Symphony, and at the Juilliard School of
Music, as student of Edward Stevermann in piano,
in composition.

and

Vittorio

Giannini

On
FEATURES

December

11 and 12, the

Seattle Symphony,

under Milton

Katims, will present Jeanne d’arc
au Biicher, a dramatic

Honegger.

Oratorio

by Arthur

Vera Zorina will narrate the title

role . . . Walton’s Belshazzar’s Feast will be
presented by the Rochester Philharmonic,
under Theodore Bloomfield, as its December
concert offering . . . The Grand Rapids Sym.
phony, under Robert Zeller, will present on
December 15 the complete Nutcracker Ballet
by Tchaikovsky, featuring dancer Doreen

Tempest and a corps de ballet . . . Verdi’s
Requiem will be presented by the Springfield
(Massachusetts)
Symphony, under Robert
Staffanson . . . The Hartford (Connecticut)
Symphony conducted by Fritz Mahler is featuring this season a cycle of Twentieth Century masterpieces and a Brahms cycle.
Theodore
Mamlock
has
been appointed concertmaster
of the Halifax
(Nova Scotia) Symphony. He was formerly
with the New Orleans Symphony . . . New
members of the Chicago Symphony are Joseph
Guastafeste, principal double bass; Richard

APPOINTMENTS

Handel’s Messiah
will be presented
by the Cincinnati
Symphony December 14 and 16, Max Rudolf
conducting and the Miami University Chorus
CHRISTMAS

OFFERINGS

participating . . . The

Baltimore

in “A

Christmas

Festival

Program,”

the Cleveland Orchestra Chorus assisting, on
December

24.
Josef Krips is currently

(No-

vember 23-December
17)
guest conducting the New
York Philharmonic. He is music director of
the Buffalo Philharmonic . .. Harry Kruger,
for the past six years Assistant Conductor of
the Atlanta (Georgia) Symphony, has been
appointed Director of Orchestral Activities at

CONDUCTORS

14

Kanter,

oboe;

Robert

Glazer,

viola;

Brouk,

French

horn;

Joseph

Sciacchitano,

Frank

cello. Frank Miller has returned as principal

Symphony

will put on the Handel work at its December
12 and 13 concerts, Herbert Grossman conducting. They will use the University of
Maryland Choir . . . The Atlanta Symphony under Henry
Sopkin will present it December 14-15; the Roanoke (Virginia) Symphony, December
3... The Duluth Symphony
under Hermann
Herz will
have Haydn’s The Creation as
its Christmas offering. Torilli’s Christmas
Concerto will be given by the Portland
(Maine) Symphony under Rouben Gregorian,
December 5 . . . Bach’s Christmas Oratorio
will be the offering of the Cedar Rapids Symphony, under Henry Denecke, December 11,
and the offering of the Wheeling (West Virginia) Symphony under Henry Aaron, December 7... The Corpus Christi Symphony,
under Jacques Singer, is presenting Menotti’s
Amahl and the Night Visitors on December 4,
the Tulsa Philharmonic Orchestra, on December 2, and the San Antonio, on December 10.
... The Utah Symphony under Maurice Abravanel will have Honegger’s King David . . .
Robert Shaw will conduct the Cleveland Orchestra

Bowling Green State University, Bowling
Green, Ohio . . . Walter Susskind, conductor
of the Toronto Symphony, has been appointed
conductor of the Aspen Music Festival Symphony Orchestra for its 1962 season.
Six American conductors are to be
chosen from eighteen searched out
during the Fall months by Alfred
Wallenstein and Peter Mennin, as part of an
American Conductors Project, financed by
Ford Foundation, to the extent of $397,500.
The six conductors chosen will work with an
orchestra made up mostly of the members of
the Baltimore Symphony for three months in

SEARCH

1962, that is, from April to. June.

Each con-

ductor will get $2,500 for the three-month
stint, and will be under the guidance of Mr.
Wallenstein, with Messrs. Szell and Rudolf on
hand as guest teachers for at least a week
each. The project will use the facilities of the
Peabody Conservatory of Music, of which Mr.
Mennin is Director. Incidentally, this fine
opportunity for six American conductors will
also mean three months more work for the
members of the Baltimore Symphony.

Max Rudolf and the Cincinnati
PREMIERES

Symphony premiered Gen Parchman’s Symphony for String Or-

chestra November

24.

Mr. Parchman

is a

double-bass player in the orchestra . . . William Grant Still’s The Peaceful Land was premiered by the University of Miami Symphony
under Dr. Fabien Sevitzky October 22 .. .
The Wichita (Kansas) Symphony has already
this season premiered Three Kansas Portraits
by Joshua Missal. Mr. Missal is principal violist of the orchestra ... Premiered by the
Rochester Philharmonic last month was Ronald Nelson’s Overture for Latecomers .. .
Emanuel Leplin’s Symphony No. 1 will have
its world premiere on January 3, with the San

Francisco Symphony.

cellist . . Ascher
Temkin has been
appointed principal violist of the
Buffalo Philharmonic. Previously he was principal violist with
the Kansas City
Philharmonic . ..
Wilfred R. Biel,
one of the twins

-

of that name, has

resumed his position as concertAscher Temkin
master
of the
Grand Rapids Symphony . . . David Katz is
the new conductor of the Brooklyn (New
York) Community Symphony . . . Four vio-

linists, one oboist and one tuba player have
joined the New York Philharmonic this season; Henry Di Cecco, Kenneth Gordon, Stanley Hoffman and Newton Mansfield, violinists;
Jerome

Roth,

oboist;

and

Joseph

Novotny,

tuba player . . . New to the Seattle Symphony
this season

nard

are

Shapiro,

Raymond

oboe;

Davis,

Nancy

cello;

Green,

Ber-

bass;

Larry McDaniel, clarinet; Ted Plute, French
horn; Richard Roblee, trombone; and Ronald

Erickson, violin.

Evelyn Hunter has returned

to the orchestra . . . Alexander

Prilutchi, for-

mer concertmaster of the Havana Philharmonic, has been appointed concertmaster of
the Fort Lauderdale (Florida) Symphony . George Schick has been appointed musical
assistant to the Metropolitan Administration,
a newly created post . . . Gabriel Banat has
been appointed concertmaster of the Hartford
(Connecticut) Symphony.
INTERNATIONAL

MUSICIAN

The Philadelphia Saving Fund
Society is sponsoring this season’s series of student concerts
by the Philadelphia Orchestra. The Society
will also award cash prizes to student soloist
audition winners who perform at the concerts.
. .. The two Tulsa performances of Menotti’s
Amahl and the Night Visitors are being sponsored by the Magic Empire Council of Girl
Scouts and by the Oklahoma Osteopathic
Auxiliary
... The Canada Council has announced grants totaling $344,000 to a number of Canadian musical organizations. The
recipients are the symphony orchestras of
Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, Winnipeg,
Quebec, Halifax, Edmonton, Calgary and Victoria; the Vancouver Opera Association; and
the Federation of Canadian Music Festivals.
... The Milwaukee County Labor Council has
pledged its support to the forming of a permanent Milwaukee Symphony .. . As one of
the ten major orchestras of this country chosen
to participate in the Ford Foundation’s program for the encouragement of American artists and composers, the Houston Symphony
will perform “The Mystery” for Soprano and
Orchestra by Carlisle Floyd . . . The Boston
Symphony is sponsoring four organ recitals
at Symphony Hall.
SPONSORS

Michel Haller is taking advanced
training in conducting under
George Szell, Musical Director of
the Cleveland Orchestra. He was awarded this
post through a Kulas Fellowship . . . The
Charlotte (North Carolina) Symphony, in cooperation with the Queen City Optimist Club
and the Mecklenburg County School system,
are sponsoring the Piedmont Youth Orchestra
conducted by David Serrins, Assistant Conductor of the Symphony. This training orchestra is open to all junior and senior high
school students in North and South Carolina.
TRAINEES

Julius Rudel, general director and
first conductor of the New York City
Opera Company, is currently taking
the opera group on its first tour under the
auspices of the New York State Arts Council.
TOURS

The tour, which began November

22, includes

eighteen engagements
(twenty-six performances) in Rochester, Albany, Syracuse, Buffalo and other upstate cities. It marks the first

time state funds have been used for opera in
New York . . . The San Antonio Symphony,
under Victor Alessandro, has just completed
a tour of thirteen cities in Oklahoma, Texas,
Kansas and Arkansas.
In New York’s long
green Hudson Valley,
an orchestra of professional calibre, made up of sixty-five to seventy excellent musicians, is presenting some
quite demanding programs and bringing in
CONGRATULATIONS!

soloists such as Nathan Milstein, Isaac Stern,
Guiomar Novaes, Roberta Peters and Claudio

Arrau. Poughkeepsie, where the Philharmonic
gives six of its concerts, has a population of
only 40,000; Newburgh and Kingston, where
six more concerts are held, are even smaller
cities.
The one who is largely responsible for this
cultural development is Claude Monteux, son
of the famous

Pierre.

Claude

Monteux

hear what their elders hear in the evening—
at a nominal fee—but also to hear Mr. Monteux with his “No, no, try that again,” or “a
little smoother there,” thus gaining an insight
into how a conductor achieves his finished
product.
To fill in the winter months when no full
orchestra

concerts

are scheduled,

a series

of

chamber music concerts have been started.
The orchestra’s chorale of thirty-six voices
gives performances of its own; the Philharmonic Pops (thirty-five members) gives concerts; the opera and oratorio orchestra of
thirty-five members has opened the way to
more frequent operatic performances by local
and touring groups.

was

invited to Poughkeepsie in 1958 to become
conductor of the then “Dutchess County Philharmonic.”

Under his influence, the Philhar-

monic group reshuffled itself, renamed itself
the Hudson Valley Philharmonic, and justified
the name by forming councils in three counties that flank the Hudson.
As a first step, Mr. Monteux insisted upon
paying his musicians; setting rehearsals (five
or six to a concert) on a thoroughly businesslike schedule, and demanding professional
ability. Attesting to his success is the concert
attendance
— audiences packing the auditorium to the extent of 1,500 per concert.
The Philharmonic is also doing a fine job
in preparing future audiences and musicians.
Some 15,000 grade school children in six
counties of the area have been hearing Philharmonic musical programs in school. Each
year Mr. Monteux arranges two different ensembles—trios, quartets or quintets—to play
music, discuss their instruments and answer
questions. This Fall, the ensemble is made up
of a flute (Mr. Monteux), a bassoon, a harp
and a composer. The group will present works
especially written for these concerts, and the
composer, Vivian Fine, will talk to the children about contemporary music.
High school students are invited to attend
dress rehearsals before each concert, making
it possible for these young people not only to

Claudette Sorel

Pianist Claudette Sorel will
pear this season with the
waukee, Beloit, Cheyenne
Fort Collins symphonies, as well as with

SOLOISTS

Orchestra

of America,

apMiland
the

in Carnegie Hall, New

York, January 10. She has been appointed
guest lecturer in piano at the University of
Kansas in the 1961-62 season . . . Bernard
Shapiro, the new oboist of the Seattle Symphony, will play Barlow's “The Winter's
Passed” for oboe and strings, for one of the
concerts of the Symphony’s Family Neighborhood series, Milton Katims, conductor . .
Stephen Bishop will be piano soloist with the
San Francisco Symphony at its December 16
concert . . . Naoum Blinder, Concertmaster
Emeritus of the San Francisco Symphony,
served as guest soloist with the Fresno Philharmonic in their second pair of subscription concerts

November

30 and

December

1.

Hudson Valley Philharmonic conducted by Claude Monteux.
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FEDERATION
Field...
is for Car, which stalls at this season,
is for Headache — with jolly good reason,
is for Round-about,

or how we

must

go,

is for Ice which makes getting there slow,
is for Snow,

for
is for
is for
ee
|
a-7@ is for
Which
&}

which Slushes to boot,

Taxis that break down

various

Muscles that ache with the playing,
Aftermath — But what are we saying?
Season, take it apart,
never will fail us for touching the heart.

CYCLE
It seems a young man lived

with his parents in a_ public
housing development.
He attended public school, rode the
free school bus, and _ participated in the free lunch program.
He entered the Army
and upon discharge kept his
National Service Life Insurance. He then enrolled in the
state university, working parttime in the state capitol to supplement his GI check.
Upon graduation, he married
a public health nurse’ and
bought a farm with an FHA
loan, then obtained an RFC
loan to go into business. A
baby was born in the county
hospital. He bought a ranch
with the aid of a GI loan and
obtained emergency feed from
the Government.
Later he put part of his land
in the soil bank and the payments helped pay off his debts.
His parents lived comfortably
on the ranch with their Social
Security and old-age assistance
checks. REA lines supplied electricity. The Government helped
clear the land.
The county agent showed him
how to terrace it, then the Government paid part of the cost
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Latin-American

enroute,

Los Angeles;

Local 770, Hagerstown, Maryland, is promoting a fine project, which we believe might well
be copied by other locals. The
Executive Board recently approved a plan to bring big
to that area,

leader
Ernie

visits

Lewis,

President

Jose

Hollywood

assistant

R. Mercado,

phoniums. What’s a mellophonium? That’s a good question.
It was designed specifically for
the Kenton Orchestra by Conn.
It slightly resembles a French
horn and is keyed in F. The
instrument is particularly important to the new Kenton
sound,

to

and

is shown

President

Kenin,

through
Western

Confederacion

De Trabajores

De

utilizing

a

coloration

ward to help in the establishment of a permanent symphony
in that city. Their Resolution
points out that because of their
“abiding interest in the betterment of the community,” and
with the recognition that “a
permanent symphony orchestra
would prove of tremendous

pattern virtually untouched be-

value

tween the trumpets and trombones.
The Kenton Orchestra was
presented in concert at the
North Hagerstown High School.
Around 1500 were present in
the fine new auditorium.

local and a national recognition

+
Through

the untiring efforts

of the officers of Local 8, Mil-

+

bands

by

Colombia, C. T. C.; Ernie Lewis; Phil Fischer; and Theodore Manzano, United
States Department of State, Washington, D. C.

banked money which a Government agency insured.
He signed a petition seeking
Federal assistance in developing an industrial project to help
the economy of his area.
Then, one day he wrote to his
Congressman:
“I wish to protest excessive
Government spending and high
taxes. I believe in rugged individualism. I think people should
stand on their own two feet
without expecting handouts. I
am opposed to all Socialistic
trends and I demand a return
to the principles of our Constitution.”

name

labor

studios

Office, and Phil Fischer, International Motion Picture and Television Film
Representative. Left to right: Max Herman, Vice-President of Local 47,

waukee, the Milwaukee County
Labor Council has come for-

to the city, both

from

a

standpoint,” that “children of
workers and their families stand

to gain most from a sound musical education and an opportunity for appreciation of the
finer arts of life” and that
“many Milwaukee union members would benefit economically,” “the Milwaukee County
Labor Council . . . goes on record as pledging its full support
to such a community project.”
(Continued

on

page

twenty-six)

and

the local booked Stan Kenton
and his Orchestra for Monday,
November 6—a lucky fill-in
date enroute from Stan’s New
York bookings to the southland. It was a great time they
had in Hagerstown. Many of
the younger generation had
never even seen a name band in

of a pond and stocked it with

person, and it was a revelation

fish. The Government guaranteed him a sale for his farm
products.
Books from the public library
were delivered to his door. He

to them. And what a band! The
instrumentation is five trumpets, five trombones, one tuba,
five saxes, drums, string bass,
Latin drums and four mello-

Local 151, Elizabeth, New Jersey, honors its oldest member, Arthur 1. MeLeft to right: Raymond J. Brogan, president; Chester Kingsbury,
Kenzie.
dinner chairman; Mr. McKenzie; Valentine A. Fallon, speaker; and M. C. Tomasulo, vice president. Story on page 26.
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SALVADORS
PROFESSION ...
is in his hands .. . in his skill... in the GRETSCH GUITAR
he has selected to bring out his superb musicianship. His “Colors in Sound”
band

has been

hailed with raves by jazz critics since the release of his first

Decca LP recordings. Creating exciting sound, with a wonderful shouting
and singing quality, the band reflects Sal’s unique guitar technique .. . and
his Gretsch “Sal Salvador Jazz Guitar” fills his every need.
The guitar capable of more subtle shadings and tonalities whether in recording session, band date or solo. Try one today... Gretsch... the guitar made
for gifted hands.
The perfect companion to Sal’s
guitar. His Gretsch Executive model

eoiiter Aaah Gaeannaele aie

sign with two channel chassis playing through 15” Jenson heavy duty
speak
ith a high range tweeter.

—

Write to Dept. IM-212 for the FREE color-illustrated Gretsch Guitar Catalog.

The Fred. Gretsch Mfg. Co.

60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, New York
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A year or so ago the good citizens of Aliquippa, Pennsylvania
(population 26,132,
give or take a few), turned out on a warm
and sunny July Fourth weekend to pay homage
to a native son

who

was

born

in Cleveland,

Ohio.
But Henry Mancini, the object of Aliquippa’s affection, grew up in Aliquippa, and
is fiercely claimed as a native son by its
citizenry.
“When The Benny Goodman Story played
the local theater,” Hank grinned, “they had
my name up over the title of the picture on
the marquee.”
Mancini did the music arrangements in The
Benny Goodman Story and also in the screen
biography of another great bandleader in The
Glenn Miller Story. Both films were milestones along his way to a career in jazz that
has been unique in that his primary outlet
as a.composer-arranger has been the screen—
motion picture and TV.
Mancini’s music for the TV series, Peter
Gunn, broke the sales barrier for jazz albums

as it soared onto the nation’s best-seller list
and remained there for more than two years.
Hank’s RCA Victor album, Music From “Peter

Gunn,” was voted “Best Jazz Record of the
Year” by the nation’s top disc jockeys in
Down Beat magazine’s 1959 annual poll. The
album also copped two Grammys, the coveted
awards given by the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, for being voted

“Album of the Year” and “Best Arranged LP
of the Year” by the thousands of men and
women who create today’s record albums.
In the next year’s balloting, Hank again
copped several awards. His album, Blues and
the Beat was voted “Best Jazz Performance,”

his album Mr. Lucky was named “Best Performance by an Orchestra,” and Mr. Lucky
was named again as “Best Arranged LP of
the Year.”
While gaining recognition as the musician
who popularized jazz on TV through the Peter
Gunn and Mr. Lucky series, Hank continued
to maintain his high reputation in the area
of motion picture music with sparkling scores
for such films as High Time and the current
release, Breakfast at Tiffany’s.
Mancini’s interest in music was fostered

and encouraged by his father, Quinto Mancini,
a steel worker who used to play flute on his
lunch hour. He encouraged Hank to attend
Carnegie Tech Music School and later the
Juilliard Institute of Music. Early indications
of Hank’s musical prowess came as far back
as 1937, when he was given an award as first

flutist in the Pennsylvania All-State Band. He
topped his composition studies with tutelage
under the noted contemporary composer

Mario Castelnuevo-Tedesco.
with Ernst Kremek.

He also studied

He was in the service from 1941 through
1945, and began his career as a professional
sideman in popular music the following year

when he played with Tex Beneke’s band. He,
like trombonist Bobby Brookmeyer, played
piano and arranged for Beneke. After leaving
the Beneke band, he settled in California and
free-lanced before landing a staff arranger’s
post at Universal in 1951.
Writing arrangements for The Glenn Miller
Story (his first Academy Award nomination)
proved one of the simplest tasks he had ever
faced.
“Having followed the band so closely when
I was younger,” Mancini said, “it was a snap.
I could have written out most of the arrangements from memory.
But having all the

original scores to refer to was a great help.”
Also of help was his experience playing and
writing for the Miller-styled Tex Beneke band.
In the motion picture world Hank found
himself writing music for a film like The Glenn
Miller Story one day, and an out-and-out
thriller like /t Came From Outer Space or
City Beneath the Sea on the next. But the
techniques and experience he gained in delineation of character or mood by a few deft
musical touches bore fruit when Hank began
to write for TV.
“All of my experience helped me in TV
writing,” he said. “It’s technically no different
from writing theme and background music
for a motion picture; so I suppose that work
has helped me the most.”
Hank prefers to work at home, “rarely at
night,” he smiled. “I have a thing about getINTERNATIONAL
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DEC

ting things aone a day or two before the recording date.”
When Peter Gunn and Mr. Lucky were in
production, he refused to work, as some com-

posers do, from a script or a character outline. “I insisted on seeing the finished product
on the screen,” he recalled. “That way, I
could capture its true mood.”
The finished shows were screened on
Wednesday. Hank received his timing sheets
two days later, and wrote the music over the
weekend.
“I wrote between ten and fifteen minutes of
music per show,” he said. “We didn’t have
rehearsals, and that ought to tell you something about the quality of musicians we used.
It usually took about three hours to record a
show, and before long we had an open house
scene going at every session. As a matter of
fact, so many people came we finally had to
ban visitors.”
Hank, who credits “the arrangers that wrote
for Goodman, Shaw, Basie, and Miller” as
his primary influences, also feels his big band
experience helped him select musicians for his
TV and record sessions. “My big band experience taught me how to pick musicians and
write for their capabilities,” he said. “But
I've been lucky, too. Look at the ones I’ve
worked with—drummers like Jack Sperling
and Shelly Manne, and musicians like Don
Fagerquist, Ted and Dick Nash, Rolly Bundock, and Pete Candoli, among a lot of
others.”

.

rl

As for the writing

itself, whether

it’s for

movies or TV or records, Hank sets no rules.
“Unless you are hung up economically,” he
said seriously, “the amount of music and the
number of men are dictated by what is on the
screen. There are no set rules. The composer’s
taste and needs are the final judges.
“For Gunn and Lucky, economy forced me
into new methods. It’s much more difficult to
write for drama when you’re using a small
band. You have to stay in the low registers.
If you go up high, you give away how small
you are.”
Although both Gunn and Lucky are off the
air, except in syndicated re-runs, Hank is not
out of TV. “I expect to be doing a pilot soon
for Blake Edwards, who also did the Gunn and
Lucky shows.”
The movies? “My current release is Breakfast at Tiffany’s with Audrey Hepburn,” he
grinned. “The song Moon River from that
film has lyrics by Johnny Mercer, and there
are

already eleven

records

out on

it. Looks

good!
“I am completing Bachelor in Paradise with
Bob Hope, and will be starting soon on Howard Hawk’s Hatari, a $6,000,000 Africa riff!
That'll be followed by Blake Edwards’ Experiment in Terror.”
Records? “The current release is the album
of music from Breakfast at Tiffany’s,”’ Hank
noted. “Due out in January is an album
called Combo, a small group effort in the Peter
Gunn idiom.” Off in the future, according to

RCA Victor recording executives, is a Henry
Mancini album with the intriguing title, Night
Blooming Jazzmen.
And, as if his work writing music hasn’t
been enough to keep three average musicians
busy, Mancini has somehow found the time
and energy to write a book!
“I’ve just completed this book,” he grinned.
“It’s entitled ‘Sounds and Scores’ and the
subtitle is, ‘A Practical Guide to Professional Orchestration.’ It’ll be published by
G. Schirmer, and it’s due out next Spring.
The basis of the book are the scores from the
Gunn and Lucky music.”
And lurking in the background is an ambition that may one day see light. “It’s been

an unfulfilled ambition of mine to do a Broadway show,” he said. “This is about as extended as I care to get.”
Hank’s music has been greeted on one hand
by some writers and critics as the introduction
of jazz to TV drama. Other writers and critics
have shrugged off his efforts as commercial
and without jazz importance.

But the A & R director of a major jazz label
perhaps summed up this controversy-in-a-teapot recently while listening to Hank’s Breakfast at Tiffany's album. “There’s an awful
lot of good music in there,” he said. “But |
guess when you make it, you don’t count
anymore.”
Well, Hank has made it, and by the standards of some few, he may not count anymore.
(Continued

on

page

fifty-one)
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Carmen

Mastren

Brilliant artist of the guitar, recorded
jazz composer, and NBC staffer
... heard frequently with Skitch
Henderson on NBC recordings
and transcriptions, playing both
rhythm and electric on his
Epiphone guitar. Mastren has played
a twenty-five year date with his

Epiphone... says ‘‘there’s never been
another instrument for me.”

EPIPHONE,
210
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Street,

Kalamazoo,
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by John Briggs

Early in this century an eight-year-old resident of West Chester, Pa., already with a
number of compositions to his credit, left
a note on his mother’s dressing table. It read
in part:
“To begin with, I was not meant to be an
athelet I was meant to be a composer, and will
be, I’m sure . . . Don’t ask me to try to forget
this . . . and go and play foot-ball.—Please—
Sometimes I’ve been worrying about this so
much

that it makes me mad!

(not very).”

Before too many years had elapsed, Samuel
Barber had demonstrated, by winning the
Bearns, Pulitzer and Rome Prizes and by
establishing himself in the very forefront of
20

American

musicians,

that

he

was,

indeed,

meant to be a composer.
Barber was born in a hundred- year
- old
brick house in West Chester on March 9,
1910. His father, Dr. Samuel LeRoy Barber,
was a leading physician of West Chester and
for twenty-five years president of the town’s
school board. His mother came of a musical
family, one of whose members was the Metropolitan Opera contralto, Louise Homer.
By the time young Barber was ten he had
acquired facility at the piano, had written a
number of songs and composed an opera,
The Rose Tree, to a libretto by Annie Sullivan
Brosius Noble, the family’s Irish cook.

When the Curtis Institute of Music opened
in 1924, Barber was accepted as a charter
student in piano and composition. Since his
lessons at Curtis took place on Friday mornings, and the Philadelphia Orchestra’s concerts
were on Friday afternoons, Dr. Barber as
head of the school board made a special ruling

that any West Chester High School student
who was a composer could take Fridays of
to go to the Philadelphia Orchestra concerts.
Young Barber thus was able to continue @

West Chester High until he graduated there
in 1926.
One of the first, Barber was also one of the

most gifted students to attend the Curtis Ir
INTERNATIONAL
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stitute. To his composition lessons with Rosario Scalero and piano studies with Isabella
Vengerova were soon added voice lessons with
Emilio de Gogorza. To his early vocal studies
have been ascribed his facility in writing for
voices and the often songlike quality of his

instrumental works.
Prize—a Trip to Europe
Early in 1928, Barber read on the Curtis
Institute bulletin board that Columbia Uni-

versity was

offering a $1,200

award,

the

Bearns Prize, for a musical composition. He
submitted a violin sonata and won. The prize
paid for the first of his many trips to Europe,
in the summer of 1928.
The next few summer trips abroad were
made in the company of Gian-Carlo Menotti,
his fellow-student in composition under Scalero, who had entered the Institute in 1928.

Barber graduated from the Curtis Institute
in the commencement exercises of 1934. After
spending the winter of 1934-35 in an unsuccessful attempt to establish himself as a
singer of German Lieder on the American radio, Barber learned that he had been awarded
the Prix de Rome for two years’ work and
study at the American Academy in Rome.
Barber already had to his credit “Music for
’ a Scene from Shelley,” the Cello Sonata, Serenade for String Quartet, and Dover Beach,
' for baritone and string quartet. (Barber’s re' cording of the latter work with the Curtis
| Quartet, now withdrawn from the RCA Victor
catalogue, is a prized collector’s item.)
In Rome, he continued

his creative output,

' finishing his First Symphony and composing
'a number of songs to texts by James Joyce.

| He also worked at his String Quartet, Op. 11.
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Learning that Arturo Toscanini was interested in new, short orchestral pieces for the
newly-created NBC Symphony Orchestre, Barber prepared two scores and sent them to the
Maestro. They were his Essay for Orchestra
and an arrangement for string orchestra of the
Adagio from his String Quartet.
The entire season passed. In the spring
Toscanini sailed for Europe and the scores
were returned to Barber without comment.
That summer, Menotti called on the Toscaninis — alone. When the Maestro inquired
about Barber, Menotti replied that his friend
was indisposed.
The foxy old Maestro was not taken in.
“He’s angry with me,” he chuckled, “but he
needn’t be. I’m going to do both his pieces
this winter.”
Toscanini,

however,

did not ask to see the

scores again until the day before the first
rehearsal. He had already memorized them.
Barber’s next big work was a Violin Concerto, commissioned by a wealthy Philadelphia merchant for a young violinist who was
his protégé. The composer settled down in the

Swiss village of Sils-Maria for the summer of
DECEMBER,
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1939 and began work on the concerto. But
his work had a rude interruption in the out-

break of World War II. Barber sailed for
America. As his ship neared New York, the
German troops were marching into Poland.
Back in New York, Barber continued work
on the concerto. When the first two movements were completed and shown to the violinist, he complained that the music was too
simple and gave no opportunity for bravura
display. Barber promised that the finale would
make amends in that respect.
It did so, to such effect that the violinist
was unhappier than ever. He pronounced the
finale unplayable.
The same charge has been made against
other works in the past, including well-known
concertos of Brahms and Tchaikovsky. At
such times, whatever the composer says is
wrong; he can only wait to see whether time
and the experience of other players uphold
the adverse opinion.
Barber,

however,

was

nettled

by the im-

plication that he had miscalculated his finale.
It amounted to a charge of amateurishness.
He arranged a meeting with the merchant and
his protégé at which another violinist, Oscar
Shumsky, demonstrated that the finale not
only could be played, but could be played
with brilliant effect.
At this the violinist was more enraged than
ever. The upshot of the matter was that Barber
had to give back half his commission money,
and the violinist lost the right to first performance of the concerto. But Barber had won his
point. A trait strongly marked throughout
his career has been his inflexibility in matters
of principle. Affable, easy-going and agreeable in most social situations, he is unyielding
as an iron ramrod when a question of principle
is involved.
The concerto had its first performance by
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra, with Albert Spalding as soloist, in
1941. Since then it has had so many performances as to become a fixture of the contemporary

orchestral

repertoire.

On the Curtis Faculty

He also

composed a Second Essay for Orchestra at
the request of Bruno Walter, then filling in as
a sort of musical “elder statesman” while the
New York Philharmonic pondered the selec-

tion of a conductor to succeed John Barbirolli.
In

1943,

Barber

was

inducted

into

the

Army. Being extremely near-sighted, he was
given. limited-service status and assigned to
Special Services in New York. His early
duties included going along on a truck to
help load pianos and other instruments donated to the Armed Forces.

ae

28

to compose.

Barber’s “Commando March” had its first
performance by the Army Air Force Band.
Such was its success that the Air Force com-

missioned

(or perhaps assigned would be a

ea
a

better word) the composer to write a symphony. It was to be written for and about the
Army Air Force.
For several weeks Corporal Barber was
flown, in various types of aircraft, from one
airfield to another to absorb the atmosphere

ae
Twhth
en

of his subject. Eventually Barber achieved offpost status, living and working at “Capricorn,” the country house in Mount Kisco,
New York, which he and Menotti acquired
in 1943. Barber’s only obligation was to make
regular reports on his progress to an Air
Force officer at West Point.
Army Air Force Symphony
Under these favorable conditions, Barber
made good progress with his “Symphony Dedicated to the Army Air Forces.” The work was
first performed in 1944, by Serge Koussevitzky
and the Boston Symphony Orchestra. What
Corporal Barber considered his most unusual
tribute came from a Chinese corporal in the
Air Force. He had detested the symphony,
he wrote, but had cheered it lustily because
he felt all corporals should be encouraged.
When Barber was mustered out of the
service

in

September,

1945,

he

entered

a

productive working period which produced,
among other things, Medea, Knoxville: Summer of 1915, Souvenirs, Hermit Songs, Prayers
of Kierkegaard, the Piano Sonata and the
Cello Concerto.
The latter work was commissioned by John
Nicholas Brown of Providence, R. I., an amateur cellist, and had its first performance with
Raya Garbousova as soloist. It was recorded

in England, with Barber conducting and with

During the years 1939 te 1942, Barber was
on the faculty of the Curtis Institute. He
taught a class in orchestration and organized
a madrigal chorus, for which he composed

“Reincarnations” and other works.

After a few months, Barber was transferred
to the Army Air Forces. At his new post (this
was perhaps a reflection of what the Air
Force thought of Barber’s value at manual
labor), he was permitted, in fact encouraged,

Zara Nelsova as soloist.
At the end of a recording session at which
Miss Nelsova played with great brillance, a
cellist leaped up in the orchestra, shouting
that, after hearing such playing, he would
never touch his instrument again, and forthwith smashed his cello against the side of the
stage.

The soloist and composer-conductor were
startled until they found the whole thing was
a joke concocted by the orchestra. Every man
in the cello section had contributed to the
purchase of a smashworthy cello in a pawnshop.
Since his early collaboration with Annie
Sullivan Brosius Noble, Barber had been unable to find a satisfactory librettist. This was
all the more regrettable in view of Barber’s
(Continued

on page

twenty-three)
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By Nat Hentoff
@ Although he is only twenty-eight and looks
five years younger, Quincy Jones has already
experienced a remarkably full and diversified
career. The lithe, soft-spoken musician has
played trumpet in name bands, has arranged
for most of the major orchestras and singers,
has studied with Nadia Boulanger, currently
directs his own orchestra, and, most recently,

has been signed by Mercury Records as a
musical director.
In addition to his clearly evident musicianship, the core of Quincy’s achievement has
been accurately described by a French critic
who wrote that Quincy had cast his band in
his own image—young, enthusiastic, but also
disciplined and efficient in all matters concerning music.
Personally, Quincy is entirely unpretentious. Candid, generous, and gregarious, he
also is able to cope with enormous workloads.
As much as he likes good company, when an
assignment is due, Quincy withdraws and has
22

often written through the night and well into
the next morning, drawing on his powers of
concentration and his undeniable facility. Yet
he also takes time to help in his friends’ projects, often without expectation of pay. When
one of the sidemen in his band was recording
his first long jazz work, Quincy showed up at
the studio, conducted the band, advised on
last-minute changes in the score, and gave
valuable moral support—all as a favor. He
did take scale, as a union member, but asked
for no more.
Quincy Delight Jones first became a pervasive and widely popular member of the
New York jazz scene in 1953. He was twenty

and received his first instruction from veteran
trumpet player Clark Terry, who was then in
town with Count Basie. (Thirteen years later,
Terry for a time was a featured sideman in

the Quincy Jones band.)
Quincy had taught himself the rudiments
of arranging; and on the basis of a Suite
for Four Winds he had written for the Lionel
Hampton

was

band

awarded

when

he was

a scholarship

fifteen, Quincy

to the Berklee

School of Music in Boston. He then traveled
for two years
ton’s trumpet
ing New York
arranger with

as a member of Lionel Hampsection. Reports started reachabout a fresh, new composerHampton; and when Quincy

with

decided to base himself in New York as a

Lionel Hampton. His musical career had begun in a Seattle church where he was part
of a vocal quartet as a child. (Born in Chicago
on March 14, 1933, Quincy was transplanted
to Seattle at the age of ten). When he was
fourteen, Quincy was attracted to the trumpet

free-lance arranger, he soon had a steady and
constantly rising volume of work to attend to.
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During the mid-1950’s, Quincy was part of
an astonishing variety of record dates from
jazz to pop to rock and roll. He scored for
Count Basie, Oscar Pettiford, Stan Getz, Dinah
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Washington, among many others. He had
stopped playing trumpet for lack of time,
but picked up the horn again in 1956 when
Dizzy Gillespie asked him to assemble a big
band for him as well as write a large part
of its repertory. Quincy traveled with the
vibrant, forceful Gillespie band through State

Department tours of Europe, the Middle East,
and Latin America.
In 1957, Quincy embarked on his own
Odyssey abroad. He spent eighteen months in
Paris working on an arduous schedule of
composing, conducting, and arranging for
Barclay Records there. Somehow he also
found time to study with Nadia Boulanger,
who has taught composition to a significant
percentage of the major young American classical composers. While in Europe, Quincy
conducted and recorded in Sweden, and generally became widely and favorably known
on the Continent.
When

he returned

to New

York,

Quincy

resumed free-lancing until he was offered what
seemed to be a singular opportunity in the
fall of 1959. Free and Easy, a blues opera
by Harold Arlen, was to begin a long tour of
Europe prior to a Broadway run. Quincy was
appointed musical director and was also empowered to organize a big jazz band which
would play the score and also be seen on
stage. Characteristically, he searched long
and diligently for exactly the right musicians,
and went to Europe with the show.
After three months, Free and Easy, weakened by internal dissensions among the higher
echelons of management, closed; and Quincy
was stranded with a full band on his hands.
Quincy became the band’s manager, booker,
chief worrier,

ch-

traffic

agent,

father

confessor

and comforter, and functional optimist. Investing a huge amount of his own money,
Quincy kept the band alive and touring
throughout Europe during most of 1960. He
brought the band to America toward the end
of last year, recorded several albums for Mercury, and continued to juggle the fiercely demanding challenges of keeping a large band
alive in America. He has also been in frequent demand as an arranger—Peggy Lee
had him flown twice to Hollywood for sessions—and he has written a score for a
Swedish film.
Quincy’s work—and his band—are consistent in conception. His lines are clear and
uncluttered, and they always facilitate swinging improvisations by his sidemen. His melodies are instantly assimilable and lyrical. He
is neither experimental nor dated but reflects instead a full and appreciative knowledge of all of jazz history. Arranger-composer
Bill Mathieu, in an analysis of Jones’ writing, has pointed out: “Whenever there is an
artistic tradition, there are artists within it
who are culminators (those who take what
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has been said in the past and resay it more
completely than anyone before them
Quincy Jones has come up with the perfect
combination—a tasteful, culminative application of the elements of a tradition rich in its
unrestrained emotional appeal.”
Emotion is the core of Quincy’s interest in
music. He has spoken and written, for example, of his preference for a “natural
growth” in the development of jazz, a growth
that will come out of the player’s feelings in
contrast to a “forced or blueprinted development.” In the same vein, Jones has said
to interviewers Helen and Stanley Dance:
“There’s a certain self-conscious attitude
where musicians fight for this red - carpet
thing, where everybody sits still and doesn’t
raise an eyebrow, but the musicians don’t
really want that. They would like to see their
music received and expressed with a feeling
that is more sincere than that of a bunch
of intellectuals trying to probe into the music
without understanding .
I'd rather see
people go out and express the feelings the
music gives them in dancing. Understanding
isn’t enough, anyway. There has to be feeling.
The musicians themselves don’t always understand what is being done,”
Accordingly, Quincy enjoys playing for
dancing as well as for all-jazz audiences in a
club. His main concern is to communicate
emotion as directly and fully as possible. His
music continues to be formed on the principles of clarity, intensity, and—a term not
often used in jazz—gracefulness. There is
very personal melodic charm in Quincy Jones’
work along with his supple sense of structure
and his predilection for getting a full, singing sound from his orchestra. Quincy’s writing is, in a sense, the distillation of the jazz
mainstream if that mainstream is to be defined as encompassing the best of the swing
era and distilling the essence of the major early modern jazz musicians. Coursing
through his pieces, moreover, is a feeling
and love for the blues which antedate jazz
itself.
The future for Quincy Jones appears to be
nearly limitless. Because of the strong reputation he has built overseas, he can surely
tour Europe for half of each year with his
band if he chooses. His albums are now
Mercury’s biggest sellers there. He will also
continue to play select engagements in America and record his orchestra for Mercury.
His new position at that label, moreover, will
give him added scope in many areas of jazz
and popular music to build and to help form
new talent here and abroad. Meanwhile, I
would not be surprised if he were to compose a Broadway show score before not
too long a time and I also expect that his
writing for films is only just beginning.
Quincy

Jones

once

said

of his work:

“I

would prefer not to have this music categorized at all, for it is probably influenced by
every original voice in and outside of jazz,
maybe anyone from blues singer Ray Charles
to Ravel. I don’t know or care, and I think
the musicians here feel the same way. We
aren't trying to prove a thing except maybe
that ‘the truth doesn’t always hurt.’ ”
Musical truth—an honesty and _ individuality of expression—has always marked the
music of Quincy Jones because a man’s music,
after all, is an extension of his personality.
And Quincy Delight Jones is certainly one
of the most truthful and engagingly warm
figures in the world of American popular
music and jazz. It is true that he cannot be
categorized, because he is so wholly and
calmly himself.

Samuel Barber
(Continued

from

page

twenty-one)

demonstrated gift for vocal writing. Many
people had urged him to try his hand at an
opera, and Barber himself was strongly drawn
toward the lyric theatre.
Among those who felt Barber ought to
write an opera was the late Edward Johnson,
who,

when

he was

General

Manager

of the

Metropolitan, offered the composer a $5,000
commission. It was a handsome offer, but
there was one string attached. Barber would
have to work with a librettist already chosen
by the Metropolitan.
In typical uncompromising fashion, Barber
insisted on the composer’s prerogative of selecting his own librettist, and the project came
to nothing.
Finally Barber found a satisfactory librettist in a man who had been within hailing
distance for many years
— Menotti. One oi
the most successful opera composers of this
century, Menotti had written the libretti for
all his own works, and now offered to perform the same service for Barber. The result
of their collaboration, Vanessa was performed
at the Metropolitan, winning Barber the 1958
Pulitzer Prize and an honorary doctorate
from Harvard University.
Other important recent works by Barber
are

the

Toccata

Festiva,

commissioned

last

fall by Mrs. Mary Curtis Zimbalist to dedicate
the new organ which she had presented to the
Academy of Music in Philadelphia; and a
new piano concerto commissioned by Barber’s publishers, G. Schirmer, Inc., as part
of their 100th anniversary celebration.
Of the latter work, Barber, who, since his
student days has been extraordinarily secretive about works in progress, will disclose only
the facts that (a) it is to be a piano concerto,
and (b) it is making progress.
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ABOUT THAT FLAT FLAM
Yes indeed, Perplexed from Vermont, there is a flat flam
extant in drumming today, and in its place it is very effective.
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—a vastly superior accessory
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The flat flam, so-called, is executed (perpetrated, sez the
old-timer) by striking both sticks down onto the drumhead at
the same time. This is primarily the specialty of the beginner, who letteth not his left hand know what his right hand
doeth and careth less.
The trouble with this gimmick is that, when struck on
the drum, it is apt to choke the snare action, resulting in an
uncalled-for half accent or semi rim shot tone. This is far
removed from the drummer’s basic flam indicated in conventional playing and in the scores of those of the great masters
who notated flams according to their rudimental pattern.
The rudimental flam of course entails striking its principal
note at a given power from a given level and striking its
preceding grace-note from a lower level with correspondingly
less power.
I doubt if there is an instructor who doesn’t have trouble
in convincing his flock of hopefuls of the necessity of poising
with one stick up and the other down in order to execute this
important musical figure; not important for itself alone, but
because it leads step-wise into the ruff, similarly executed, from
which, in turn, innumerable playing combinations, both in conventional and modern idiom, are developed.
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holiday giving.

Mail check or money order for $4.95 plus .25 postage
to TRICK! DICKi, Box 276, Wagoner, Oklahoma.

of today,

we

have

the flat

flam to consider, and to those of us who favor meticulosity,
it has a definite significance. This becomes apparent when we
strike two different surfaces at the same time, for example,
the hi-hat cymbal with one stick and the snare drum with the
other; or the wood block and the cowbell.

A novel but practical formal wear accessory. Converts
any shirt to a formal shirt. Fully adjustable and one
size fits all. Easy care wash and wear pleats of fine
cotton-Dacron. For all occasion wear, novel holiday
buttons are easily removed for replacement with extra
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Here, in the interests of precision, the sticks must rise
and fall simultaneously and strike their respective surfaces
exactly together. And it is here that the flat flam comes into
its own, with the conventional (rudimental) flam taking a back
seat.
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The following chart demonstrates the contrast
one flam and the other in a standard hi-hat beat.
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Studio man, teacher, author, Charley Perry is
one of New York’s most respected drummers.
This drummer's drummer has long been a solid
Rogers booster. Why not play the best, says
Charley.
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And the best of the best is Rogers new DynaSonic. You've never played anything like this
amazing new drum with its floating snares and
custom shell.
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The letter B stands for Both, and calls for both sticks to strike
in unison.

Example No. 3 presents a combination including flat flams
in varied mensural patterns, designed to develop precision in
simultaneous sticking.
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DRUMMING*

now available for personal instruction
in NEW YORK CITY and BOSTON
In New York City call Wisconsin 7-6900
In Boston call HUbbard 2-1468
Interview only by appointment
WHAT IS METHOD JAZZ DRUMMING
ALL ABOUT?
For further information write to
STANLEY SPECTOR
SCHOOL OF DRUMMING
Dept. 9, 246 Stuart Street, Boston, Mass.
Lee *Method Jazz Drumming—trade marks
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insist on
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FOR ALL LATIN RHYTHMS

also! Versatile "FOOTNIK” Pedal lets you play Cowbell,
Gourd Scratcher, Drum Brushes, Cymbals, and many other
Set-ups with your foot! Write for literature...
8-A HARWICK

Slide, Brother, Slide

Answering P.E.T., Waco, Texas: The glissando, executed
on piano or organ by the player sliding the thumb or finger
nail across the white keys of his instrument, can be and often
is duplicated on vibe or marimba by the player sliding a mallet
head across the “natural” bars of his instrument.

SUNNYSIDE
ROAD

CO.
WESTBURY,

The gliss is most effective on xylophone bars when vulcanized rubber or bone-hard plastic mallet heads are employed.
The brilliance is lost on any mallet instrument using the soft
yarn-wound product in general usage today.
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DRUMMERS
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Write for free
samples and information.
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4848 Yosemite
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Drummers who know the quality buy
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the difference in quality prefer National ULTRA WHITE heads.
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An abbreviated version of Example 3 follows:

BRAND NEW—ADVANCED

1

BL

drum

This technique may present a problem to those who heretofore
in their flamming have dutifully followed the precept of the
late Frank E. Dodge who, in referring to flams, coined the
phrase, “High hand hits hard,” but the flat flam represents an
additional tool of the drumming trade, and is well worth the
practice.
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Clinicians were Fay Templeton

On November 6 Local 580,
Clarksburg,
West
Virginia,
reached its half century milestone and on November 7 celebrated with a dinner dance.
During the present year the
local has sponsored a successful
music clinic, open to the public
and high school and college music students. Professor Henry
Mayer, a member of the Board
of Directors, was in charge.

Frisch, piano; Frank Simonelli,

brass; and Sidney Forest, reeds.
The local’s thirty-five-piece symphonic band presents a series
of concerts at local parks during the summer months.
Its
Johnstown Brass Band has been
in existence for sixty-two years
and still boasts three of its original members who attended the
dinner dance.

Local 151, Elizabeth, New
Jersey, celebrated its sixtieth
anniversary on October
16.
Honored guest was A. I. McKenzie, eighty-nine years old,
the sole surviving charter member of the local. He conducted
the Elizabeth Municipal Band
for thirty-two years. (He recalled that, in the early days of
big bands, musicians played until four in the morning and received $5 each for the night’s
work.) About 350 persons attended. Chairman was Chester
Kingsbury. Guest speaker was
Valentine A. Fallon, chairman
of The Daily Journal editorial
board. An honored guest was
International Secretary Emeritus Leo Cluesmann.
+

The

new

headquarters

of

Local 325, San Diego, is at this
writing almost finished, and by
the time the issue reaches publication, the house-warming will
have taken place. Here the symphony will rehearse in ample
quarters, and official business
will be carried on in comfort.
The January issue will carry
photographs—inside and out—
of this new building.
&

President Kenin and International Treasurer George V. Clancy were among
the distinguished guests at the recent fiftieth anniversary convention of
Local 566, Windsor, Ontario. Here they are served a smorgasbord by
Convention

Chairman

Carmon

T. Adams,

left.

Emil Kopp, who is a life
member of Local 10, Chicago,
celebrated his one hundred and
third birthday on October 28.
He was born in New York City
and as a young child saw the
funeral of Abe Lincoln. In 1866
he moved with his family to
Wheeling, Illinois, and by the
time he was thirteen was playing drums, switching later to
cornet and trumpet. He had his
own dance band for many years
and taught at the Chicago Conservatory of Music. He played
with and was music coordinator
for the Chicago Symphony.
*

local 316, Bartlesville, Oklahoma, celebrated its fiftieth anniversary
October 8 at the Elks Country Club in that city. Bill Streets and Lonnie
Lee orchestras furnished music for dancing. Standing, left to right: Bill
Pond, vice-president; Marvin Whisman, president; Wayne Owens, sergeantat-arms;

Herb

Van

Sant,

secretary;

and

representative. Seated: Don Berger
Orchestra. The bouquet of chry
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Paul

and

Huffor,

A. F. of M. traveling

Bill Streets, of the Bill Streets
was sent by President Kenin.

When the City of Dusseldorf
of the Federal Republic of Germany decided to send its Dusseldorf Fanfarenkorps (Trumpets and Drums) to the United
States to participate in New
York City’s Steuben Parade,

Saturday, September 30th, 1961
—a parade presented annually
by Americans of German ancestry as a tribute to the mem-

ory of Baron von Steuben of
American Revolutionary fame
—a

chain of circumstances

was

set in motion which brought
tremendous
international
acclaim to the American Federation of Musicians and the
Music Performance Trust Funds
of the Recording Industries.
The Chairman of the Band
Committee for the Steuben Parade is George F. Seuffert, a
member of Local 802, New
York, and an outstanding bandmaster. (The Steuben Parade,
incidentally, engages more professional musicians and bands
than all of New York City’s
other parades combined.)
Upon learning of the proposed visit of the Dusseldorf
Fanfarenkorps to New York
City, Mr. Seuffert notified Congressman Joseph P. Addabbo
representing New York’s Fifth
Congressional District who, in
turn, notified the U. S. State
Department. Impressed by the
tradition represented by the
“Trumpets and Drums of Dusseldorf,” the State Department
decided to give official recognition to the occasion and formally welcome the Dusseldorf
to our Nation’s Capital.
Now a Fanfarenkorps is not
a “bugle and drum corps” in
the United States tradition. All
its musical selections, many dating back hundreds of years to
medieval times, must have band
accompaniment. Once this musical fact was brought to the
attention of the State Department, an official request was
sent to Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
Trustee of the Music Performance Trust Funds of the Recording

Industries,

asking that,

in the interests of international
good will and understanding, a
professional
band
be made
available to accompany the Dusseldorf Fanfarenkorps at their
Capital appearance on Friday,
September 29th.
Through the cooperation of
the Trust Funds a fine professional band from Local 161,
Washington, was made available for the Dusseldorf accompaniments. The combined musical organizations under the
baton of George F. Seuffert
presented an inspiring concert

on the east steps of the Capitol.
Edward R. Murrow, head of
the United States Information
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Services, representing President
John F. Kennedy, in welcoming
the “Trumpets and Drums of
Dusseldorf” and in paying tribute to the “role of music as an
international and universal language,” extolled the cooperation of the Music Performance
Trust Funds of the Recording
Industries and the American
Federation
of Musicians
in
making the visit of this famous
European musical organization
a “milestone in international
good will and understanding.”
On Saturday, the Dusseldorf
Fanfarenkorps, accompanied by
twenty-two musicians of the
Seuffert Band, received an ova-

tion on New York’s Fifth Avenue. The following day, their
appearance at the season’s final
concert of the Seuffert Band in
the Music Grove of Forest Park,
Queens, shattered all existing
records with the Park Department estimating over 12,000 in
attendance with another 4,000
or 5,000 being turned away
when all available space was
taken.
The visit of the Dusseldorf
Fanfarenkorps was a result of
perfect cooperation from many
sources. The City of Dusseldorf
assumed the complete cost of
transportation from Germany
to the United States and return.
The Brewers of Rheingold Beer
assumed the cost of meals and
rooms for the members of the
Fanfarenkorps in the United
States. Interested citizens provided the transportation from
New York to Washington. Edward R. Murrow and Congressman Addabbo represented the
Federal
Government
at the
Washington reception. The professional band at Washington
was made available by the Recording Industries Trust Funds
in cooperation with Local 161.
The cost of the professional musicians accompanying the Fanfarenkorps in the Steuben Parade was assumed by the Parade Committee.
The Forest
Park Concert, October Ist, by
the Seuffert Band, was the concluding program of 14 made
possible by a grant from the
Recording
Industries
Trust
Funds obtained through the
cooperation of Local 802 of the
A. F. of M. and various local
co-sponsors. The co-sponsor on
October Ist was the “Brewers
of Rheingold Beer.”
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Dusseldorf Fanfarenkorps accompanied
Nation’s Capitol.

by the Professional Band of Local 161, Washington, D. C., on the steps of the

Local 104, Salt Lake City,
Utah, will celebrate its sixtieth
anniversary on December 10 at
the Terrace Ballroom in that
city. The general public has
been invited to the local’s “Gala
Parade of Talent” of the members of Local 104. A continuous concert will be given by
bands and combos representing
all places employing live music.
This occasion will also be used
to promote the repeal of the
cabaret tax and the objectives
of the “Tempo” campaign.
+
One of the busiest locals, in
proportion to its membership,
is Local 523, based at Stambaugh, Michigan.
The Iron
County Band, the Caspian City
Band, the German Band, and
the Local Dance Band, as well
as numerous
small combos,
make life interesting for inhabitants of the south center portion
of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula.
The Dance Band, comprised
mostly of middle-aged men reinforced by promising youngsters, initiated this past summer
the first in the open air jazz
concerts in the Upper Peninsula. Another active group, the
Northwoods Symphony, now in
the midst of its third season of
five performances, is presently
deep in rehearsals for its Annual Christmas concert.
This coming year, the Iron
County Band will give ten outdoor concerts at the county
(Continued

on page forty)

Local 104, Salt Lake City, Utah, will celebrate its sixtieth anniversary on
December 10. Front row, left to right: Ben Bullough, secretary; Dorothy
Trimble, treasurer; Guy W. Heric, president; and Verdi Breinholt, vicepresident.
Back row: Board Members Marion Albiston, Donald Bush, Kenneth Kuchler, Wallace Gudgell, and Doug Boll.

Iron

County

Concert

Band,

Clare

Hounsell,

director.
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im-

jazz accompaniments,

walking bass, runs, breaks, etc.

$1.50

521—HOW TO DEVELOP A MODERN CHORD TECHNIQUE. 24
pages of innovations in full
chord piano technique, studies that develop a contemporary
jazz style.
The only

course

BLOCK

CHORD

50

STYLE.

535—THELONIOUS

GRESSIONS.

exercises
pianist

BLOCK

CHORD

the

508—THE GEORGE SHEARING PIANO

STYLE. Illustrations of his typical
chord progressions, copied from
a

mes

379—PROGRESSIVE
904— ASCENDING

right

keys
10—MODERN

JAZZ PIANO
PIANO

RUNS.

INFor

........ $1.50

of typical

Garner

—

Styl-

10 famous Standard a

its

536—GEORGE
SHEARING
PIANO
SOLOS copied from records ....... $1.50
552—CHICO O’FARRILL’S LATIN PISOLOS

copied

from

rec$1

366—HOW

TO ACCOMPANY

VOCAL-

iMustrated

.ccecccocssccesccceeee

fit the most

used

chord

50

MENTS.

How to play off-beat

= tone system

~
914—l1th
75

ACCOMPANI-

applied to a \ezz

CHORD
INVERSIONS.
A
modern chord wg
the proressive pianist, showing
over
$00 positions of lth chords......

30
50
oe

SOLOS.

new

PIANO

.
RUNG. ............ $1.00

09—MODERN
PIANO
INTRODUCTIONS, in all popular keys.......... $1.00
555—BUD POWELL. 4 piano transcriptions copied from records ............ $1.59

416—ART
.
o—-

Perfect

¢

a.

porary

TATUM

50

4 of the

styles

IMPROVISATIONS

11 fa mous standard hits..$1.50
—
IMPROVISATIONS
2. 13 famous standard hits..$1.50
1.

50-LATIN-AMMERICAN

RHYTHMS.

How
to apply over
rhythms to the
piano.

30

$1.75

Cha,

Me-

BASS PATTERNS.
.......... .75
PARALLEL CHORD PRO.

63—PROGRESSIONS
CHORDS.
showing

50

IN 13th

Examples and exercises
all variations of 13th

chords as used in modern music..

PIANO HARMOIS. The modern way of
any
melody
note
unconventional
chord

studies for the
.........ccecceseereeeseeerees

NINTH

CHORD

pianists

For

50

Piano

50

POSI-

use them.
ideas for

Latin $1.25

50

Teachers

eer yyy TO TEACH POPULAR
NO TO BEGINNERS.

$7.00—New edition ........0000 $1

POPULAR

PIANO

BY

CHORDS.
The
sensational
Walter Stuart system of piano
instruction without bass clef.
Complete * ‘18 lesson—40 song
course” teaches playing from
lead
sheets.
For
semi-advanced
pianists and music
teachers.
Formerly
$5.95,
COI GOS secccterersecnessnncecneseentac $1

Piano, Accordion, Guitar, Sax, Trumpet, Clarinet, Vibes
IMPROVISING

(G clef in-

47—IMPROVISING

struments). A book full of fresh
ideas to improve your ad-libbing $1.50

S01—LESSONS

IN AD-LIB

PLAYING.

Correct choice of Ad-Lib notes,
jezz syncopation, how to compose modern rhythm choruses......$1.00

496—PLAYING

BY CHORDS.

figures applied
0

to popular

Ad-Lib
chord
-

958—AD-LIB.
An instruction book for
developing
modern § improvisaPIOMS;

POGOES)
ane (SZ
CB pegen

.ncccccrececcesernceeessseee

&

°
ada

490—HOW TO IMPROVISE. ComPIPE COUTSO ooccccccccersceerscereseneee $1.75

365—AD-LIB JAI

PHRASES.

1,728

d
jazz phrases
to fit ait Nie
aah: $1.00

28

Cat. No.

Cat. No.

and

HOT

372—NEW

PLAY-

16—HOW TO PLAY MODERN JAZZ.
New 2l-page edition gives full
analysis and examples of up-todate jazz styles.
For all instruments
$1

499-HOW

TO

CREATE

YOUR

OWN JAZZ CHORUSES. Walter Stuart's famous
jig-saw
system, all instruments.
(39
pages)
$1.50

902—PROGRESSIVE

JAZZ PASSAGES.

Typical
examples
lar keys

in

all

STYLE

AD-LIB

SOLOS.

Modern themes with ad-lib takeoffs. For all treble clef instruments (chord symbols included)....$1.25

ING. Hundreds of improvisation
patterns shown on all chords. A
chord index locates many
jazz
phrases for any chord combinations
$

popu50

FOR ORGAN
ae
ORGAN REGISTRATION
ART.
32
matching
melody- b..... EF
registrations for all types of music ........
50
415—MODERN APPROACH TO HAMMOND
ORGAN.
How to play
popular piano music on the oreee
$2.00
526—ORGAN
INTRODUCTIONS.
For
popular songs.
Hammond
registration.
$1.00
O8—EFFECTIVE HAMMOND
ORGAN
COMBINATIONS, chart of special
sound
effects and novel
tone
TS
Sa
50
30—HAMMOND NOVELTY EFFECTS, a
collection of amusing trick imitations for “entertaining” organists
.75
eg
A oo} DICTIONARY
OF
HAMMOND
STOPS, correct interpretation a organ SOURS .eesce.cnns
75

906—POPULAR
How
sheet

ORGAN

STYLING.

to
arrange
popular
music for-the
3

effective voicing, contrasting
369—PLAY

ALL ABOUT IMPROVISING....
Cat. No.
557—JAZZ

Melody, chords, 3-part harmony for
three- to six-piece bands.
567—Eight books containing the
164 most played standard
tunes for “C” instruments ....$9.00
568—The same 8 books for “Bb”
ERE
TI:$9.00
569—The same 8 books for “Eb”
IID:
sscisdiisavnnvsccicsmenaiad $9.00

a

PIANO VOICING.

Examples
and
MOdEFN PIANiSt

IN

for musimusic (46,
$1.75

Complete Library of
Small Band Orchestrations

.50

901—PROGRESSIVE PIANO PATTERNS.
Modern style jazz phrases in all
popular
keys

formations
497—INTERESTING

CHORDS

iM-

America’s
most
successful
teachers
use
this
system.
Perfect for adults.
Formerly

sume |SSeS hi a

in all popular

Cha

S, and how to
og
unusual chord

929—JAZZ —
FOR PIANO by
Short
7 Somers grecseneseneseeseesensseseosees 1.75

hand.

PIANO

SIONS. The harmonic backpoem for modern piano styles.
How to create the ‘“‘New Sound”
in harmonizing basic scales ........

——-

progres-

Piano backgroUNs .......cscsseesssss000
373—EXPERIMENTAL
JAZZ
IDEAS.
Polytonality, counterpoint and the

JAZZ

69—PIANO
-—

oe
using

HARMONI-

sions
980—MODERN

(63 pages)

510—LATIN-AMERICAN

+e

ISTS on the piano. Six effective
styles of piano accompaniments

Clearly

STYLE FOR THE PIANO.

rengue, and all other Latin beats.
A “must” for every pianist ........ $2.50

oe
SHEARING
INTERPRETIONS aa STANDARD
HITS
vou No. 2. 10 famous Standard
Hits
$
911—BILLY TAYLOR'S MODERN JAZZ
SOLOS
$1.75

ANO
ords

477—SWING

KEYBOARD

PICTURE DIAGRAMS
cians who can’t read
pages)

IN MOD-

ERN JAZZ. 21 pages of contemporary fresh ideas for the
modern pianist and composer $1.50

for the Mambo,

SHEARING INTERPREOF STANDARD HITS

No. 1.

DIRECTIONS

83—ALL
$1.50

PROVISATIONS
(by Noro
Morales). Authentic piano take-offs

$2

402—GEORGE
TATIONS

re

354—MODERN
CHORD APPLICA.
TION.
How to use fourth
chords, 9th, 11th and 13th
hords in modern
i
styling re
ae ola

records

353—-SINGLE
NOTE
IiMPROVISATIONS.
Ad-lib jazz phrases to

and

progressive

copied from

PIANO

ZATIONS. How to create new
style eftects through unconventional uses of harmony ....$1.00

PRO-

Examples

for

MONK

375—ULTRA-MODERN

Full
explanation
and
examples of this modern piano
style, including a block chord
Harmony Chart ...ccccccercceseesereee $1

88—MODERN

509—NEW

AR-

ing

11—MODULATIONS, 2 and 4 measure
bridges leading from and to all
POPUIAL KEYS ...ccnceccerseseerserenseeserses $1.00
49—DESCENDING PIANO RUNS. For
the right hand. Modern runs to
fit the most used chord combinations
50
496—BITONAL CHORD
PROGRESSIONS. Exciting modern sounds,
created by the polytonal system
of playing in two keys simul-

80—THE

PIANO

RANGEMENTS
of
20
famous
standard hits
$2
556—DAVE
BRUBECK
piano themes
and improvisations as recorded..$2.25

24 pages

376—MODERN CHORD PROGRESSIONS FOR PIANO.
How to
transform sheet music chords
into modern extended chord
GOINGS. ccenccececenscestecsceeesorencsces $1.00

CUIUBUII YS— cccncesscecnensnecesnsseresnneccceses

WILLIAMS’

styling

942—ERROLL GARNER PIANO SOLOS.
$

Cat. No.
76—HOW
TO READ MUSIC.
Complete self-instructor, treble and
bass clef (23 pages)

Cat. No.

SOLOS
10
on

If you can’t read music

PIANIST

560-6 POPULAR STANDARDS.
Professional
piano
arrangements,
plus analysis and explanation of

576—THE
JAZZ
PIANIST.
John
Mehegan’s outstanding course
for piano jazz improvisation
(2 volumes)

577—ROGER

of its kimd .........c0000 $1.50

554—PLAY LIKE ANDRE PREVIN.
Famous Standards as recorded
piano

the

FOR THE MODERN

Cat. No.

Cat. No.

983—PIANO

for musicians

STUART

WALTER

JERSEY

78e—190
MODERN
JAZZ
PASSAGES.
For all instruments.
Four-measure
examples,
_including chord symbols ........... $1.50
eee,
56—JAZZ Le
CHORUSES ON 21
FAMOUS
SONG
Modern jazz
solo improvisations for ail treble
os instruments.
Chord emma
uded
371--MODERN BLUES STYLES.
New
style
blues
meee ony for all
treble clef instruments
............+++.
75
WwW TO USE WHOiE - TONE
=
in modern jazz Improv-

502—-HOW. TO USE THE =_—
TEM IN MODERN J

SYS-

styles of playing, etc.

Ham-

mond Organ registration ......

59—CHORD
SYSTEM OF POPULAR
ORGAN
PLAYING.
Explaining
the principles of popular organ
improvisation, using only melody

and chord diagrams

...........cs0c0

50

50

FOR TRUMPET
570—STUDIES
AND
IMPROVISATIONS by Harry James, 48 pages..$1.75
460—JAZZ PHRASES FOR TRUMPET....$1.00
478—SWING
STYLE
FOR psa
(47 pages)
532—MiILES DAVIS iNTeRPRETATIONS
as recorded

SONGWRITERS
518—THE

AUTOMATIC

COMPOSER.

MUSIC

mathematical

jig-saw device that can make

up an unlimited number of
original songs, melodies and
chords
complete.
Practical
and educational.
You must

see this to believe ifl ............ $1.25

374—LESSONS
IN SONG
WRITING.
Develop new ideas,
proper form,
correct harmony as pages)........ $1.50
356—COMPLETE SONGWRITING
COURSE. Melody, rhythm, chords,
piano scores, rhyming patterns,

song marketing, etc.

58 pages....$2.25

INTERNATIONAL

MUSICIAN

WALTER

STUART

Publications

for musicians

Personal Correspondence
Lessons in Jazz Improvising
available

for . . .

PIANO,

ORGAN, GUITAR, ACCORDION,
SAX, TRUMPET, VIBES

FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
Piano, Accordion, Guitar, Sax, Trumpet, Clarinet, Vibes
Cat. No.

Cat. No.
524—ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHORDS.
Every musician needs this
reference book, which spells
out the notes contained in
iy
eee
$1.50
919—CHORDS
(Vol. No. 1).
Every
modern
chord
from
triads to
13th chords with text and ex-

ercises

43—CHORD
CONSTRUCTION
AND
ANALYSIS.
How to use chords
as fill-ins, background for corFECT IMPFOVISING, OTC. ......-.ceceeeeeeees $1.50
910—1,500
CHORD
PROGRESONS. Every possible chord
progression used in popular
music. A “must” for pianists,
guitarists, organists, etc. ........ $1.50
903—HOW
TO USE IlIth and 13th
CHORDS.
Examples of modern
chords applied to popular songs..
.50
64—NEW CHORD STRUCTURES.
This
chart shows the basis for 1152
unorthodox modern chord structures that can be used in place
of conventional chords...........s00
50
912—CHORDS BUILT BY FOURTH INTERVALS.
A_ chart
of ultramodern 3, 4, 5 and 6 note chords
and how to substitute them for
conventional Chords ........ss000 $1.00
32—HARMONIZATION
SIMPLIFIED.
Every possible chord to harmoee
ae
$1.50
57—HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC. A
scientific method with exercises
that develop and improve the
capacity for memorizing music....
.50
530—HOW TO PLAY BONGOS, TIMBALES, MARACAS,
CONGA
DRUMS
$1.95

GUITAR

$1.00

503—CHORD ROUTINES. The most
used
chord
sequences
as
found in all popular music.
The “formula” of all chord

BPOGTORIORE

aceccesesicsecesesseorssetes

+

564—GUITAR TECHNIQUE.
24 pages
of single note studies by ——.
SITS
cescccceninsactanstentnstnestomnensnesesnantes
62—CORRECT
CHORDS
FOR
100
STANDARD HITS
........cccecesesesseees $2.25
511—LATIN
GUITAR
RHYTHMS.
(32
pages) ..
$1.75

Sa

COURSE IN JAZZ

ITAR.
52 advanced
lesbo covering all phases of
modern guitar technique ....$2.00

AND

540—CHARLEY
CHRISTIAN
GUITAR
JAZZ copied from records ........... $1

DECEMBER,

1961

IN

ABSOLUTE

917—LESSONS
RANGING,

SLIDE-

EAR

523—SELF-INSTRUCTION

TRAINING

PITCH ................. $1.75

IN DANCE
ARComplete Course..$2.00

913—100 MODERN NEW SCALES. An
unlimited source of new ideas
for modern progressive improvisation,
beyond
the
traditional scales .......

50

75

04—MODERN
CHORD
SUBSTITUTIONS, chart of chords that may
be used in place of any regular
major, minor, and 7th chords......

50

52—HOW
TO HARMONIZE
MELODIES.
The principles of improvising correct harmonic progressions for any melody ..............00000 $1.
40—HOW TO WRITE MUSIC MANUSCRIPT. A study method for the
COTES. GHD
scivinnctsinnleatiinimeetaical $1.50
489—DEVELOP SIGHTREADING (30
pages of graded studies) ...... $1.75

44—LESSONS
IN
RHYTHM
AND
SYNCOPATION.
From the simplest to the most
complicated
rhythms.
Fully explained.
For
ee
A
DS Fe $1.50
930—RHYTHMS
(Vol. No.
1). Exercises designed to eliminate struggling with syncopation ...............

931—RHYTHMS

1.75

(Vol. No. 2) .....se0ee $1.75

ss

course

73—ULTRA MODERN BOOK FOR GuITAR.
Professional runs, breaks,
fill-ins, endings, modulations, istroductions and accompaniments..$2.00
362—GUITAR
RUNS.
Modern technique for improvisation on all
chords
75
500—WALKING BASS FOR GUITAR...
.50
42—GUITAR CHORDS, in diagram as
well as musical notation.
Also
includes correct fingering, guitar
breaks and transposing
instrucGD
snissisicccnctishitenitacinccnimbiadinidasziess $1.25
353—-SINGLE
NOTE
IMPROVISATIONS.
Ad-lib jazz phrases to
fit the most
used chord
progressions
346—OCTAVE
UNISON
STYLIZING
FOR GUITAR. Modern double and
triple string solo technique .........
75
355—NOVEL
GUITAR
ACCOMPANIMENTS.
New,
different guitar
rhythms
for
interesting
small

GRO

CBS

seiscicticscscstinnctennciene

344—11TH CHORDS FOR GUITAR and
how to use them.
660 modern
chords, diagrams, fingerings, notation
982—GUITAR INTRODUCTIONS.
Pro-

fessional material ..........csessseseree
358—GUITAR STYLING IN TENTHS.

An unlimited new source of interesting efFOCtS ........ccccccesserssessees

GUITAR

MAGIC

OF

TECHNIQUE.
method that

will improve your sight reading

50

Sic,

TO

TRANSPOSE

including

Modern Jazz Choruses
On 20 Famous Standards

522—INNOVATIONS
IN
MODERN
HARMONY-—For pianists, arrangers,
composers,
organists.
33
pages
$1.50

41—HOW

Lessons include music arrangements,
instructive charts, answers to your questions
and practical
ples and
ises. Each
lesson is written just for you.
Send for
the following lesson whenever you are
ready. There is no need to sign up for
any courses.
Just pay for each lesson as
you go along.
Let us help you develop
your AD-LIB technique.

A TRIAL LESSON WILL CONVINCE YOU.
WRITE FOR FREE INFORMATION TODAY!

54—MANUAL OF HARMONY.
Basic
music
theory
covering
scales,
chords, inversions, cadences ......

959—SIGHT
READING
A tested practical

Se
TO WRITE PROGRESSIVE SOUNDS. For arrangers,
Pianists, oOrgamists ........c0000 $

IN HAR-

MONY.
A complete homestudy
course
covering
the
popular approach to music
theory. This is the necessary
background for improvising,
harmonizing, arranging, etc. $1.50

78

360—MODULATION SIMPLIFIED. Every
possible
modulation
shown
in
chord symbols (25 pages) .......... $1.50
60—TWO-PART
HARMONIZING
BY
CHORDS.
The chord system for
finding harmony notes for any
melody in any key ..........ccsscseees
50
907-HOW
TO
REHARMONIZE
SONGS.
instructions in finding
more modern
substitute chords
for
conventional
sheet
music
harmony
75
363—THE 12 TONE SYSTEM. Explanation and illustrations of the modern atonal music style .........00
50

350—THE

549—JOHNNY SMITH GUITAR INTERPRETATIONS
.........ccsccceseee $1

MUSICAL

995—MODERN
ELECTRIC
BASS
GUITAR METHOD.
Cee.

575—VAN
EPS
GUITAR
METHOD.
New edition of this famous guitar course (chord approach) ........ $3.00
566—SINGLE STRING GUITAR PLAYING, intermediate to professional
COUTSE, 4B PAGES .....ccccecseereseeeeecees $1.75
565—MODERN
JAZZ
PHRASES
for
guitar.
Studies to develop jazz
SDAIN
srcsccccrsssvictssomsscecneienees $1.25
INend__inand

a

E.
Four separate
slide
po
give all chords, transposition and scales at a glance.
Also 14 choices of harmonizing any melody note. Complete
996—LESSONS

$1.75

920—CHORD
PROGRESSIONS
(Vol.
No. 2). All the most used chord
progressions are analyzed. Single
note figurations to fit all harmoMies (FO PAGES) ...c.cceccerssereseeceseeree $1.75

559—20
POPULAR
GUITAR
TROS,
with
matching
ings.
Chord
symbols
cluded,
every
tempo
rhythm

or

Cat. No.
581—STUDIES IN MODERN RHYTHMS.
From Dixieland to modern
jazz
(for all instruments) ...........cse0 $1.50

.50

wgudiog “My
Blue Heaven,” “Blue
Moon,”
Da town Strutters’ Ball,”
“Deep Purple,’ etc. (2 Volumes.)
571—FOR
572—FOR
573—FOR
574—FOR

Bb TRUMPET ..................00000
Bb TENOR SAX .
Eb ALTO SAX.
4
TROMBONE ...0.0.....ccccccescceeee

FOR TROMBONE
Cat. No.
558—JAZZ IMPROVISING FOR BASS
CLEF INSTRUMENTS. Modern adlib playing technique ..........0.0000. $1
563—144 JAZZ PHRASES FOR TROM-

BONE

$1

MU-

special

exer-

FOR BASS

cises to practice transposing.
at sight

$1

OS—TRANSPOSING
CHART,
ing music to all keys ......0css0
997—TRANSPOSE AT SIGHT. An automatic transposing manual, every
possible
transposition
at your

75

records

50

Enclosed you will find $.
Please

send

Library

etc. C

$11.00

529-83 FAMOUS SONGS every
musician
needs.
Melody,
words, chord symbols .......... $1.50

..........

STUART

50

Your

HITS. Complete sheet music
with words and chords.
All
good titles such as: Body and
Soul, Embraceable You, September
in the Rain, Ain‘t
Misbehavin’, Stormy Weather

MINIMUM

GUARANTEE

FREE

WALTER

countless illusand exercises..$3.50

961—LIBRARY OF 148 STANDARD

EAST COAST JAZZ SCENE, $1.50
from

plete course with
trations, examples

For

547—JAZZ ORIGINALS By Hal McKusick copied from records ............
531—AL C gee JAZZ WORKSHOP
for C, Bb and Eb instruments ...... $1.
544—THE pest OF TONY SCOTT transcribed from rec weeA
1

BACK

PET-

jazz lines ....$1.50

grams

rded modern
..$1
s34-CHARLIE PARKER “ORIGINALS.
or sax
ar
ROLLINS
iktioom
ITE as recorded ........cccesesereeees
539-2001 ZIMS SAX SOLOS as re-

MONEY

ressive

74-MODERN 5 SS METHOD. A com-

How to find the correct bass notes
from popular sheet music dia-

FOR

(47
pages)
age "38UNS OF y ageliii

solos copied

BASS

58—BASS IMPROVISING BY CHORDS.

qe eee
$1.
580-STAN tts modern
sax_inCRTRIIRRIEIIIE,
acsse ctessccrmenesemeeioniee
tte
STYLE FOR SAXOPHONE,

548—THE

WALKING

(56 pages) ........-.cescereeres $2.7:

Fgerne and OSCAR
TIFO

FOR SAXOPHONE
Says PHRASES

METHOD

ae

fingertips (27 Pages) ........s-000000 $1.50

ie

578—COMPLETE

ORDER

$1.00

CATALOG
BOX 805-C
UNION, NEW JERSEY

music studio

00 Send C.O.D. (minimum $2.00)
No C.O.D.s to Canada.

(list by number).

0) Free Catalog
56

PLEASE

LES

PAUL.
48 pages of comin.
NRRIIIIIIIIING ..cssccncosececcsictensencnicsaned 1.75
349—-ORCHESTRATION
GUITAR
CHORDS.
60 pages .......ccccececeeeee $1.50
367—UNUSUAL
CHORD
POSITIONS
RE
75

PRINT

NAME
STREET
CITY

STATE

29

|

The three dimensional

sound discovery has now been purchased
by these internationally known artists:

wwitslaad
oes?

* CONNIE
* VIC

FRANCIS

DAMONE

°* MARTIN

DENNY

®* XAVIER
* BETTY
* KAY

CUGAT
HUTTON

STARR

* JACK

TEAGARDEN

* and many

FACTS

others

tive artist that, until the Echolette

was

always

sound

to the technical

FOCUS

The article, “The Tale of
Two States,” appearing in the
August issue of the /nternational Musician is one of the
finest pieces of labor reporting

The Echolette, invented by musicians and constructed
by technicians, opens up a new era of reverberation,
echo and trick effects to the creative and imaginarestricted

AND

To the Editors:

born,

was

studios.

I have ever read.

SUPERECHOLETTE—For Up to 3 Instruments—All Individually Controlled.
Can be used with PA systems in night clubs and recording studios.

THE GOOD

Portable as a typewriter and as easy to carry.
This versatile, portable sound effects apparatus makes professionals sound — to live audiences — exactly as they sound on
their top hit records made with expensive studio equipment.

ONLY THE ECHOLETTE GIVES YOU

|

¢ REVERBERATION
°* ECHO
¢ MUSICAL TRICKS
* NO HUM OR STATIC

Factual, with

no hesitation about naming
names, it conveys an on-thescene intimacy so often lacking
and sharply focuses a national
spotlight
on
the
Missouri
clowns playing statesmen.
With its present expansive
coverage of the world of music,
the International Musician is
doing a fine job of selling the
cause of the American musician
to musicians.
A. L. BALTZLEY,
Secretary-Treasurer,
Local 770,
Hagerstown, Maryland.

,

OLD

DAYS

To the Editors:
I was much interested in
reading about Merle Anderson,
the “silent movie” organist and
pianist (page thirty-one of the
October issue). I consider myself a member of that same exclusive club, as I believe there

aren’t too many of us around
any more.
I began my career at the age
of fourteen,

when

Pearl White,

Theda Bara and Anita Stewart

were in their heyday. In Pennsylvania there is a law that anyone under sixteen years of age
is forbidden to work after
9:00 P. M., therefore I would
play the first show, from 7:00
to 9:00 P. M. After that, one of

the ushers would take over and
pump the old player-piano. |
remember they had a limited
number of piano rolls. Therefore the appropriate “cueing”
of a picture was next to impos-

sible.

Imagine

the ludicrous

effect when little Eva floated to
Heaven as the piano gave out
with “The Stars and Stripes
Forever” or perhaps the Keystone Kops were throwing pies
at each other to the strains of
the Funeral March by Chopin.
Ah, those good old days! But
the audience didn’t seem to
mind.
Yours
for
more
old-time
memories,

MRS. MARION WEAVER,
Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
WIND

SYMPHONY

DEFINED

To the Editors:

Regarding your. recent inclusion of an article on the American Wind Symphony Orchestra (page twenty-four of the
September,

1961,

issue),

I|

would like to clarify the term
“wind
symphony
orchestra.”
(Continued

on

page

thirty-eight)

For further details, contact your local music dealer or

ECHOLETTE
280112 West Saginaw Street
Lansing, Michigan
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DRUMS THROUGH THE AGES, by Charles
L. White. 215 pages. The Sterling Press.
$7.50.

What with computers, jet planes, automatons and moon trips, what with world subjects
measured out as single semester refreshers,
what with books crowding space, time, ideas,
into pocket-size form, one might wonder if
we of this age are not suffering from some
new type of compression ailment.
Immune to such an illness, at any rate, is
the author of this book. Mr. White will have
none of the age’s obsession with pressurization. On subjects related to his beloved drums
—and what subjects to him are not related ?—
he has all the time and space in the world.
And that means he goes right back to the beginnings of history and spans the whole universe, tenderly culling data on drums.
However. no matter how far he strays—to
petrified forests, magical conclaves, tropical
temples, Italian coal mines—no matter what
strange sidelights he includes — drums that
talk, sympathetic resonance, the difference between tam-tams and tom-toms, rattle worship
in Lapland, male and female castanets — he
is always back on his cue, clashing home facts
for drums. His practical suggestions, on how
to stop the tone of the cymbals after striking,
how to circumvent a conductor determined to
evade the beat, or how to tune kettle-drums,
are as fascinating to non-drummers as they
are useful to drummers. By the time he has
reached the last page, he has contrived to
make the whole intellectual universe vibrate
to the beat of drums.

THE NEW BOOK OF MODERN COMPOSERS, edited by David Ewen. 510 pages. Alfred A. Knopf, Publisher. $7.50.
Considerably more than
of an established guidebook,
data on thirty-two composers
their time: Barber, Bartok,

a mere “reissue”
this volume gives
representative of
Berg, Bloch, Brit-

ten,

Chavez,

Castelnuovo-Tedesco,

Copland,

Delius, Elgar, de Falla, Gershwin, Harris,
Hindemith, Honegger, Martinu, Menotti, Milhaud, Pizzetti, Poulenc, Prokofiev, Rachmaninoff, Ravel, Scho

berg, Schuman,

Shostako-

vich, Sibelius, Strauss, Stravinsky, Williams,
Villa-Lobos, and Walton. Besides short biDECEMBER,

1961

ographies, personal notes are presented by
friends of the composers. Then the composers
themselves speak. These latter portions (two
to eight pages to the composer) are of especial
interest, since most of them speak about their
concern with contemporary music. The introduction, “Modern Music: Its Styles, Its Techniques,” by Nicholas Slonimsky, is a book
in itself—and one well worth reading.

that constitute a unity. The intrinsic value of
each part and the degree of cohesion existing
between all the parts are the ultimate measure
of the actual merit or artistic value of the
piece.”
AN ENGLISH SONG BOOK, edited by
Noah Greenberg with introduction by Joel
Newman. 219 pages. Doubleday and Com-

pany, Inc. $5.95.
MUSICAL THOUGHT, by Carlos Chavez.
126 pages. Harvard University Press. $4.50.
The Mexican composer and conductor,
Carlos Chavez, has the artist’s knack for
simplification. In explaining the substance
and means of art in the six essays in this book
(they were originally lectures delivered at
Harvard University, one each month for six
months) he seems to be working out the modes
and methods as primitive man, or modern
man unspoiled by tradition, might work them
out—as something new, something realized for

the first time.

The fact, for instance, that

repetition is a basic element in art seems to
hit him with the impact of an entirely new
idea, one he elaborates with the zest of a
chemist given his own laboratory and unlimited means of research. This very zest
makes the reader accept it in like spirit.
So with other “discoveries.”
“It is perhaps not clear to many people that
in a work of art there are no insignificant or
unimportant things; there are neither basic
elements nor unessential details”... “A great
composer is one who has many things to teach
others, things that were not known before.”
. “But, somehow, smallness of form is
linked to the idea of minority of age. It
would be difficult to say why.” One could
very well say why, but one would actually
rather go along with Chavez on his voyages
of discovery.
If Chavez expresses what one already knows,
he does it, in short, so freshly, so innocently,
that one is willing to have the points brought
up again and again. And what better definition of a piece of music, after all, is there,
than this one of his: “. . . from the standpoint
of form and construction, a piece of music is
not a solid block but an aggregate of parts

A handsome gift for lovers of the music of
the Middle Ages is this collection of songs
edited by Noah Greenberg. Mr. Greenberg,
founder and director of the New York Pro
Musica Antiqua, has given us some fifty of
the finest songs of this period. The songs
ranging from one to six voice parts are both

sacred and secular. Gems from the sacred are
various settings of the Mass and hymns to the
Virgin by Tallis, Gibbons, Morley and others.
In the secular vein are the charming “With
owt dyscorde” and “O my hart.” The text of
these two songs are representative of a group
of poets in the court of Henry VIII.
The many illustrations, as well as the colorful jacket, make this book a delight to the
eye as well as to the ear.

LIFE AND LISZT, by Arthur Friedheim,
edited by Theodore L. Bullock. 335 pages.
Taplinger Publishing Company, Inc. $6.00.
Biographers are the interpreters of their
subjects, mu~h as conductors are interpreters
of the compositions they direct. And, like
conductors, they cannot be absolute re-creators. No one person, however great, can
recognize, much less portray, all the characteristics of another. Only the aspects explicable to the portrayer are possible. And even
these will take on the tinge of the writers’ (or
the conductors’) peculiarities.
As for biographers, however, it is certain
that one who has been in actual personal contact with a celebrity and this through a considerable number of years stands a better
chance of correct delineation than a writer
who views his subject through the distorting
lens of centuries and the mists of anachronistically induced psychoanalysis.
We are thus fortunate in the extreme in
having, in the present volume, the merging of
(Continued

on page

forty-four)
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Careful craftsmanship by
Kaplan for more than
half a century assures

superb tonality . . . the
finest performance.

TRANSCRIPTIONS
Win
.
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ERNIE FELICE
ELECTRONIC
ACCORDION
- Sensational lightweight jazz
accordion with the Felice-like
sound! Balances left and right
hands perfectly with separate
volume controls! If you admire
the great jazz of Ernie Felice,
write for Folder SS-4 containing “The Ernie Felice Story”.

Transcriptions at best are never what are written for the
original instrument. However, the public often demands that
we transcribe, demands it even to the point of absurdity. They
want the piccolo performing trombone solos and harp doing
double bass selections. If we are to establish the accordion
as a legitimate instrument, though, we have to be extra cautious
in our approach to transcriptions. Sometimes they must be
done, however. We have little bona fide accordion literature
to date and we can perform the masters only through transcriptions.
Of course, when we are out entertaining and we have a
request, we'll no doubt be asked for music in the piano, violin and orchestra repertoire. In the classical field, we are bound
to get requests, for instance, for two of the world’s most popular classics, Malaguena and Clair de lune. These are both for
piano and very pianistic in style. The former has been in print
for accordion and has been done fairly adequately. (All sorts
of grades and arrangements are available.) However, no matter
what we do to the selection, we shall never get the sustained
harp-like quality of the piano on our instrument. On the piano,
the strings sound and vibrate throughout the selection. We
cannot simulate this in any way with reeds.
The Debussy selection is a revered classic by now. It
brings out nuances that are peculiar to the piano and cannot
be reproduced on any other keyboard instrument. The original
publishers always felt that way; they were faithful to the
Debussy estate. I know that they were approached on many
occasions to publish accordion arrangements and_ refused.
Debussy wrote the work for piano and they wanted it to remain
that way. But the copyright has just expired, and the market
is flooded with all sorts of renditions of Clair de lune (also
including a publication by the original publisher). Most of
the arrangements have strayed far from the original. Here
are three for comparison’s sake:

for Violin, Viola,
Cello and Bass

GOLDEN SPIRAL

TRU-STRAND
DELUXE

RED-0-RAY

MAESTRO

TONE CRAFT =|

|

MIRACLE WOUND
See Your Local Dealer.

|

Kaplan Musical String Co.
SOUTH

NORWALK,

CONN.

STUDIO of PIANO TUNING
and REPAIRING
@ Short, thorough course in piano servicing.
@ Private instructions given in well
equipped piano shop.
ARTHUR
i
East Meadow,

te
=
Lincoln Avenue
L. I., N. ¥.—IVanhoe 3-3336

Professional electric,
solid-body, Spanish guitars, amp ifiers, electric bass, double - necks, tone
changers, double - neck Spanish, electric mandolin, pickups. Parts to
build your own, etc.
1962 Models . . . Free Catalog.
c
VIN
CO.
Box 287
Dept. IM-11
Covina, Calif.
———-

ARRANGEMENTS

PAUL

BY ———__—___

SCHOEN

FULL SOUNDING DANCEABLE
ARRANGEMENTS
FOR:
Trumpet,
Tenor, Trombone,
Rhythm
and
Trumpet, Alto, Tenor, Rhythm.
Also MEDLEYS for four saxophones, trumpet and
rhythm.
Write:

Distributed
by SONOLA ACCORDION CO.
300 Observer

Hoboken, N.J.

PACIFIC MUSIC SUPPLY CO.,Los Angeles
__TARG & DINNER, INC.,Chicago
ne Wa gate

PAUL SCHOEN Pinstord."n

ACCORDION TEACHERS!
Complet>
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Live
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catalog from

PIETRO
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world’s

largest

pub-

lisher of accordion music.
Solos,
duets and
band numbers in eve
grade. Polkas, waltzes,
marches, novelties, classics, Spanish rhythms
and more—much more!
Ave.,

DEIRO
South,

COMPANY
New

INTERNATIONAL

York

14, N_ Y.
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If we take the first arrangement and
that actually sound, this is what results:

write out the pitches

Arrangement number two is for a right-handed contortionist. Why play a two-handed idea or melodies with one
hand in such a clumsy fashion? It’s two-handed on the piano
and should adhere to the same idea on the accordion.
Solutions I would prefer are either of the following:

Hronw
our
Hunr

Arrangement number three also changes the time signature. The two items I object to here are that:
1. The lower voicings are conveniently deleted. This is
also a one-handed approach to a two-handed idea.
2. The timbre of the bassoon reed on the accordion is
not the best selection for this light transparent sound heard
on the piano. It’s too thick for my ears.
I shall continue this discussion in my next column.

This is far afield from the original which looks like this:

{

The articles on Federal Subsidy of Music, by Hope
Stoddard (which appeared in the issues of the /nternational Musician for June, November and December, 1960,
and January, February and April, 1961), are now avail-

Of course, they’ve changed the metre for convenience in
reading. I don’t particularly mind this. (Nor does the key
change kill us.) However, the muddiness of the left hand
chords is overpowering for the right hand—far from the thin,
transparent sounds Debussy called for in his composition. This
type of ponderous sound is certain to lose support for us.
It’s an easy way out. I prefer /eaving it out.

able in booklet form, through the courtesy of the Amer-

ican Federation of Musicians.
national

Press, 39 Division

Write for copies to: InterStreet, Newark,

New

Jersey.
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Minutes of the Special Meeting of the

DRUMMERS e DEALERS © BAND DIRECTORS .. .

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD

GET ON OUR MAILING LIST!

East Lansing, Michigan

Send for complete catalog of over 100
100 STANDARD drum methods,
drum solos and records.
cadence
books, tympani, xylophone,

LEARN

ABOUT

This year, 1962, RALPH

NEW

DRUM

C. PACE

writer of

BOOKS

OF ALL

PUBLISHERS

‘“‘VARIATIONS OF DRUMMING’””
one of America’s
most popular drum books for 10 years . . . HAS DONE IT AGAIN

—

NEW

BOOKS

PUBLISHED

. “New Variations and Drum Solos” Volume |, Il, & Ill by Ralph C. Pace, $1.75 each vol.
. “3 CAMPS” CONCERT @ MARCH @ BAND ARRANGEMENT “for the solo drummer” by
Ralph C. Pace, $3.50—full band with full conauctor’s score.
“Variations and Basic Bongo Drum Course” by Ralph C. Pace, 35c.
“Artistry in Creative Drumming” by William Zickos, $2.50.
. “Tricks of the Trade” for drummers by Don Osborne, $1.50.
“Complete Instruction in Dance Drumming” by Jake Jerger, $2.00.
. “Bongo Playing Made Easy” by Jake Jerger, 50c.
no
Nopee
(All books postpaid . . . Send check or money order.)
ALSO SEND FOR CATALOG FOR THE ‘’SET-THE-PACE” PEDAL PRACTICE PADS
(Patented) Originated by Ralph C. Pace.
DRUM

BOOK

THE

MUSIC

3

975 North Broadway,

BUTTON

White Plains 5, N. Y.

SHAWL

Another Original by TOWNCRAFT

sous 998.9 3
IN

piains

STOCK

As new as tomorrow, combining the smart continental look in the modern tux. All colors and sizes.
Silk mixtures at $21.75.
Also with black shawl collars.
SEE

OTHER

TOWNCRAFT

Send

AD

IN

for free sample

TOWNCRAFT

THIS

ISSUE.

materials.

CLOTHES

ESTABLISHED 1931
752 Broadway, Cor. 8th St., N. Y. 3, N. Y., GR 7-7652

THE GREATEST NAME

IN A
STRINGS

DOUBLE-CUP
MOUTHPIECE
Used by... HARRY JAMES, including the ENTIRE BRASS
SECTION IN HIS ORCHESTRA ... Made for all brass
instruments

.

.

.

AND

HIGHER

JOHN

Manufactured

PARDUBA

201 WEST 49th STREET

Only

OMEDY SONGS

YORK

19, N. Y.

HARRY JAMES

ano COMEDY BITS

You don’t need a great voice to entertain with
’ favorite humoriano part—words

Consideration
is given
to the
problem of personal managers and
commissions allowed to them under
present Federation contracts.
Various aspects of this subject
matter are studied, including the
matter of special services performed
by personal managers.
Discussion is held regarding certain aspects of the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosures Act
in connection with cases considered
by
the
International
Executive
Board.
Henry Kaiser reports on a new
Department of Defense directive applying to all the services, which
reads, in part, as follows:
“No enlisted member of the Department of Defense on active duty
may
be ordered
or permitted
to
leave his post to engage in a civilian pursuit or business, or a performance
in civil life, for emolument, hire, or otherwise, if the pursuit, business, or performance interferes with the customary or regular
employment
of local civilians
in
their art, trade or profession.”
This means that service personnel on leave, liberty or furlough
may not be permitted to compete
with civilian musicians.

The
A. M.

by

& SON
NEW

A discussion is held regarding recording licenses and pressings made
from master records which the licensees make.
Other aspects of the recording
business are considered.
A report is received that, in the
past nine months, the Federation
has
collected
over
$100,000.00
in
past due wages owed to our members for recording engagements.

Other matters of interest
Federation are discussed.

POWER.

Write for particulars.
Pat. No. 2,018,738

Kellogg Center
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Mich.
July 25, 1961
President Kenin called the meeting to order at 9:00 P. M.
Present: Harris, Ballard, Clancy,
Repp,
Stokes, Kennedy
and Murdoch. Executive Officer Manuti has
been excused from attending this
special meeting of the International]
Executive Board.
Also present: Henry Kaiser, General Counsel.

Henry Kaiser reports on certain
rulings of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in connection with radio and television stations’ licenses.

TONES . . . INCREASED ENDURANCE . . ..AMAZING
BRILLIANCE

July 25 through July 27, 1961

one peg
manuscripts.
Also get m
Try Comedy Series No. 1, 2,
(Not books.
& 3. :Each a
contains 30-50 minutes of
monologs,
a duo bits, etc. Put on

session

adjourns

at

to the

Michigan State University
Kellogg Center
East Lansing, Mich.
July 26, 1961
The session is called to order by
President Kenin at 10:30 A. M.
All members present.
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The Board considers the following resolutions which have been referred to the Board by the recent

held

in At-

RESOLUTION No. 12
WHEREAS, Article 17, Section 1,
clearly states that “any individual
member,
or leader, in every case
before an engagement
is played,
must submit his contract for same
to the local union in whose jurisdiction same is played, or in the
absence of a written contract, file a
written statement with such local
fully explaining therein the conditions under which same is to be
fulfilled,” and
WHEREAS,
This
is just
and
proper and is mandatory on all individual musicians and leaders, and
WHEREAS, Section 2, Article 17,
provides that if a local union has
a local law requiring its members
to file a written contract with the
local prior to each engagement, the
traveling member
or leader must
so file such contract with such local union, and
WHEREAS,
This
implies
that
any local union not having such a
law, a contract
need
not be deposited by an individual musician
or traveling leader, and provides an
outlet
for
traveling
member
to
evade the law, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
That to alleviate confusion and thus help to
enforce
-Section
1, Section
2 be
deleted from our Constitution and
By-laws.
After
prolonged
discussion,
on
motion made and passed, it is decided that the matter be laid over
for further study.

RESOLUTION

No. 21

BE
IT
RESOLVED,
That
the
A. F. of M. International Executive
Board request A. F. of M. Attorney
Henry Kaiser to obtain a definite
ruling from the Director of Internal
Revenue in Washington, D. C., allowing members’ legal income tax
deductions for automobile expense
when it is necessary to use their
automobiles to go to and from musical engagements,
mainly
because
regularly scheduled public carrier
transportation is not available at
the beginning and closing time of
engagements,
knowing
that
conflicting court decisions on this matter have been rendered in different
parts of the country.
Pursuant to this Resolution, Federation
General
Counsel
Henry
Kaiser had been requested to seek
a ruling from the Internal Revenue
Department. He has advised that he
is working on this matter.

RESOLUTION
12:20

our on py ~

Only “$3

ae aaekc tacSaok, Teey'ne roclly great!
per teong‘All three for $7.50.
@SAVE $2. GET EVERYTHING FOR $9.50 (Reg. $11.50) MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. @
VIN HEALY, 825 West End, N. Y. 25, N. Y. P.S. MERRY XMAS AND A FUNNY NEW YEAR!

A. F. of M. Convention
lantic City, N. J.:

No. 23

WHEREAS, The sponsors of this
resolution
firmly believe
that all
members of the A. F. of M. are entitled to the protection of the Federation in seeking and bidding for
musical engagements in free, equal
and open competition, and
WHEREAS,
Any
members
in
open competition
for musical
engagements
who offer inducements
to the employer other than merit,
competence, appearance and quality
of performance
must
necessarily
destroy free and equal competition,
and

INTERNATIONAL

MUSICIAN

WHEREAS,
Certain A. F. of M.
members
who
are
employed
by
radio and TV stations as disc jockeys,
announcers
or
personalities
habitually obtain musical
engagements by offering advertisements of
such engagements over such radio
and TV stations free of charge to
the employer, now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED, That, in conformity to the objectives stated in
Article II of the A. F. of M. Constitution, the following be adopted
into law and added to Article XIII
and/or Article XXIII of the A. F.
of M. By-laws: Section
A. F. of
M. members employed as disc jockeys, announcers or personalities on
radio and/or TV stations are prohibited from offering or supplying
free advertising
for any and all
musical engagements, open to competitive bidding, on which they may
be employed as leader, contractor or
musician.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided to concur in this resolution.

ALL MODELS NOW EQUIPPED
WITH NEW SWIVEL HANDLE
WHICH SWINGS OUT OF THE
WAY FOR RHYTHM PLAYING

‘PATENTED
e.

RESOLUTION

TRUE
VIBRATO
Price $55.00
COMPLETE WITH MOUNTING INSTRUC.
TIONS and NEW SET OF BIGSBY STRINGS
MODELS FOR ALL CONVENTIONAL
AND THIN GUITARS
SOLD DIRECT BY
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A. BIGSBY
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Neal Hefti Music, Inc., takes great Puss
in
ing
the publicati
of “Neal
Hefti Originals’
(composed
and orchestrated by Neal Hefti) for School, Service,
and Workshop Dance Bands.
The first of
this series, available now, is the multirecorded
and
performed
contemporary
composition,

“LPL
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Neal
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Hefti Musie,
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MUSIC PAPERS
Manuscript
Paper,
White,
$13.00;
Buff,
$14.00 per ream, full or title staves out.
Name on bottom, $1.50 extra.
TRANSPARENCIES 9-10-12-STAVE
$3.50 per 1
ects.
SCORE SHEETS MADE TO ORDER
Orchestra Covers, 32’ expansion.
For stocks, $1.00; for specials, $1.25.
Everything is plus postage.
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em-

(Name of Country)
The report of the committee is
that the resolution be amended so
that the “Resolve” will read as follows:
“BE
IT RESOLVED,
That
the Federal Communications Commission be requested to advise all
producers of a television film containing a sound track to be identified by the announcement ‘Music for
This Film
Was
Pre-recorded
in
(Name of Country).’”
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the above resolution be
adopted with an amendment that a
request similar to that contained in
the resolution be also made to the
Board of the Broadcasting Governors of Canada.

Ine.

ENCINO,
postpaid

shipped

etc.,

ployed, therefore,
BE
IT
RESOLVED,
That
the
Federal
Communications
Commission be requested to advise all producers of a television film containing a sound track recorded
in a
foreign country
by foreign
musicians be so identified by the announcement:
“MUSIC
FOR
THIS
FILM
WAS
PRE-RECORDED
IN

4 trombones, tuba, drums, guitar, piano,
bass, and conductor.
Price for full orchestration, $3.00.
Parts, 35 cents each.
Piano or conductor, 70 cents each.
Send check, money order, draft,
purchase order, etc., to:
P. O. BOX 571
Will be

No. 26

WHEREAS,
The
campaign
through letters to sponsors and our
Congressmen to eliminate the foreign sound track has been just partially successful, and
WHEREAS, The vast majority of
the American viewers are unaware
of this insidious and unfair practice and without their support our
efforts will have but limited results,
and
WHEREAS,
The
United
States
import laws demand that a product
be stamped or labelied as to the
country of its origin and the Federal Drug Administration has rigid
rules regarding the labeling of consumer
products with reference
to
ingredients, and
WHEREAS,
The American
telecasters are now required to inform
their viewers of any deceptive techniques, i.e., artificial audience
re-

WRITE

Arizona

RESOLUTION
No. 35
BE IT RESOLVED,
To enforce
Article 17, Section 3, of the International By-laws, particularly with
the Booking Agents and second or
third offending
leaders,
this law
should be printed in the International Musician in large letters.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided to concur with this resolution.

RESOLUTION

No. 40

WHEREAS,
Booking agents are
licensed
by the Federation,
and
therefore under the control and responsible to the Federation for their
actions, and
WHEREAS, Traveling bands that
enter jurisdictions, in many cases
are booked through agents and pay
a commission for such services, and
WHEREAS,
In some cases, engagements continue on one location
for a period of one year or more,
and
WHEREAS, The laws of the Federation provide, that at the end of
one year, such band must join the
local in which jurisdiction they are
performing, and
WHEREAS,
When
accepted
by
the local as full members, the 10%
surcharge is discontinued, and they
function as local musicians, and
WHEREAS,
The booking agents
continue to collect their fee after
they are no longer traveling musicians, and such collection has the
support of the Federation, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED, That after a
band is on an engagement continuously for one
year,
the booking
agent shall no longer receive any
commission, and
BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED,
That
the booking
agent’s license
contain the above clause.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that this resolution be laid
over to the mid-winter meeting of
the International Executive Board.

RESOLUTION

UNIFORMS BY
SAXON

.
a

>

No. 41

WHEREAS,
The traveling musicians are the backbone of the music
profession today, and
WHEREAS,
The traveling musician has little or no chance to benefit from the pension plan of the
Federation, and
WHEREAS, There is a possibility
that many locals will not choose to
participate
in the
pension
plan,
therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED, That the 2%
return from the 10% traveling surcharge be deposited in the pension
fund in the name of the individual
musicians
paying
this
surcharge
and a receipt for the amount deposited be forwarded to the musicians in place of the check now
sent. While giving these musicians
a chance to participate in the pension plan, the receipt will also serve
as a check on local secretaries collecting
and
forwarding
the surcharge.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided not to concur with this resolution.

RESOLUTION

Trophy

No. 48

WHEREAS, Wage scales in Articles 20, 21, 22 stipulate numbers of
performances, and
WHEREAS,
The wage scales in
Article
27 make
no mention
of
numbers of performances, but provide for weekly and daily rates,
with a further stipulation “Services
to consist of six hours per day within any ten (10) hours,” and
WHEREAS,
Organized labor has
for many years strived to establish
a 40-hour, five-day week, and that it
is manifestly unfair and inconsistent for musicians
working under
Article 27 to be required to play
any number of performances within
a ten-hour day, and
WHEREAS,
A musician may be
called four days prior to the opening of a season, but no provision
is made
for transportation,
now,
therefore,
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No. 49

RESOLUTION No. 53
WHEREAS,
Communication
or
exchange of ideas among members
of the A. F. of M. is essential if
progress is to be made, and
WHEREAS, The first Symposium
of Symphony
Orchestras
met
in
New York City during July, 1960,
with much enthusiasm and success,
thereby greatly advancing the cause
of the Symphony
Musician, therefore,
BE
IT RESOLVED,
That
this
A. F. of M. conference so instruct
the A. F. of M. Executive
Board
that this Symphony Seminar shall
become a permanent
affair to be
held annually for this cause.
The committee amended the resolution
by striking
out
the “Resolved” clause and substituting the
following: “Be it resolved that this
A. F. of M. Convention recommend
to the A. F. of M. Executive Board
that these seminars continue to be
held in the future at the discretionof the Executive Board and that the
information
compiled
from
such
symposiums
be supplied
to each
local having a symphony orchestra
in its jurisdiction.”
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that this resolution be laid
over to the mid-winter meeting of
the International Executive Board.

The
P.M

ORCHESTRA COATS
Single

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS,
The Copyright Act
protects the rights of composers,
authors, publishers, etc., but does
not protect the performing
musician, and
WHEREAS, But for the performing musician many of these composers
and
publishers
would
not
even be in business, and
WHEREAS,
Performing
musicians are as good citizens and patriots as are composers, etc., and
should
have the same
protection
and guaranteed rights, and
WHEREAS,
Performing
rights
have been established to leader musicians by the courts of various
states, therefore,
BE
IT RESOLVED,
That
the
A. F. of M. initiate, institute and
conduct a campaign to amend the
Copyright Act to establish performing and property rights to the performing
musicians,
the same
as
such
rights
are
presently
established for composers, authors, publishers, etc.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided
that the Federation
continue in its efforts to effectuate the
purpose of this resolution.

A recess is declared at 11:50 A. M.

$1.25

36 Cornelia Street, Brooklyn 21, New York
Or See Your Local Music Dealer

White

BE IT RESOLVED, That Article
27 be completely revised and that
numbers of performances be stipulated similar
to those conditions
presently existing in Articles 20, 21
and 22.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided
not to concur
with this
resolution.

$7.95

3-1985
7,

Ill

session

reconvenes

at

2:00

The Board considers Resolution
No. 55, which was referred to it by
our recent Convention held in Atlantic City, N. J.
RESOLUTION No. 55
WHEREAS,
Because
the plight
of the musician and music needs to
be spelled out to the layman and
publicized, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
A commission shall be appointed by the Executive Board of the A. F. of M. to

have published a book giving the
history of music and musicians in
the U. S. A.; their plight and problems, which could be used as a reference book to help promote this
great cause and influence the public
in general.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the subject matter contained in this resolution has been
disposed of by the Federation recently publishing the new booklet
“You Are Your Union.”
Consideration is given to the request of Local
47, Los
Angeles,
Calif., for reconsideration of the following case in order that the matter
may be referred back to the local’s
general
membership
meeting
for
disposition:
Case No. 11, 1959-60: Appeals of
members
Harold
Gus
Ehrman,
George Arus, Norm Bartold, John
Clyman, Earl Collier, Roland Hallberg, Roy Harte, Bart Hunt, Jack
Klein, Joe Miller, Bob Robinson,
John
Rotello
and
Don
Wells
of
Local 47, Los Angeles, Calif., from
an action of that local in imposing
fines of $500.00 each upon them,
with $300.00 in abeyance; and Joe
Triscari from fine of $500.00 imposed upon him.
In this matter, the International
Executive Board denied the appeals
on August 4, 1959.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that action be laid over.
Discussion is held regarding the
request of Kenneth
Moore, President of the Recreational
Dancing
Institute, that the Federation contribute the following amounts to the
R. D. I. public relations program:
$25,000.00 in 1962 and $37,500.00 in
1963.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that we cannot concur in
the request.
A communication is received from
Jimmy Cook, winner of the 1960
Best New Band Contest.
Study is given to the plans for
the forthcoming
Best
New
Band
program.
Discussion is held regarding the
presentation
made
by
member
Frank Li Volsi of Local 626, Stamford, Conn., at the Board meeting
on June 9, 1961, regarding “Housing
for the Elderly” and “Community
Services.”
After considerable study, on motion made and passed, it is decided
that, due to the wide diversity of
interests of our members and the
tremendous
area
encompassed
by
our locals, we are not in a position
to engage in the suggested programs
at this time.
Consideration is given to the request of member Nick Russo that
we urge the Postmaster General to
print

a

stamp

issue
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promoting

“Peace Through Music.”
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the matter be referred
to our Public Relations
Director,
Hal Leyshon.
Discussion is held regarding
application for membership of
la Galamb, a minor, in Local
Toronto, Ont., Canada.
On motion made and passed,
decided
that the matter
be
over.

the
Atil149,
it is
laid

The Board considers the request
of Local 365, Great Falls, Mont., for
reconsideration of the Board’s decision of June 8, 1961, in sustaining
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appeals and allowing
the request in the following case:
Case No. 1698, 1960-61: Appeals of
members Evelyn Weber and George
Weber of Local 365, Great Falls,
Mont., from an action of that local
in imposing a fine of $50.00 each
upon them, $25.00 of which will be
held in abeyance; and their request
that they be restored to their local
insofar
as insurance
coverage
is
concerned.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the matter be laid over.
The Board considers the following cases:
Case No. 1652, 1960-61: Appeal of
Elliott Shapiro, dba Club Bagdad,
Santa Monica, Calif., from an action
of Local 47, Los Angeles, Calif., in
allowing the claim of member Morton Weiss (Mort Wise) in the sum
of $1,088.00.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the appeal be denied.
Case No. 1590, 1960-61: Appeal of
member
Glenn
Bricklin
of Local
279, London, Ont., Canada, in which
he contests the recent election of
the office of President.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the appeal be denied.
The
Board
continues
consideration of the following cases:
Case No. 1547, 1960-61: Claim of
Club 15, Bay City, Texas, and Arthur Lee, against member Bill Black
of Local 71, Memphis, Tenn., and
Universal
Attractions,
New
York,
N. Y., for $2,000.00 alleged damages
sustained.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the claim be allowed in
the amount of $500.00 against both
defendants.

Case No. 1561, 1960-61: Reopening
of Case No. 641, 1960-61: Claim of
the Society for the Arts, Louisville,
Ky., against member William Cozy
Cole of Local 802, New York, N. Y.,
and Willard Alexander,
Inc., New
York, N. Y., for alleged expenses
due totaling $760.00 covering breach
of contract.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the claim be allowed
against
Willard
Alexander,
Inc.,
only.
The
r. Mt.

session

Kellogg

adjourns

at

5:20

Center

Michigan State University
East Lansing, Mich.
July 27, 1961
The session is called to order by
President Kenin at 9:30 A. M.
All members present.
The Board further considers the
request of Local 365, Great Falls,
Mont., for reconsideration of Case
No. 1698, 1960-61 Docket.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the matter be referred
to the
President,
Secretary
and
Treasurer.

Consideration is given to the offers received from the following organizations that the 1962 Congress
of Strings program be held in their
respective
locales:
San
Francisco
State University, UCLA, University
of New Mexico, and the University
of Nevada.
The American Federation of MuSicians is grateful to the universities and colleges that have invited
us to hold the 1962 A. F. of M. Congress of Strings in their various localities, but due to the fine relations
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now existing between the A. F. of M.
and the Michigan State University,
plus the excellent facilities available at Michigan State University,
on motion made and passed, it is
decided that, if a successful financial arrangement can be made with
this university, the 1962 Congress
of Strings will be held at Michigan
State University.

MEL) BAY
)DERN
quit:

Try The MEL BAY

METHOD

MODERN

GUITAR METHOD >

On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the matter of making
the necessary arrangements for the
1962 Congress of Strings be left in
the hands of the Secretary.
The Board considers the following cases:
Case No. 1244, 1960-61: Claim of
member Jimmie Vee (Scrivano) of
Local 9, Boston, Mass., against members Tony Gillard
(Ciliberti)
and
Debra Hayes of Local 77, Philadelphia, Pa., and Music Corporation
of America, New York, N. Y., for
$3,120.00 alleged salary due, plus
$228.50 expenses;
total $3,348.50.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that we reconsider our previous action in this case, in which
we awarded the sum of $228.50 to
member Jimmie Vee (Scrivano) to
be paid by Tony Gillard (Ciliberti),
Debra Hayes and Music Corporation
of America.
Further study is given regarding
certain aspects of this case.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the claim be allowed
against
Tony
Gillard
(Ciliberti)
and
Debra
Hayes,
only,
in the
amount
of two (2) weeks salary,
i.e., $2,080.00.
Case No. 1700, 1960-61: Charges
preferred by Local 211, Pottstown,
Pa., against
member
Jimmy
Ray
(James
Angelucci)
of Local
341,
Norristown, Pa., for alleged violation of Article 16, Section 1A, of the
A. F. of M. By-laws, in the former
local’s jurisdiction.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the defendant be found
guilty and a fine of $25.00 be imposed upon him.
Case No. 1338, 1960-61: Claim of
Western
Theatrical
Agency,
Inc.,
Portland, Ore., Bookers’ License No.
5509, against member Jerry Walter
of the Gateway Singers
(Local 6,
San Francisco, Calif.), for $1,850.00
alleged expenses sustained through
failure to appear on engagement at
Montana State College.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the claim be denied.
Case No. 1559, 1960-61: Claim of
Bob Corash Theatrical Agency, Denver, Colo., against La Picket Club,
Denver, Colo., and Myrna Feld, employer, for $580.00 alleged commissions due them.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the claim be denied.
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Florian

Case No. 1748, 1960-61: Charges
preferred by Local 47, Los Angeles,
Calif., against member
LeRoy
E.
Hurte
of Local
47, Los Angeles,
Calif., for alleged violation of Article 24 of the A. F. of M. By-laws.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the defendant be found
guilty and a fine of $150.00 be imposed upon him.
Case No. 1720, 1960-61: Appeal of
member
Glenn
McLeroy
of Local
448, Panama
City, Fla., from an
action of that local in suspending
him from membership therein; and
charges preferred by member
McLeroy against member
Charles S.
(Continued on page thirty-nine)
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winds or brass by the baroque
and classic composers. We perform no band music and no
transcriptions.
The American Wind Symphony Orchestra is the only organization of its kind in the
world. It is made up of three

thirty)

Let me state emphatically, with
due respect for bands and wind
ensembles,
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CORRECTION
In the article on silent movie organists of
other days which appeared in the October,

where the events
take place
..-and be heard!

WENGER PORTABLE BANDWAGON
The Mobile Combination Band Stand
and Outdoor Stage
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1961, issue of the /nternational Musician, the
editor’s note at the bottom stated: ““New York

City has a silent movie organist. He is Arthur
Kleiner who plays mood music for early films
presented regularly by the Museum of Modern Art in that city. The cost of admission to
these shows is ninety-five cents for adults and
twenty-five cents for children. Perhaps our
readers know of other pianists and organ-”
Inadvertently the last line was omitted. The
final sentences should read: “Perhaps our
readers know of other pianists and organists
for silent movie pictures.
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a free demonstration.
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Ideal for use at music events, rallies, acts, demonstrations, and for speakers, the Wenger
Bandwagon
provides comfortable quarters for performers, plus assuring
resonance and volume for the audience.
At site, the
Wenger
Bandwagon opens in minutes into a generous
stage or outdoor theater, or a complete, scientifically
designed
music
shell for band,
orchestra,
or chorus.
After event, it folds quickly into a handsome, completely
enclosed road trailer with ample locked storage space for
chairs, stands, instruments, or
May
be used indoors, too!
Every commeantiy will want one!

tion of the symphony orchestra
(timpani, five percussion), plus
symphony orchestra brass and
woodwind
section,
each
of
double size. This orchestra has
thus placed in the hands of
composers a wholly new and
highly flexible instrument. Composers responded with a sizeable catalog of music especially
created with the capabilities of
the orchestra in mind, and employing instrumental groupings
that had never before been readily available to the composer.
During our fifth season, the
orchestra performed to over a
third of a million people.
ROBERT A. BOUDREAU,
Musical Director,
The American Wind
Symphony Orchestra.

ception of those few works that
were originally composed for

Company

BERKLEY,

components: the percussion sec-

The American Wind Symphony Orchestra has, during
the past five years, commissioned many of our eminent
composers to write music for
the winds, brass, and percussion
that are a normal part of our
symphony
orchestras.
The
American Wind Symphony Orchestra does not perform any
literature other than that which
has been expressly composed

or baritones, and
symphony trombones or tuba. Special rates to school
bands and retailers. Specify your model when ordering.

Nato

“wind

ion

Twi-

Formal effect with
tux trousers, casual
with slacks.

that the term

symphony orchestra” was formulated five years ago, and that
a wind orchestra is not a band.
The wind ensemble or small
concert band derives its instrumentation from what has become known as the concert or
symphonic band.
The wind
symphony orchestra derives its
instrumentation from that of
the standard symphony orches-

jMINNESOTA

If so, we should like

to hear from them.”
Incidentally, Mr. Kleiner plays frequently
at the New Yorker Theatre, on Broadway. This
theatre also specializes in old run movies.

for
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Minutes of the Special Meeting of the

violation of Article 10, Section 7,
of the A. F. of M. By-laws.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that each of the defendants
be found guilty and that Gouze be
fined
$250.00, and
that
Robotka,
Kovacevic,
Radakovich,
Andrusco,
Young, Dayo and Groholski each be
fined $100.00.

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD
East Lansing, Michigan
July 25 through July 27, 1961
(Continued

from

Secretary
and _ Business
Agent of that local, for alleged violation of Article 13, Section 1, of
the A. F. of M. By-laws.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the appeal be denied
and that the charges be dismissed.
Cooper,

Case No. 1689, 1960-61: Charges
preferred by Local 449, Coffeyville,
Kan., against member Gordon Burrows of Local 250, Parsons, Kan.,
for alleged violation of Article 16,
Section 1A, of the A. F. of M. Bylaws, in the former local’s jurisdiction.

On motion made and passed, it is
decided
the
defendant
be found
guilty and a fine of $25.00 be imposed upon him.
Case No. 1665, 1960-61: Claim of
Eddie
J. Bilsky,
Newark,
N. J.,
Bookers’ License No. 122, against
member Peter Tana of Local 526,
Jersey City, N. J., for $234.00 alleged commissions due up to February 20, 1961, plus $26.00 weekly accruing commissions thereafter, and
counter-claim
of
member
Tana
against Eddie J. Bilsky for $120.00
alleged to be due him and members
of his orchestra.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the claim and counterclaim be denied.
Charges
Case No. 531, 1960-61:
preferred
by member
James
E.
Adams of Local 274, Philadelphia,
Pa., against member James Shorter,
President of Local 274, for alleged
violation of Article 23, Section 1;
Article 18, Section 35; and Article 2, Section
5, of the By-laws
of Local 274, and Article 13, Section
1, of the A. F. of M. By-laws; and
charges preferred against members
of the Executive Board of Local 274,
Stanley Peters, Paul Mack, James
(Coatesville)
Harris,
Augustus
Johnson, Linwood Johnson, William
(Gabe)
Bowman,
Joseph
Thomas,
Harry
(Skeets)
Marsh,
Jr., and
Charles Gaines for alleged violation
of Article 5 of the Constitution, and
Article 18, Section 75, of the Bylaws of Local 274.
In this case,
the International
Executive Board, at its mid-winter
meeting held in Tucson, Ariz., on
January 3, 1961, found each of the
defendants guiicy as charged, and
directed each of them to show cause
why they should not be removed
from office. A personal hearing on
this matter was conducted by the
International
Executive
Board
on
June 10, 1961, and, after full hearing and consideration
of the evidence presented, it was decided to
defer action.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that this case be referred
to a committee
consisting of the
President, Secretary and Treasurer.
Case No. 1318, 1960-61:
Charges
preferred by members Sol Shapiro,
Arnold Eides, Cal Fleisig, George
Ricci, David Mankovitz, Vincent J.
Abato, Aldo Ricci, Peter Buoncuosiglia and Morey Feld of Local 802,
New York, N. Y., against member
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Nelson Riddle of Local 802, New
York, N. Y., and Local 47, Los Angeles, Calif., for alleged violation of
Article 13, Sections 1 and 3 and 5,
and Article 24, Sections 4 and 6A,
of the A. F. of M. By-laws.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that action be postponed.
Case No. 1543, 1960-61:
Charges
preferred
by Local
16, Newark,
N. J., against member Joe Carroll
of Local 802, New York, N. Y., for
alleged violation of Article 16, Section 1A, of the A. F. of M. By-laws,
in the former local’s jurisdiction.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that Carroll be found guilty
and a fine of $50.00 be imposed upon
him.
Case No. 1599, 1960-61: Charges
preferred
by Local
118, Warren,
Ohio, against member
Michael
D.
Roncone of Local 86, Youngstown,
Ohio, for alieged violation of Article
16, Section 1A, of the A. F. of M.
By-laws, in the former local’s jurisdiction.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the defendant be found
guilty and a fine of $50.00 be imposed upon him.
Case No. 1484, 1960-61:
Charges
preferred by Local 291, Newburgh,
N. Y., against member Tony Mecca
of Local 802, New York, N. Y., for
alleged violation of Article 16, Section 1A, of the A. F. of M. By-laws,
in the former local’s jurisdiction.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the defendant be found
guilty and a fine of $50.00 be imposed upon him.
Case No. 1596, 1960-61:
Charges
preferred by Local 203, Hammond,
Ind., against member Matt Gouze of
Local 5, Detroit, Mich., for alleged
violation of Article 16, Section 1,
and Article 10, Section 7, of the
A. F. of M. By-laws; and charges
against Gerald Robotka, Walter Kovacevic,
Gordon
Radakovich,
Bill
Andrusco,
Nancy
P. Young,
Kay
Dayo, and Ron Groholski for alleged

A request is received from member Johnny Knapp that he be permitted to take a pending case into
court prior to a decision being rendered by the International Executive Board.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the request be denied.
The Board considers the request
of Local 285, New London, Conn.,
for permission to enroll Raymond
Frank Thiel; to accept Stanley Drobiak,
Edward
H. Gladue,
Henri
Lambert and Milton T. White; and
to reinstate Edward G. Moore.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that this matter be referred
to the
President,
Secretary
and
Treasurer.
Case No. 1768, 1960-61: Appeal of
the Lucerne Hotel
(Swiss Investment
Corp.),
Miami
Beach,
Fla.,
from an action of Local 655, Miami,
Fla., in holding them
responsible
for alleged
monies
due
member
Dave Tyler and his orchestra, from
the previous employer of the Lucerne Hotel (Lucerne Hotel Corp.)
in the amount of approximately $4,000.00, of which there is an unpaid
balance of $860.00.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the appeal be denied
with respect to the money already
paid. However, that portion of the
appeal covering an unpaid balance
of $860.00 allegedly due member
Dave Tyler be sustained.
A recess
The
P. M.

is called

session

at 12:20

reconvenes

P. M.

at

2:15

Discussion is held regarding the
financial operations of the International Musician.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the editor be authorized to charge to the Federation, at
cost, for any space used in the Jnternational Musician for business of
the Federation.
The Board
ing case:

considers

the

follow-

Case No. 167, 1961-62: Claim of
member Harold B. Belfer, Personal
Managers’ License No. 4364, against
members Wes Buchanan of Local 47,
Los Angeles, Calif., and Marshall
Lytell of Local 77, Philadelphia, Pa.,
(the Jodimars), for $678.02 alleged
commissions due; plus an accounting of earnings on other engagements and including recording contract with Milestone Records, Inc.,
Hollywood,
Calif.,
and
counterclaims of members Wesley J. Buchanan and Marshall Lytell against
member Harold J. Belfer for $700.00
alleged to be due covering commissions overpaid; and request for release
from
management
contract
from Harold J. Belfer.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the claim be allowed;
the request for an accounting be
granted;
the counter-claim
be allowed, and the request for release
from the management
contract be
granted.
Case No. 1730, 1960-61: Claim of
member
James
L. Riley
(Harry
Luntz) of Local 655, Miami, Fla.,
against The Roosevelt Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla., and Robert
Neighbors, General Manager, for $300.00
alleged
salary due him
and
his
quartet.
On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the claim be denied.
Further discussion is held concerning the problem
of Personai
Managers and the commissions allowed to them under the present
Federation contracts.
On motion made and passed, it
is decided that action be postponed
to the Mid-Winter Meeting of the
International Executive Board.
Discussion is held regarding the
Local
Minimum
Number
of Men
laws applicable to circuses and rodeos in shopping centers.
The Board gives further consideration to the following Resolution
which was laid over from a previous
session.

RESOLUTION

No. 12

WHEREAS, Article 17, Section 1,
clearly states that “any individual
member, or leader, in every case
before an engagement
is played,
must submit his contract for same
to the Local Union in whose jurisdiction same is played, or in the
absence of a written contract, file
a written statement with such Local
fully explaining therein the condi-
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every case before an engagement is
played, must submit his contract
for same
to the Local union
in
whose jurisdiction the engagement
is to take place, when such Local
union has a local law requiring its
own members to file a written contract with the Local prior to each
engagement.
Otherwise, (when the
Local does not have such a law)
such traveling member or traveling
leader shall either (1) file a contract with the Local prior to the
engagement
or (2) file a written
statement with the Local, prior to
the engagement,
fully explaining
therein the conditions under which
same is to be played, the amount
of money contracted for...” (The
balance of the Section remains the
same as present Section 1.)
(Section 2 of Article 17 is eliminated from
the By-laws and the
rest of the Sections should be renumbered accordingly.)

tions under which same is to be
fulfilled,” and
WHEREAS,
This
is just
and
proper and is mandatory on all individual musicians and leaders, and
WHEREAS, Section 2, Article 17,
provides that if a Local Union has
a local law requiring its members
to file a written contract with the
Local prior to each engagement, the
traveling member
or leader must
so file such contract with such Local Union, and
WHEREAS,
This
implies
that
any Local Union not having such a
law, a contract
need
not be deposited by an individual musician or
traveling leader, and provides an
outlet
for
traveling
member
to
evade the law, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
That to alleviate confusion and thus help to
enforce
Section
1, Section
2 be
deleted from our Constitution and
By-laws.
On motion made and passed, it
is decided that the following subctitute be adopted in lieu of the
“resolve” contained in the Resolu-

On motion made and passed, it
is decided
that the International
Executive
Board approve the following security transactions made
by Treasurer Clancy from January
27, 1961 to June 6, 1961:

tion:

Article
dividual

17, Section 1: “Any
member
or
leader,
American

inin

Date

3-31-61

$125,500.00

5-15-61

100,000.00

5-26-61

200,000.00

Price

Amount
Received

$100.00

$126,161.88

Description

U.

S.

Treasury

3%%

due

Bond

11-15-98

2-15-90
Federal
Home
Banks—3.30%
Bankers
Trust
due 5-26-61

—

(Continued

parks.

The Local Dance Band

and

Loan
Bills

100.00

101,906.70

100.00

200,000.00

Date

Principal
Amount

$200,000.00

Bills

Price

Amount
Paid

$926.39

$199,123.61

Reversion to General Fund of
Joseph N. Weber Trust Fund Securities
Date

2-4-1

Principal
Amount

$125,500.00

Description

U. S. Treasury
Bond —
3%%
2-15-90 amd 11-15-98
American Federation of Musicians
THEATRE
DEFENSE
FUND
Sales

or

Redemptions

NONE

Date

3-31-61

$125,500.00

Description

U. S. Treasury
Bond
—
342% 2-15-90 and 11-15-98

Price

$100.00

Amount
Paid

$126,161.88

Reversion to Theatre Defense Fund of
Joseph N. Weber Trust Fund Securities
Date

2-4-61

Principal
Amount

$125,500.00

Description

U. S$. Treasury
Bond
3%%
2-15-90 amd 11-15-98
American

LESTER

Federation

PETRILLO MEMORIAL TRUST
FOR DISABLED MUSICIANS

FUND

Sales or Redemptions
NONE
Purcnases
Date

Principal
Amount

3-29-61

$20,000.00

Description

Seuthwest
4%%

Public

Price

Amount
Paid

$100.00

$20,145.00

101.00

10,134.02

101.656

10,201.86

2-1-9]

3-29-6

10,000.00

Southern

3-30-61

10,000.00

Alabama
Power
list
$-1-91
gage
44%2%

4%%

Service

Bell

3-1-98

Tel

&

Tel
Mort-

Jack

as

much

V.

as

Smith,

twenty-two

a

= the lobby of its — office
at 385 Madison Avenue in that
city. The concerts are held
each Friday evening from five
to six-thirty, P. M., and are
open to the public free of

phonies of its kind in the country. You won't find any im-

charge.

ports in this symphony, for it is
one hundred per cent local talent with one exception. Because

+

Edward P. Ringius, Secre- Lauris Jones, the conductor,
tary of Local 30, St. Paul, sends wanted a concertmaster who
us a newspaper clipping from a could play concertos with the
Red Wing, Minnesota, news- orchestra, he got an agreement
paper, which ought to be of in- from the local board and the
terest to all members, since it orchestra to import just this
has potentialities for increasing one individual.
| take great
the output of music as well as pride in my orchestra. We are
the output of corn.
a truly professional group, 110
George E. Smith, an agrono- strong, that the entire city of
mist for a St. Louis seed comLong Beach is proud of.”
pany, is playing music to a field
near

Normal,

Illinois.

If this seems

Abnormal

rather

than Normal,

read further.

He

says the corn “listens” to strains
of classics, marches and love
songs, and grows faster for
these concerts than an adjacent
plot deprived of music. This
experiment, says Smith, is a

+
Local

341, Norristown,

hon-

ored Herman Giersch, director
of the Bryn Mawr Band, during
the local’s annual banquet last
month. Mr. Giersch, a life mem-

plots of corn planted under
identical conditions.
He says

ber of the local, was the recipient of the third honorary membership conferred by the local
for his achievements in the field
of music in general and on behalf of the local in particular.

that

(Gontinued on the opposite page)

the

one.

He

plot covered

has

two

by loud

On motion made and passed, it is
decided that the following changes
be made in our By-laws:
Add to Article 20, Section 7, “Any
day of the week can be the day off.
This applies to all categories in this

assistant
conductor
is designated
he shall receive 50% extra of the
sidemen’s scale.”

Article.”

Other matters of interest
Federation are discussed.

Amend
Article 20, Sections
7G
and 8G to read as follows:
“Leader or Conductor scale shall
be double that of sidemen.
If an

The
P.M.

meeting

adjourns

INTERNATIONAL

to the

at

A

1}

oS
w
a

trumpet

player in the Long Beach Symphony, writes us proudly, “For
five years now the city of Long
Beach has been known only for
its International Beauty Congress and maybe some of its
court cases, involving tideland
oils, but do you know the real
attraction for several thousands
of people in this area? The
Long Beach Symphony—one of
the finest community
sym-

controlled

of Musicians

speakers emitting the melodies
yields

of corn

Purchases
Principal
Amount

twenty-seven)

per cent more corn. Also, the
corn exposed to music came up
twelve hours before the unexposed corn.
“During the pollination season,” says Smith, “I played
love songs.”
Corny love songs, Brother
Smith?
*

+

Description

Bankers
Trust
due 5-26-61

page

certs, and the German Band
will present five concerts at the
Iron County Hospital, the Home
for the Aged, and the Veterans’
Hospital.
The Local Radio
Station
WIKB and the newspaper, the
Iron River Reporter, work with
the local in the promotion of all
its musical activities.
Many of the musical events
are financed via the Music Performance Trust Funds of the
Recording Industries.

Purchases

3-29-61

from

will give two outdoor Jazz Con-

The
Manhattan
Savings
Bank, New York, has begun its
fourth
season of :string ‘ concerts
.
:

Federation of Musicians
GENERAL
FUND

Sales or Redemptions
Principal!
Amount

OVER FEDERATION FIELD
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HAND
CRAFTSMANSHIP
i Composing
‘ for the
Jazz
U Orchestra
‘

by William Russo

The man who wrote for Stan
Kenton from 1950 to 1955 — as
well as composing an awardwinning symphony and two bal-

lets—now shares his experience
in this, the first text of its kind

on

jazz

succinct

composition.
chapters

Brief,

cover

every

technique, including voice treatments and new instrument combinations, and musical examples

clarify each point. Many procedures outlined were initiated
by Mr. Russo.
stores or from

$3.50

at book-

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
Chicago 37, Illinois

Over Federation Field
(Continued

from

opposite

page)

For
outstanding
contributions in furthering “live music” and enriching the cultural
heritage of all New Yorkers,
the Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., has
been awarded a special citation
by The Union Label and Service Trades Council of Greater
New York and Long Island in
conjunction with Local 802.
The citation was presented on
the occasion of Union Label
Month 1961 and the twentieth
continuous season of Dances in
the Parks sponsored by Con
Edison.
+

@ Pianist-organist Abby Green
has played at the Rogue Valley
Country Club in Medford, Oregon,
for fourteen years. He knows by
memory virtually every member’s
favorite number and plays it upon
their entrance into the club.
After cruising the Orient as
pianist on the NYK line, Motorship Chichibu Maru, and completing an engagement in Shanghai at
Paramount Hotel Grille, Abby returned to his home in Oregon as
World War II was looming. After
a medical discharge from the army
Abby Green
he was booked at the then recently
opened Rogue Valley Country Club
on July 3, 1947, “for a couple of weeks.” There has been live
music at this spot ever since, and Abby Green is the “key man”
on the job. The membership of the club at that time was approximately 450. Over the years the club has expanded tremendously and the membership is now approximately 1,500.
People ask, “Abby, why do you stay here? Why don’t
you go ‘Big Time’ in the city?” His answer is: “I’ve seen
many big cities and most of the Orient, and this club, its members and its atmosphere, together with wonderful people to
work for, all make for an exciting and enviable existence. I
have been most fortunate.”

professional

Tucson

Pops

Or-

chestra was held at the Ramada
Inn on November 19.

+

students

Local 195, Manitowoc, Wisconsin, happily reports that a
good part of the town turned
out to aid the Hamilton Band,
on its recent trip to the Homecoming Celebration at Ripon
College, Ripon, Wisconsin. Special tribute was paid to its director for forty years, Lorenz F.
Lueck. A contribution of $150
was made by the Board of Directors
of the Two
Rivers
Chamber of Commerce to aid
in the trip.
Besides directing the Hamilton Band since 1921 and
maintaining
the organization
through depression years when
many
of
the
instrumental
groups
in the country
dis-

of music, Louis Armstrong was
in town on November 16 for a
special Jazz Concert at the University of Arizona auditorium.
A free Pops Concert by the all-

never
returned,
banded
and
Lueck has been active in many
other facets of civic endeavor.
He is a former member of the
Two Rivers Board of Education

Mayor Don Hummel of Tucson, Arizona, declared the week
of November
13-19 as “Live

Music Week.” During the week,
the Annual

Musicians’

Ball was

held, featuring over 150 top
Proprofessional
musicians.
ceeds

from

the

dance

were

placed into a Scholarship Fund
for

promising

DECEMBER,

Tucson

1961

and one of its past presidents,
and he earlier served as commander of the Robert E. Burns
Post 165, American Legion.
4

An aspiring seventeen - year old musician, Don Puglisi, of
es agenenmemersnnn

Abert Uestin
| MADE IN FRANCE

REEDS

| CLARINET -SAXOPHONE- OBOE
- BASSOON
From 25¢ to $2.40
Only the most select cane is used in
Glotin Reeds. Each reed receives
utmost care, assuring uniformity as
well as maximum ease of blowing.
REED TOOLS & PARTS AVAILABLE
See your local musie store or write to
ST. LOUIS MUSIC SUPPLY CO.
3711 W. Pine Bivd., St. Louis 8, Me.

Wayne, New Jersey, recently
won the “Win a Gretsch Drum
Contest.” The award was made
at New York’s Birdland. Puglisi, who is typical of the young
generation of players now joining the ranks of the professional, is a member of Local
248, Paterson, New Jersey. In
addition to playing in a professional combo, “The Riffs,” he is
a member of his high school’s
Marching Band, Concert Orchestra and “Stage Band.”
—Ad Libitum.

wes

local 580, Clarksburg, West Virginia, celebrated its half century milestone
last month. Seated, left to right: Buaner Palmer, trustee; Aurileus
Sereno, vice-president; George B. Fowler, president; William T. Kirkpatrick,
secretary-treasurer; Robert Blake, board member. Standing, left to right:
Leonard Hannigan, Thomas McElwain, Neary A. Mayer, Eugene Caussin,
board members.
Not in picture: Muri Morrison, trustee. See siery on

page twenty-six.
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ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 1961
American Federation of Musicians’ & Employers’ Pension Welfare Fund
733 Third Avenue,

New

York

17, N. Y.

to the SUPERINTENDENT OF INSURANCE of the STATE OF NEW YORK
EXHIBIT
SUMMARY
AMERICAN

B-1

EXHIBIT

STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND
AS OF MARCH 31, 1961
FEDERATION
PENSION

733 THIRD

LIABILITIES*

SUMMARY

OF MUSICIANS’ & EMPLOYERS’
WELFARE FUND

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

AMERICAN

17, N. Y.

FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS’ AND
PENSION WELFARE FUND

733 THIRD

AVENUE,

ASSETS?
Column

(1)

Column*

(2)

1. Cash

$

(3)

(a) Employer

A

(b) Employees
(c) Other (Specify)
_
—
--

. Interest, dividends,
income
. Gain
(or loss)
investments
.

$1,160,956.04

AEN

—
—

;

and

from

other

investment
~

net

of

net
;

disposal
rating

;

assets,
irpelt

:

Dividends and experience
insurance companies

refunds
ae

49,645.49
346.87

from
_—

. Other receipts
(a) Gain on Foreign

(b)
(c)

Exchange

s

.

$

*

,

83.34

—
eee

a

. Total lines 1 to 5, inclusive

$ 312,026.91

assets

83.34

:

$1,211,031.74

DISBURSEMENTS
. Insurance and annuity premiums
ance companies
325,839.07
$2,153,409.10

LIABILITIES

AND

FUNDS

12. Insurance and annuity premiums payable
—
13. Reserve for unpaid claims (not covered
by insurance)
—
14. Accounts payable
s
7,799.00
5. Accrued payrolls, taxes and other expenses
1,392.83
16. Total liabilities
——_—__—_——_
17. Funds and reserves
(a) Reserve for future benefits and
Expenses
$2,144,217.27

(b)

paid to insurbenefits ..........

_—

. Benefits provided other than through insurance
carriers or other service organizations
............

—

. Administrative
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f{)

for participants

expenses

Salaries (Schedule 1)
Fees and commissions
...............
Interest
ede
bak
Taxes—Payroll
Rent
;
Other administrative expenses

$

39,490.93
19,708.12
—
2,277.98
3,330.80
34,152.40
———-

Pa

$ _ 98,960.23

10. Other disbursements
$

9,191.83

(a)
(b)

_
$<

1]. Total lines 7 to 10, inclusive
. Excess

of receipts

less line 11)

over

$

disbursements

(line

6,

98,960.23

$1,112,071.51

“ss

(c)

sect

(d) Total
18. Total

17, N. Y.

Employ-

(6) Office furniture and equipment at
cost less accumulated
depreciation
13,812.16
(c)
—
—_—_—
11. Total

YORK

1. Contributions

53,968.53

2. Bonds and debentures
(a) Government obligations
$ 284,574.53
(6) Nongovernment bonds
905,677.00
(c) Total bonds and debentures
—
3. Stocks
(a) Preferred
—
(6b) Common
557,520.68
Common trusts
—
. Real estate loans and mortgages
—
. Operated real estate
_
Other investment assets
———___1,747,772.21
. Accrued
income receivable on _ investoS
OND
ments
15,703.24
10,126.05
ro). Prepaid expenses
10. Other assets

due from

NEW

EMPLOYERS’

RECEIPTS
Column

(a) Contributions
ers

B-2

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FOR YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 1961

funds and reserves

liabilities

and

funds

acita

ater

2,144,217.27
$2,153,409.10

RECONCILIATION
13. Fund
14. Excess

* Indicate accounting basis by check: Cash () Accrual X. Plans on a cash
basis should attach a statement of significant unrecorded assets and liabilities.

* The assets listed in this statement must be valued in column

(1) on the

basis regularly used in valuing investments held in the fund and reported to the
U. S. Treasury Department, or shall be valued at their aggregate cost or present
value, whichever is lower, if such a statement is not so required to be filed with
the U.S. Treasury Department (Act, sec. 7 (e) and (f) (1) (B)). State basis of
determining the amount at which securities are carried and shown in column (1):

balance

OF

FUND

disbursements

(line

at beginning

of receipts

over

BALANCES

of year

$1,032,145.76

15. Other increases or decreases in funds
(a) Net increase or decrease by adjustment
asset values of investments

12)

1,112,071.51

in
—

(b)
(c)

16. Fund balance end of year

—_
pena

:

‘

—_—

.............:c:cccccscsssssesseseeesees

$2,144,217.27

COST.

* If A (2) in item 13, PART III is checked “Yes,” show in this column the
cost or present value, whichever is lower, of investments summarized in lines
2c, 3a, and 3b, if such value differs from that reported in column (1).
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BEST NEW DANCE BANDS CONTEST
(Continued

from

page

"HOW COME THEY LET HIM RUN LOOSE?"

eleven)

play-off which was featured by Jim Hecker conducting his all-girl orchestra, the first combo of its kind to appear in a Best Band Contest.
Five well-known area bands competed at the Marigold Ballroom
competition, sponsored by Local 73, Minneapolis, with an eager crowd
08IBNOX IOUS

in attendance. Winners were Frankie Chermak and Foster “Pops” Wake-

i.

SRMERCIALS

field, who will get a chance at the regional championships.
Secretary Stanley Ballard, former secretary of the Minneapolis local,
attended as an official representative of the Best Dance Band committee.
Winners of the Boston Locals’ contest were Marty Lane and John
Domurad, who will move on to the Providence regional championships.
International

Philadelphia Locals’ winners were Bill O’Brien of Chester, Pennsylvania,
and Norman Scott.

56.04

45.49

Eight bands competed at the Ali Baba Ballroom at Oakland, California, representing the San Francisco area, with Leon Radsliff getting
the judges’ nod for top position and Sid Hoff in second place, to the avid
approval of the audience.
Fort Worth’s best new dance band was chosen at the Casino Ballroom, with Harvey Anderson and his 15-piece band taking the honors,
and a generous check from Ken Foeller, president of Local 72. Ted
Weems, one of our great band leaders, officiated as one of the judges,
and an added attraction for the crowd was the 20-piece North Texas
State University dance band. Horace Puckett’s band which won last
year, and Donald Thomas’

46.87

Entries in Best New
83.34
31.74

band were

runners-up.

In New York City, Leo Ball and his 15-piece group outplayed eight
other dance bands, to win the right to compete in the regional championships at Providence, Rhode Island.
Dance Bands of 1961

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Al Cobine, Mel
Chance,
Jim
Edison,
Aletra
Hampton;
CLEVELAND,
OHIO, Jim Becker;
DETROIT, MICH., Tom Balone, James Wilkins,
John Wezalis, Jr., Danny Baker, Frank
Brown, Robert DuRant, Edward C. Nuccilli,
Dave Martin; BOSTON, MASS., John J. Domurad, Marty Lane, Dick Wright; CHICAGO,
ILL., Dick Kress; ERIE, PA., Ted Armen;
KANSAS CITY, MO., Larry Phillips, Jimmy
Tucker,

Warren

Durrett;

JOLIET,

ILL., Bill

Carnegie; LOS ANGELES, CALIF., Bud Brisbois, Onzy D. Matthews, Ronnie Savitt, Keith
R. Williams, Al Porcino,

Dave Wells, Johnna

Halvas, Art West, Johnny Catron, Noble
Lono; ST. JOSEPH, MO., Bill Geha, Ray Al0.23

0.23
1.51

burn, Dave Holland; TRENTON, N. J., Artie
Romanis, Benny Snyder; HOUSTON, TEXAS,

Ed Gerlach, Buddy Brock, Ed Sullivan, Jimmy
Mardo, Diaz Compean, Maynard Gimble.
Also, FORT WORTH, TEXAS, Harvey Anderson, Donald Thomas, Horace Puckett;
MINNEAPOLIS,

MINN.,

Frankie

Chermak,

Tony LaVelle, Thomas R. Talbert, Wallace B.
Olson, Foster “Pops” Wakefield; SEATTLE,
WASH.., Jackie Souders, Edwin Jacobs, Norm

5.76
1.51

AN

Houge, Ronny Pierce, Mel
DELPHIA,
PA., Leonard
Maltz,

Robert

Reres,

Pillar;
Lewy,

Norman

PHILAStanley

Scott,

Bill

O’Brien; BEAVER FALLS, PA., Harold M.
Molter; YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO, Nick Barile;
DAYTON, OHIO, Jimmy May, Harry Jack
Walton, Earl Holderman, Hal Harris, Jim
Hecker, Wayne Squires, Fred R. Lowman;

COLUMBUS, OHIO, Al Waslohn; ASHTABULA, Ray Jangles; WILKES-BARRE, PA.,
Lee Vincent; READING, PA., Al Jacobson.
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by cities are as follows:

Also, LORAINE, OHIO, Biz Grove; DALLAS, TEXAS, Euel Box; TORONTO, CANADA,

George

McCrae,

J.

Fowler,

Nicol

Brown, Bruce Wilson, Thos. Wm. Earlls, Jack
Lane, Ken Steele, Jack Denton, Don Thompson, Roger Stein; KITCHENER, CANADA,
John Kostigian; NIAGARA FALLS, CAN.
ADA, Robert F. Carpenter; ST. CATHARINES, CANADA, Ronn Metcalfe; ELIZABETH, N. J., Eddie Gee; LAFAYETTE, IND.,
Paul Kenney; PROVIDENCE, R. I., Arthur
Tancredi, Jimmie Martin, Perry Borrelli, Buz
Terry, Oliver Burton; POTTSTOWN, PA..,
Arlen Saylor; NEW LONDON, CONN.., Dick
Campo;

LASALLE,

ILL., Johnnie Kaye; MT.

VERNON, OHIO, Riley Norris; RENTON,
WASH., Taylor Sheppard; RENO, NEV., Foster Edwards; RICHMOND, CALIF., Ray Seifried,

Henry

Gallagher,

Joe Pallotta;

HAM.

ILTON, OHIO, Buddy Webb; RALEIGH,
N. C., Charlie Culbreath; SAN LEANDRO,
CALIF., Dick Smith; BOISE, IDAHO, Gib
Hochstrasser; PENDLETON, ORE., R. W.
Esselstyn; PAINESVILLE, OHIO, Geo. Parrish; TAMPA, FLA., Jack Golly; NEWPORT
NEWS, VA., Jap Curry; WILLIAMSPORT,
PA., Johnny Nicolosi; AUSTIN, MINN., Dick
Chaffee; CUMBERLAND, MD., Ward F. Cole.
Also, NEW YORK, N. Y., Frank Cappy, Al
Worsley, Dennis Bobe, Tone Kwas, Leo S.
Ball, Eddie Barefield, Tommy Ortel, Slide
Hampten, Tony Stevens, Mike Mancini, Nat
Morell, Alfred Prine; SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF., Herb Borman, C. C. Pinkston, Rudy
Salvini, Stephen J. Paul, Grover Mitchell,
Leon Radsliff, Julius E. Courtney, Sid Hoff.

Musicians’

Plight

Deplored
(Continued

from

page

nine)

the bench as well as from the witness chair.
Rep. Giaimo asserted that relief for artists
should come from “sources now benefiting
handsomely at the musicians’ expense.” The
Connecticut lawmaker identified these sources
as “the juke box and canned music industries
which gross $1 billion annually by exploiting
recorded music without paying a cent in return to the musicians who create the music,
or to the orchestral organizations.” Giaimo

also cited radio as another “billion-dollar-ayear industry which pays nothing to the artists.”
He asked, “Where is all the money going
that Americans are spending on good music?
Is it going to a nest of middlemen, the noncreative reproducers of music who stand between the public and the musician?” He was
scornful of the outmoded copyright act, asking why the juke box, piped music and radio
industries are exempt from paying artists for
the privilege of replaying their records for
profit.
“The real subsidy for the music we enjoy
in operas, ballets, or on the concert stage
comes from the musicians themselves,” he
said. “They work long hours in rehearsals
and performances for little pay during a short
season, and spend the rest of the year looking
for and accepting odd jobs to support their
families.”
43
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two valuable manuscripts never before published, written by Arthur Friedheim, a pupil
of Liszt, his secretary and one of his closest
associates over a period of years. Olin Downes
described Friedheim as “a man of singular
integrity and idealism,” and one equipped as
a biographer. Friedheim sharpens the fading
image of Franz Liszt and reintroduces him
as a very human being.
But he does more. Because he traveled extensively with Liszt and became acquainted
with

most

of the artistic

greats

of his day,

Friedheim gives new slants on celebrities —
Victor

Hugo,

Emil

Zola, Robespierre,

Cesar

not actually “rise” in space); the psychophysical aspects of the duration of a breath
and the rhythm of breathing; the phenomena
of patterns in music.
The

operatic

Phrases

Arthur Friedheim and Franz Liszt

Franck, de Pachman, Von Bulow, Brahms,
Mottl, Victor Herbert, Gounod, and of course
Anton Rubinstein whose pupil he was. We
learn that Victor Hugo had a habit of taking
long bus rides from one end of Paris to the
other, just to view his beloved city, that Von
Bulow would turn on his best friends if his
vanity was hurt, that Brahms had a habit of
humming themes all the time he was playing,
two octaves lower than they were written.
But most of all, we get the feeling of the

voice

is treated,

first, as an

artistic instrument, then, as a mechanical instrument.
The orchestral instruments and
their roles in various operas are described.
The emergence of opera, its famous singers,
its buildings get due coverage. A chapter on
castrati and one on the claque show the
rather seamy interlining of opera. A glossary
of operatic terms gives meaning of “bis,”
“brindisi,” “cork opera,” and other teasers.
The opera synopses (forty-seven of them) convey, without mystification, facts on who loves
whom and why A kills B. The sub-plots and
the “whys” of writing opera are explained.
from

the various

operas,

such

as

“addio del passato,” are translated (“goodbye
to the past”) and also given phonetically:
“ah.DEE.oh del pah.sah.toe.” .You can make
an intriguing parlor game out of this portion. Try to figure out what these mean, for
instance:
(1) ah. dee. oh fee. RENTS ay
(2) hoyt oh. der more. gen
(3) seen. yor. ah. SCOLE tah
(4) pear. kay known m’ahm ee p’you*
The volume, as it states on the cover, is “A
Guide for the Casual Operagoer.” But we
guarantee, once he has lived through these
pages, our “casual operagoer” will have become “the complete operagoer.”
OPERA
PRODUCTION,
a Handbook, by
Quaintance Eaton. 266 pages. University

of Minnesota Press. $6.50.

THE OPERA COMPANION, A GUIDE FOR
THE CASUAL OPERAGOER, by George Mar-

Wholly practical in purpose, this book offers data on 259 operas. Besides the usual
synopses and historical backgrounds, given,
incidentally, with great clarity and conciseness, information is set forth on orchestral
requirements, number of roles and their characteristics, vocal ranges, means of obtaining
the scores, sources for photographs, and previous performances — in short, everything
needed by school and community opera groups

tin. 75%. pages.

searching

century

itself—romantic,

emotional,

erotic—

but dedicated to the cause of perfection.
The editor of the volume, Mr. Bullock, is
a Canadian and a former music critic and feature writer. He has lectured extensively and
written much on Canadian subjects.

Dodd, Mead and Company.

$12.50.
We predict that school administrators are
going to get hold of this book and call it
“Basic Opera—in two semesters.” But it would
be a shame to confine it to schools. Many
persons far past the college age—opera devotees who are now losing half the fun,
through ignorance of some of the facts of
operatic life—will find here information, informally given, that will lead them on to more
fruitful explorations in this magic country.
The earlier chapters deal with the simple
stuff of musical form: the physiological basis
for the scale (our do-re-mi, for instance, does

ad

for works

within

their

vocal,

in-

strumental, scenic, costuming and budgetary
means.
As an example of the comprehensiveness of
the data, we give herewith the material for
one single opera, The Rope, which occurs on
page 215 and is one of the 109 “short” operas
designed for less ambitious presentation than
the 150 “long” ones. Here it is:
THE ROPE: Music by Louis Mennini (1920) Libretto in English by the composer after the play by
Eugene O'Neill. Commissioned by the Koussevitzky
eae | to opera terms :
addio, Firenze (Goodbye, Florence)
Heut oder Morgen
(today or tomorrow)
signore,
ascolta
(Signor, listen)
perche mon m’ami piu (why don’t you love
any more?)

popr

Foundation. Premiere: Tanglewood, August 8, 1955.
Rural drama. Vocal line mostly declamatory, often
highly dramatic, with occ
Pp
Orchestra is evocative of the dramatic elements,
Brief prelude. One act: interior of an old barn on
a highland at the seacoast; time, before the First
World War (45 minutes).
SYNOPSIS. Abraham Bentley spends his days cursing the absent Luke, his son by a second marriage,
and
king his daugh
Annie, her husband Pat,
and their daughter Mary miserable. Abe prophesies
that Luke will return and hang himself, and keeps
a noosed rope in the old barn against that day. Pat
persuades a lawyer to divulge that Abe has left the
farm to Luke, but the whereabouts of a thousand
dollars in gold pieces remains a mystery. Luke returns unexpectedly.
He gives Mary a silver dollar
and encourages her to skip it off the cliff into the
sea,

to

the

consternation

her

parents.

Abe

ap-

Roles.

Abraham

Bentley

(bass); shabby,

rheumatic,

about 65; range—A 1 to E 3*. Annie (mezzo-soprano); worn out, about 40; range C 3 to A 4. Pat
Sweeney

(tenor);

stocky,

Irish,

mean;

C

2 to

A 3.

Luke Bentley (baritone); coarse, good-natured, weak;
A 1 to F 3 (one Fi 3). Mary (speaking—short passages
can

be hummed);

scrawny,

aimless, expr

Orchestra.
Flute, oboe, 2 clarinets, bassoon, 2
horns,
trumpet,
trombone,
timpani,
percussion,
strings.
Material. In the possession of Louis Mennini, Eastman

School

of Music,

Performing
(Premiere,

Rochester,

Companies.

August

8, 1955);

New

York.

Berkshire

Music

Center.

Eastman

School

Theatre

(May 14, 1956).

One can see how thorough the study has
been and to what uses the finished product can
be put.

The newest of the crop of operas, as well
as the standard offerings, are presented. This
will prove an invaluable book for libraries,
for schools and for anyone interested in reading some very good tales toward better understanding of the opera performances themselves.
BOOKS

BRIEFLY

DESCRIBED

Invitation to Music, by Elie Siegmeister. 193
pages. Harvey House. $4.95. Materials and
history of music, by a practical musician and
composer. An elementary book for non-professionals.
Folk Songs of England, Ireland, Scotland and
Wales, selected and edited by William Cole.
New arrangements for piano and guitar by
Norman Monath. 243 pages. Doubleday and

Company.

$7.50. Over a hundred songs with

simple, universally identifiable arrangements.
Everybody's Guide to Music, by William
Hugh Miller. 329 pages. $7.50. Chilton Company. A planned and plotted course of study
of music,

its history,

ciples. Especially
group use.
(Continued
*The

me

of

pears glad to see Luke at first, then returns to his
demand that Luke hang himself. In horror, Pat takes
the old man to the house, then returns to the barn
to plot the old man’s downfall with Luke over a
bottle of whiskey. If Abe won't disclose his hiding
place, Luke will resort to torture. They go off to
put their plan into action. Mary sneaks into the barn,
puts a chair beneath the noose, and takes a big
swing on the rope. The rope parts, bringing down
on the girl a dusty bag, from which spill dozens of
shiny gold pieces. In glee Mary skips them one
by one into the sea.

numbers

1 and

its structure,

for classroom

its prin-

and

study

on page forty-six)
3 refer

to the

notational

taves, in this case the octave beginning
and the octave beginning at middle C.
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“Sometimes I can master a work in three
weeks. The Beethoven Emperor Concerto took
me a year. I feel I’m ready if every note
means something. That inner feeling
— you
must have it. I like to pick the most difficult
music. Balakirev’s [slamey—very difficult—
I’m working on it now.
“Another way piano playing is different
from sport. For me, it is my love and my
business. I’m happy in the profession. Everyone you meet —there’s something friendly
about them. Like show business, everyone understands everyone else’s problems. I say, ‘I
couldn’t get that octave passage’—and they
come up with suggestions. One can talk. My
teacher has one idea about a passage. My
father has another. I have another. We thrash
it out.

“Business men—their talk—‘I lost $20,000
in the stock exchange today. Isn’t that terrible!’ I couldn’t understand such feelings.
Just black and white marks on paper and he’s
all worked up about it.
“My father was my first teacher. He started
me with violin when I was four. I could get
intonation, all right. But it bothered me. I
smashed the violin. But when I sat down at
the piano all came alive. The violin study
helped me, though. The main thing most pianists lack is legato. They have a hard and percussive sound.
I learned legato from the
violin. Chopin studied with a violin teacher,
you know. Before you can sing you have to
feel the violin sound.
“I’ve learned a lot since I started piano ten
years ago. I didn’t understand Shostakovich
then. Now I understand him more and more.
I’ve grown toward modern music. But I’m
less fond, for instance, of Scarlatti. I think
he is just studies. Many people strive for technical mastery—octaves and scales. But this is
just a beginning. My father gave me an excellent example of this. He said, ‘You are a
carpenter, and your technic is your tools.
How you are able to use this technic—that is
what matters.’
“] learn notes and phrasing,
but what I can do with these
is the point. I find out what
the composer meant.
Every
time I start a new work I go
back to where the composer
wrote it. I take the composition and say it in its best
light. You must give your
ideas of what the composer
said. Everybody’s ideas are
different. You just study the
composition and do what you
feel was the composer’s intention.
“I think that anybody who
says, ‘This is a terrible piece
of music but I made it good’
is just arrogant. I like Richard Strauss. He is integrated.

Impossible to take any phrase by itself. Everything is interwoven. Beethoven—his mathematics are wonderfully worked out. A scale
—it isn’t easy for a scale to come to an end
at just the right time, on just the right accent
in a measure. But Beethoven makes it do
this. Ravel has impressionistic feeling, drive.
Everything he wrote I love.
“My favorite compositions?
Saint-Saéns’
Fifth

Concerto;

Beethoven’s

Emperor;

them to call me at 7:30 and I take a bite to
eat, and then I have a nap. I sleep well, before concerts, any time. Then I take a shower,

and arrange it so I get to the hall just in time.
Sometimes I eat dinner before a concert. Once
I ate a pizza. Don’t ever do that. There are
limits.
“Stage fright? I’ve never been nervous. I
feel at a high pitch but not afraid—never
afraid. I think it’s in being well-prepared.
I was nervous once, before a sail-boat race.
My sail-boat, The Flying Dutchman type,

the

Khatchaturian Concerto. Many people believe
the Khatchaturian is a piece of junk. If you
believe that, you play it like a piece of junk.
I happen to think it has many interesting
ideas. It’s exciting. You might even say it
has bits of Russian jazz in it.
“Norman Dello Joio is writing a concerto
for me. I'll perform it in Carnegie Hall in
April, with the Cincinnati Orchestra.
“Deadlines—they pose a problem. Remember my big break, when I substituted for Van
Cliburn in 1959, with the San Antonio Symphony under Victor Alessandro? My mother
telephoned me at school and said, ‘Come home
right away. You are to substitute for Van
Cliburn.’

I didn’t

believe

her.

‘Ha,

ha,’

takes nerve to run.

Sail-boating, by the bye,

is a gentleman’s game. You can literally take
the wind out of another’s sails, by getting in
front of them, but it isn’t fair play and no
one does it.
“Yes,

I was

afraid

before

that boat

race,

but never before a concert. The more difficult a work is, the less nervous I am. The
bigger the audience, the better I like it. I
love to perform when Bernstein is on the
podium. It’s a constant good time. Once at
Carnegie, a train went under the hall—you
know, the subway. Bernstein whispered, “Khatchaturian never meant it that way.’
“T think, if being a concert artist is a frightening experience, one shouldn't keep it up.
“Social events on tour? I know sometimes
there are difficulties—you know that attitude,
‘He doesn’t have to practice—he practiced
last year.’ And those after-concert parties. Do
you know it is in my contract that I’m not to
be fed water-cress sandwiches after concerts?
I’m to have something substantial. Gnce they
sat me down to a seven-course dinner. I was
embarrassed.
“Mostly it goes well, though. I like to meet
people—like it better than almost anything
else.”

I

said. ‘That’s nice’ and hung up the receiver
and went back to the classroom. I finished
my school day. When I got home the music
was on the table. My bags were packed, the
plane ticket ready. Two days later I played
the concert. People didn’t realize, though, that
even at that time I had already played in Carnegie Hall three times. At one of those times,
Alessandro had been in the audience and had
heard me.
“That substitution for Van Cliburn, by the
way, started all sorts of rumors, for instance
that I studied with the same teacher as his,
and even that he is my teacher. He isn’t, of
course. My only teacher is Edward Steuerman.
“And my father, of course. My mother
writes children’s books. My sister, Jena, ten
months older than I, is studying psychology.
My brother, Nicky, thirteen—he just likes to
have fun. He’s good at science, though.
“About my concert tours? On tour, I practice in the afternoon. Then I leave word for

Musicians of Tennessee helped to
spark the resolution adopted by the
Tennessee AFL-CIO in behalf of Representative Frank Thompson, Jr. Also
“The Labor World” carried an article on
the advisability for subsidization of
music

in

issue.

Good

the

September

13,

1961,

work, Tennessee!
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Kenin Speaks Out For Subsidy
(Continued

from page seven)

well-being of the arts would be more impor
tant than the dollars it disburses.
Although we shall be trailing at the end of
the procession of enlightened nations, and
shall have much ground to make up, I still
suggest that our start, in terms of dollars,
should be modest while we are establishing a
pattern of federal assistance. But I do not
mean it should be as modest as is proposed by
the grants-in-aid bills pending in this Cons
gress. If our economy cannot afford a start.
ing base of, say $1,000,000 per annum, then
the underlying civilizing values of that economy should be reexamined.
I do not rest my plea for our musicians and
the future of American music upon subsidies
alone. There are other areas in which immediate relief is demanded.
More than half of the background music
used today in American-made television shows
selling American products to the American
market is foreign-made music. It is a cut-rate
product favored by “fast-buck” producers who
import it on tape or platters in defiance of
the spirit of the immigration laws that were
written to protect American

workers from un-

regulated foreign competition. These recordings are a legal form of “mechanical wetback”
intruder that is costing our American musicians a substantial part of their birthright.
We need a law to curb this practice.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman and
Gentlemen, I wish to offer for the record before these hearings are concluded, a memorandum we are preparing on this particular
problem.
We musicians also deplore the growing
tendency of American movie makers toward
what has come to be known as “runaway”
filming. We note the objections of American
musicians to this practice, also, in the memorandum I have asked permission to file.

THE CHRISTMAS BOOK SHELF
(Continued from page forty-four)

Music in Holland, by J. M. Meulenhoff. 247
pages. Printed in Holland. Prepared by the
Donemus Foundation of Amsterdam. Address,
The Netherlands Information
Service, 711
Third Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Gives a

comprehensive picture of present-day musical
activities in that country.
The French Horn, by R. Morley-Pegge. 222
pages. Philosophical Library. $7.50. Gives
the evolution of the instrument and its technique, as well as biographical notes on some
of its distinguished players.
Marching Fundamentals and Techniques for
the School Bandsman, by William D. Revelli,
and George R. Cavender. LesStrang Publishing Company. 47 pages. $1.65. Details the
46

President Kenin (left) and Donald Conaway, executive director of the American Federation of Radio and
Television Artists, leave the Conference Hall of the International Conference on International Protection
of Performers and Producers of Phonographs and Broadcasting Organizations in Rome, Italy, after a session.

The “vast wasteland”
of broadcasting
which, in its infancy had held some hope of
becoming the promised land of the American
musician fulfilled pitifully little of its promise
for employment. Less than one-third of one
statistical musician finds employment in each
radio station today. Yet the airwaves are surfeited with canned music. The broadcaster, in
exchange for the free use of publicly-owned
channels of delivery for his highly commercialized product, is sworn to propagate live,
local talent. We have repeatedly called his
dereliction to the attention of the Federal
Communications Commission. We musicians
may soon have to appeal to the enforcing arm

of the Congress for our rightful job opportunities in this medium.
And finally, but not less importantly, we
musicians are asking the elimination by Congress of the job-destroying federal excise
levied upon establishments only when they
offer live entertainment.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, the Congress and the public must face
up to the present and deepening crisis in
music and the performing arts. Our prognosis
of this creeping national disease of indifference gives the American musician not many
more years until he is as extinct as, not the
nurtured whooping crane, but the dodo bird.
I thank you.

techniques

by George B. Stone and Son, Inc. $3.00. An
advanced textbook designed to follow and reinforce the author’s previous book, “Stick
Control.” Presents for the first time a pro
gressive approach to conirol of the secondary
beat of the roll. A special chapter presents
“The Buzz Roll,” with a spelling out of its
relationship to the pure two-beat roll. Mr.
Stone is an authority on rudimental drumming, as well as editor of a column on per-

of the director

University of Michigan.

of bands

at the

Excellent explana-

tory photographs.
Children’s Songs from Japan, by Florence
White and Kazuo Akiyama. 92 pages. Edward B. Marks Music Corporation. $4.95. A
music book for young people, in a singable
transliteration of the original Japanese, as
well as in English. Charming illustrations.

cussion,

Musical Performance in the Times of Mozart
and Beethoven, by Fritz Rothschild.
122
pages. Oxford University Press. $4.80. For
the historically-minded, this book explains, in
so far as can be ascertained, how music of
Haydn, Mozart and earlier composers actually
was played in their day — keyboard touch,
bowing, accent, phrasing.
Accents and Rebounds—for the Snare Drummer, by George Lawrence Stone, published

in “The

International

Musician.”

From These Comes Music
— Instruments of
the Band and Orchestra, by Hope Stoddard.
277 pages. Thomas Y. Crowell Company.
$4.00. This clear, informal discussion of
forty instruments of the band and orchestra
gives their placement and function in the orchestra and band, their history, their use by
composers, and outstanding passages featuring them in symphonies and operas. Fortynine sketches show instruments in detail.
INTERNATIONAL
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At left: Sandra Shaw, pianist-accordionist, has been performing at the McAllister Hotel in downtown Miami, Fla.,
since September . . . The Alexandria
Hotel Ballroom in Los Angeles, Calif.,
is the home base for Russ Morgan and
his fourteen-piece band.

variety of music and song, plus
a bit of novelty . . . George Devines’ Ballroom there has the
Glenn Miller Orchestra under
Ray McKinley booked for December 16. Local bands usually
play on off nights.
SOUTH
Johnny Long and his Orchestra will play a series of one-nighters in the south and southwest
this month .. . The “Tic Tac
Toe” Trio (Frank Galvin on sax
and bass, Pancho Punzo on ac-

Russ Morgan

cordion and piano, and Joe Burch

on drums and bass) is featured
at the Flamingo Way Lounge in
Hialeah, Fla. . . . Organist Edith
Barnes has signed an indefinite
contract with the Old Cove on
the Bay of Naples, Fla... . Sir
Judson Smith is booked at the
new Playboy Club in Miami,
Fla., for three weeks with options
beginning January 9... The
Dave Brubeck Quartet is set for
concerts in this state at the Orlando Municipal Auditorium on

The First International Jazz Festival, a series of con-

certs “exploring the entire spectrum of jazz music,” is
being planned for next spring in Washington, D. C. The
series will run several days and will include performances
by many jazz greats. In addition, a concert combining
symphony orchestra with jazz instrumentalists, a jazz
ballet and dance, a children’s concert and a chamber
music program are being scheduled. Compositions commissioned by Broadcast Music, Inc., will be premiered
at that time. Exhibits, discussion groups, as well as screenings of motion pictures dealing with jazz, will form part
of the series.

The festival is being sponsored by the President’s
Music Committee

under the chairmanship

Black

Hawk

Calif.,

on

in San Francisco,

December

27

for

a

four-week stint . .. The Medford
Hotel Lounge in Medford, Ore.,
presents Lionel Reason at the
keyboard every evening.
ALL OVER
The Kellie
The

Clouds,

Greene

Trio,

Waikiki,

at

Hawaii,

for the past eighteen months, will
return to the Los Angeles area
the middle of this month...
After fifteen years of playing the
Canadian Pacific Hotels, Moxie |
Whitney and his Orchestra have
opened at the Royal Hawaiian
Hotel in Honolulu for a one-year
engagement ... Al Hirt and his
Dixieland Group are set to make
a four-week European tour shortly after the first of next year...
Joe Reichman, whose itinerary
has included the Waldorf-Astoria,
the New Yorker, the Statlers in
many cities, the Palmer House in
Chicago, the Mark Hopkins and
Fairmont Hotels in San Francisco, the Peabody in Memphis,
the Roosevelt in New Orleans,
the Ambassador and Biltmore in
Los Angeles, is known as “The
Pagliacci of the Piano,” but plays
three instruments: the piano, the
diminutive celesta and the micro—

sesgneeemrememremnscomuenceepann

2

4

of Mrs. Jouett

Shouse. All proceeds will be used to further the Committee’s international program.

EAST
The

Stick
pro-

dary
sents

f its

rumper:

s of
lard.

any.
of
stra

, ore
> by
tur:
yrty-

iAN

Jack Drummond

Trio

is

appearing at the Manger De Witt
Clinton Hotel in Albany, N. Y.
.. . Larry Leverenz, organ-piano
stylist, recently began his fifth
year at the Tappan Hill Restaurant in Tarrytown, N. Y...
Franklin Geltman, producer of
the Randall’s Island (N. Y.) Jazz
Festival, plans to have some bigname stars at the East River
island stadium each weekend
next summer . . . Charlie Ace
and his Band are now based at
Uncle Milties in Delair, N. J....
Howie Jefferson on tenor sax,

Al Menard on drums, John Soleno

on

piano,

accordion

and

vibes, and Skippy Pichini on
bass, recently played a series of
jazz concerts at the Fox Lounge
in

Westboro,

Mass.

...

The

Cavaliers are in their tenth consecutive year at the Arcadia Ballroom

in Worcester,

Mass.

The

band also plays at Red’s Cafe in
Webster,

Mass.,

DECEMBER,

and _ broadcasts

1961

over station WESO . . . Organist Don Polvere is rounding out
his fifth year of performing at
Tallino’s Restaurant in Chestnut
Hill, Brookline, Mass.
NEW YORK CITY
Don Glasser and his Orchestra
will be at Roseland Dance City
through December 24 . . . Russ
Carlyle and his Orchestra return
to this spot on January 29...
The

Modern

Jazz

Quartet

is

scheduled. to perform at Town
Hall on December 23.
MIDWEST
The Don Roth Trio is
taining at the Muehlebach
in Kansas City, Mo., for
definite time... The Larry

Joe Reichman

enterHotel
an inWard

Quartet remains at the Columbia

Club
in
Indianapolis,
Ind.,
through January 1... Tiny
West and her Red Garter Gals
perform at the Long Pine Inn,
Milwaukee, Wis., every Saturday
night. This unit presents a wide

January 26 and at the Tampa
Municipal Auditorium on January 27... The George Doerner
Orchestra opened at the Peabody
Hotel in Memphis, Tenn., on
‘November 20 for a three-weeker.

phone. Some believe he plays the
microphone most skillfully. For
all the cleverness of his microphone introductions, however, it
is for its dance music the band
is there—dance music the audience wants, and the way they

The Cal Tjader Quintet, at the
Band Box in Denver, Colo., un-

want it. In short, just hearing the
Reichman Orchestra, is proof that
rock ’n’ rollers were not the first

til December

to discover the value of a “beat.”

WEST

16, opens

at the

47

FLORIDA

‘MUSICIANS: SLIDERULE

Jacksonville—Local
444

OFFIGIAL
BUSINESS

2 oem
SIONAL
MODEL
@ LIFETIME
VINYLITE
Be musically
knowledgeable always— the
professional
way! — with this musicians’
slide rule. Keys, signatures, chords, a
=
Invaluable in iweey of
¢ harmony, arranging,
eory,
impro_—
. With Illustrated
Price $2. 50 pos
Instructions

Kelly, Jack (also listed under a
Fla., and

The Calgary Philhar* monic Orchestra, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, requires concertmast
istant conductor for the
1962-63 season and permanent conductor for the 1962-63 or 1963-64 season.
Applications in duplicate listing qualifications and background should be
sent to the Business Manager, Calgary
Philharmonic
Society,
Hudson’s
Bay
Company, Calgary, Alberta, not later
than January 31, 1962. Further particulars will be supplied upon request.

Orchestra
*

Coats,

Bargains!

Singlebreasted, Ivory WHITES, all sizes, $5.00;
Powder Blue, $7.00; SKY Blue, $7.00. Tuxedo
trousers, cool cloth or woolens, $4.00 & $5.00
New
Formal shirts, $2.00, three for $5.00.
sashes $2.09, used $1.00. Top Bargain!
Fifty

doublebreasted

white COATS,

$100.00—25 for

$50.00. Like new, ideal for bands, choral singers, orchestras,
etc; approvals
on
request.
Cleaned, pressed. Free lists.
ae

AL WALLACE

2hicege'%4, ‘illinots

DATE

Speakeasy
.00.

ORCHESTRA LEADERS
ft

MEDLEYS

OF THREE series, BIG BAND SOUND series.

(For 3-4 saxes,
brass, 3 rhythm.) Also
JAZZ OCTET ‘series (for Trpt., Trb., Alto,
Tenor, Bari., 3 rhythm). Write ‘for free list.
SCORES MUSIC WRITING SERVICE
1674 Broadway
New York 19, N.

How to Tune the Piano
A 12” LP record with companion booklet,
prepared by
a professional tuner-technician, will
show you how it is done, step
by step. Send for your copy.
Complete price $5.95.

611 Palmer Road

DICK SEBO

Yonkers,

N. Y.

FREE

Musical Instrument Catalog
Methods — Books — Orks — Get Savings, Discounts, Service on all your musical needs.
MUSICIANS, STUDENTS, TEACHERS
AND BAND DIRECTORS, WRITE TODAY.

Arista Musical

Supply

Co.

Ave., Dept. M, Brooklyn

26

ley Ave., Lynchburg, Va.
Local 515, Pottsville, Pa.—Secretary,

—
‘a.

Evans, 613 Center St., Pottsville,

Local 619, Wilmington, N. C.—President, Stephen A. Lambert, 900 Carolina
Ave., Fayetteville, N. C.
Local 619, Wilmington, N. C.—Secre-

tary, Harvey L. Bosell, P. O. Box 3494,
Fayetteville, N. C.

CHANGE

IN ADDRESS

OF

TENOR BANDS ONLY
Free

List, Write:

TENOR BAND
P. ©. Box 201

Local

265,

Quincy,

ARRANGEMENTS
Park Forest, Illinois

Ill. — Secretary,

Carl Landrum,
2132 Hampshire
St.,
Quincy, Ill.
Local 275, Boulder, Colo.—President,
Jerry R. Hirsch, 830 34th St., Boulder,
Colo.
Local 302, Haverhill, Mass.
— Secretary, Louis (Pop) Mendelsohn, 61 Cedar
St., Haverhill, Mass.
Local 324, Gloucester, Mass.—President, Robert E. Bruni, 14 Cunningham
Road, Gloucester, Mass.
Local 349, Manchester, N. H.—President, Roger Carrier, 213 South Mammoth Road, Manchester, N. H.
Local 504, Fort Dodge, lowa—Secretary, Arnold R. Bode, 1219 Fifth Ave.,
North, Fort Dodge, lowa.

Local 577, Bangor-Stroudsburg,

Pa.—

President, Carl Rice, 331 Colbert St.,
Stroudsburg, Pa. Phone: HA 1-7735.
Local 675, Springfield, I1]—Secretary,
Orin Wade, 1516 South 17th St., Spring-

field, Ill.

TO LOCATE

Charles Sprouse of Local 655, Miami,
Fla., formerly of Greenville, S. C.
Jerry Frink, a former member
of

Lisbon

A Picture Dictionary of over 1,000
Chords. Explains Theory of Chords.
Price $1.50

Kenyon
Suite 611,

48

1841

Publications
Broadway,

New

York

23.

569,

ROLL

Atlantic City, N. J., Local 708—Joseph H. Jacobs
Chester, Pa., Local 484—Frank Coccio.
Erie, Pa., Local 17—Alfred H. Green.
Lawrence, Mass., Local 372—Albert
Hart.
Kenosha, Wis., Local 59— Harry A.
Thompson, Fred W. Clitheroe.

Maine,

Local 409—Joseph

Montreal, Que., Canada, Local 406—
Harry Crout, Norman Harris.
Nampa,
Idaho,
Local 423
— Henry
Hart, Vernin E. Drown.
New York, N. Y., Local 802—Robert
C. Bank, Jole Lewis Barca, Benjamin
Buchman, Anthony Cecere, Emma Sue
Floyd, George A. Francis, Charles Gurewich, Abraham H. Hollander, Clarence
E. Johnson, Nat Luster, Robert Stewart,
Carroll B. Thorne, William E. Walker,
Otello Ceroni, Max Cheraskin (Chere),
William Cimler, Jose Mora Davila, Wolf
Gegner, Mario Mazzoni, Adolf Molter,

Sidney

Sukoenig,

Ralph

A.

Tressel,

co Thomas, Ivo Wesby, Harold Wood-

all.
Pekin, Ill., Local 301
— Robert

Bar-

ron, Frank Blumenschein.
Peterborough,
Ont., Canada,
Local
191—George Novotny.
Perth Amboy, N. J., Local 373—Victor Ricci.

Salina,

Kan.,

Local

207—Don

Cap-

Youngstown,

Ohio,

Local

86 — John

May.

PLACED ON NATIONAL
DEFAULTERS LIST

Brown,

member

of Local

formerly

of

433,
Local

208, Chicago, Ill.
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of
the above will please get in touch with
Stanley Ballard, Secretary, A. F. of M.,
220 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Newark 4, N. J.

and

$1,423.00.

Charles

McCabe,

Hinds, $150.00.

INDIANA
Gary—Local 203:
Roosevelt
Lounge

and

Dom

Fogo,

$240.00
MAINE
Van Buren—Local 768:
Fountaine Bleu Hotel
Michaud, $1,330.00.

and

Maurice

MASSACHUSETTS
Manomet—Local 281:
Mayflower Shore Club

and

Inc., Katherine Flanigan, Emmett

niff, Harry Simberg, Eddie
Harvey Greyson, $2,597.40.

Villas,

Con-

Davis

and

Springfield—Local 171:
Calloway, Rocky, $600.00.

MICHIGAN
Battle Creek—Lecal 594:
Century Club and Fred
$190.00.
Flint—Local 542:

Hamlin,

,

Poodle Lounge and the building and
Melva

Earhart, $500.00.

Jackson—Local 387:
Connelly, Bryan R., $347.55.
Hasbrouck, Jack, $347.55.
NEW JERSEY
Gloucester—Locals 77 and 274:
The Zodiac Cafe and James J. Ivers,
$200.00.
Livingston—Local 16:
The
Colony
Swim
Club
(Barwel,
Inc.), Sheldon
Ejichel, Leo Graubart
and Ralph Wertzberger, $1,126.00.
Montclair—Local 16:
Hudson, George, $240.00.
Newark—Local 16:
The Den, Lonzy McCarey

and

Larry

Hayt
Caruso,

650:

379:

NEW

YORK

New York—Local 802:
Daye, Craig, of Craig
tions, $144.00
Lombardi, Al, $452.17.

Dent
Jo:
Daye

Produc-

OHIO
Youngstown—Locals 86 and 242:
Ritz Cluk and John Zuzan and Jimmy
Allen, $410.00.

Charles T. Baldwin, $420.00.

Tulsa—Locals 94 and 808:
Beachcomber
Country Club,

Long Beach—Local 353:
La Ronde Rue and Richard

Walpole, Gene Smith and Valjean
(Gino) Scaggs, $1,030.00
Westwood Country Club, $90.00.

$75.83.

Walker,

and

$275.00.

OKLAHOMA
and

Emil
Stud

New Palm Garden and Tony Paranee,

ALASKA

Bakersfield—Local 263:
Sands Inn and Don Wolstone.
Hollywood—Local 47:
Sill
Coasters
Quartet,
Lester

North Branch—Local 204:
Riverview Inn and Charles
$272.00.
Phillipsburg—Local

The following are in default of payment to members of the American Federation of Musicians either severally or
jointly:

Foothills, Inc. (Club Oasis), Frank
Evans and Josephine (Johnson) Evans,
$6,158.23.
CALIFORNIA

Austin, Texas.
Louis Blackwell,

Davenport,

Chippia, $364.00.

linger.

Anchorage—Local

Tom

DICTIONARY

and

is properly

Anaheim, Calif.
Ernesto Lecuona.

Harvin L. Marquis, formerly of Local

by Kenneth

Pa,

This town

Local 7, Santa Ana, Calif. Last address,

47, Los Angeles, Calif.

CHORD

Pa.

DEATH

Lewiston,
P. Dumais.

Local 81, Anaconda, Mont.
— President,
Robert
Mickelson,
208
North
Cherry, Anaconda, Mont.
Local 179, Marietta, Ohio—President,
Robert McGrew, R. R. 1, Vincent, Ohio.

WANTED

Special Arrangements

Philadelphia,

in the jurisdiction of Local 569 only.

den, William C. Richardson, 313 Yeard-

OFFICERS

New

In the “List of Locals,” New Britain,

Quakertown,

Louis

Springfield—Locals 19 and 675:
Virgil and Betty’s Lounge and Virgil

Pa., is erroneously listed as being in the
jurisdiction of both Locals 77 (and

274),

and

sters and Steve D’Kosta,

CORRECTION

Local 76, Seattle, Wash.—Acting Secretary, Clifford O. Lehman, 2620 Third
Ave., Seattle 1, Wash.
Local 124, Olympia, Wash.
— Secretary, Ray Harris, 4003 Winston
St.,
Olympia, Wash.
Local 157, Lynchburg, Va.
— Presi-

ATTENTION.

1712 Nostrand

OF OFFICERS

Ventriss

$565.00.
Old Chicago Supper Club, The Huck-

WANTED:

CHANGES

181:

Luce, Gary, $610.00.
Chicago—Locals 10 and 208:
Drive Productions, Dick Richardson,
Thomas

TO

$3,052.85

ILLINOIS
Aurora—Local

F.L. POPER "Ridgewood, N. |

COMPILED

Miscellaneous),

Miami—Local 655:
Kelly, Jack (also listed under Jacksonville, Fla., and Miscellaneous), $3,652.85.

INTERNATIONAL

H.

T.

MUSICIAN

_

MARSHALL, THE oricinat

MARYLAND
Baltimore:
Buddy’s Subway and Stephen Brigerman, owner.

HAND CUT LEATHER MUTE
As

Now

used

by

world

obtainable

renowned

direct

artists.

from

maker.

NEW

Send check or money order.
Postpaid.
Violin, $1.50; Viola, $2.00; Cello, $2.50

Newark:
Broad

H. MARSHALL
109 Tulane

Cres., Don

Mills, Ontario,

Can.

Coast

Bar

man.

and Oberek arrangements
$1.00

for sample arrangement
sheet catalog.
391

Will

Henry

Kinney

and

Grill

Quinnipiac

and
Ave.

‘

North Haven, Conn.

3

Night

Club

and

Hollywood, Calif.
.
Orange Theatrical Agency, et al,
Orlando, Fla.

4540

Send

4626

TED REED

Chester Sports Center.
Harrisburg:
Arthur Murray Dance Studio.

Mis-

Superior (Oliver)—Local 260:
Club Pal La Mar
Bill Rot, $625.00.

and

CANADA
Montreal—Local 406:
Candlelight Restaurant
Sofin, $409.50.
Toronto—Local 149:
Wiels, Leo, $700.00.

Mr. and

Penthouse

COLORADO
Bill.
FLORIDA

Club.

MAINE

DECEMBER,

Drozd.

1961

Ames, Ben

46

THE FINEST IN MUSIC AND SUPPLIES
ARRANGEMENTS
FOR ANY SIZE DANCE
ORCHESTRA,
INCLUDING TENOR BANDS
For full information and catalogue, write:

ba
5200

Jewel eceeniasoete
Kenyon, Wm. W.
Mallory, Edward J.

Bureau

Mandel, Jack
Penny

Booking

Gene

Agency

Pollard, Fritz
Santley Agency, The

=

Colomby, Barry ....
Counterpoint Associates

York, New
and

INC.
York

LIST

Al

Springs

te

5175
5134

Ross, Geo., Theatrical Agency asesssea
Roth, Al .
vesese e
e 4489
Rudder, Harry, ‘Agency
... 1146
Samuels, David S.
.... 2056
Star Entertainment Corp.
1426
Truelove, Thomas Otto .....................4313
Variety Artists Corp. .
ey fi

Vera, Miss Bien Rodriguez .
Booking

5912

Assn. .

4693

Hines, Richard H.

CANADA
Vancouver—Local 145:
Hot

scoscn se

Ford, Hector
. .
3124
Friedman, Ralph
5296
Hinderstein, Howard
3719
Lewis, Jack, Theatrical Enterprises
762

American

Harrison

5067

Organists Unlimited
Superior Artists Corp.
Hotei.

REMOVED FROM THE NATIONAL
UNFAIR LIST
ALABAMA
Montey.
CALIFORNIA
El Centro:
I. V. Bowl.
IOWA
Cedar Falls:
Woman’s Club.
Fairfield:
lliff, Leiu (Lew).
Andover:
Shawsheen Manor.
Lynn:
Simpson, Frank.

BECOME

4136

Music Booking Agency.
Rivera, Armando P. .

SID HOWARD
are on
NATIONAL UNFAIR

5437

3508
eves 9958

Davis, Wm., Theatrical ...

BOOKERS’

LICENSES CANCELLED
Canada
936
3601

Bureau

Fortune, Lee, Talent Registry
Artists

4814

Productions...

622
3223

Ricks, Lenny

2130

Rogers, Howard
Walsh, Jerry, Entertainment
Bureau
Varietes Artistiques du Canada
(George Tremblay)

e

Crepin, Lou
Pembroke:
Price, E. G., Enterprises

3521
6014
3370
.

1798

MODERN
FOR

EIGHT

Scott’s Bluff:
Moose Lodge.

Sent Postpaid Anywhere

PENNSYLVANIA
East Stroudsburg:

$1.00

16 PAGES

New

P. O. Box 471
York 36, N. Y.

A

Musical Instrument Dealer
Earn $3,000 or more yearly selling during
your spare time. Exclusive territories now
open. (Write at once = catalog pase on
GEORGE'S ooeey SUPPLY co.
617-619 State St.
Schenectady, N. Y.

SONGWRITER

SERVICE

PROFESSIONAL
REVISION, ANALYSIS,
ETC., BY WRITER OF “S‘POSIN’” AND
MANY OTHER HITS. MEMBER OF LOCAL 802.
8th YEAR OF OPERATION.
Write for FREE brochure and price list ““M”
PAUL DENNIKER STUDIOS
626 City Island Ave., City Island 64, N. Y.

Two-Beat Arrangements
Society Style Two-Beat — 4 to wsmen,
(Tenors or Altos) 1 chorus, $1.50
Dixieland Combo — 4 to 7 men, Full Arr.
of Authentic Dixieland Tunes, $3.00.
Send for free list.
KLOMAN SCHMIDT
126 North Linden Ave., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Popular PIANO and ORGAN
COURSE on Tape — $6.00
Introductory offer on Piano Tape—$1.00
for first lesson. If satisfied send balance
for rest of course. For particulars write

Bob Miller Tapes ctfoa'w.s.
From the pen of

i

Ottawa:

60

Station,

4875
....4007

Montreal:
Broadcasters, Inc.
Continental Entertainment
International
Le Bel, Jean

ARRANGEMENTS

Times Square

3120
............2802
4550

Agency

METRO

4083
4411
5315

suse
kent

Savoy Promotional Agency
Stevens Productions, Reg’d.
Vulcan Theatrical Agency

Moss,

ARTISTS,

Metro Arrangements

1971
4713

Dickstein, Theatrical

NEW JERSEY
Newark—Local 16:
Paramount Theatre.

order to:

218 West 47th Street
New York 36, N. Y.

Cassidy, Harry
Ellsworth, Miss Grayce J.

Bush, Phil, and Jack Evans,
Theatrical Enterprises
ashi
Columbia Attractions
senterseee sO

MASSACHUSETTS
Canton—Local 343:
Hunter’s Club.
Wrentham—Local 343:
Wampum Manor.

$1.30

or money

3455

Yablokoff, Herman, and Sol

CONNECTICUT
Seymour—Local 445:
Della Rocco’s Restaurant.

Hotel Pines.

House.

©

Hall.

NEBRASKA

Vanken’s Chateau.
Ellsworth:
Hancock

LIST

MASSACHUSETTS

St. Augustine:
ILLINOIS

NATIONAL

The Fraternal Order of Eagles No. 7

and

Studio City:
Joe Kirkwood, Jr., Bowling Center
and Kirkwood Restaurant Corp.

Chicago:
Roberts Show
Franklin Park:

Club.

CALIFORNIA
Oakland—Local 6:

Mobile:
McGee,

CALIFORNIA

and Edward

Base, NCO

check

Brown, Leslie
Gala Enterprises, Inc.
Gomez, Jose
..

Agency.

ON

New
William

REMOVED FROM NATIONAL
DEFAULTERS LIST

Emillio Giordano.

Pumphrey

Price

LICENSES CA
CANCELLED

New York City

Mrs.

MISCELLANEOUS
Atlas, James (also listed under Milwaukee, Wis.), $50.00.
Kelly, Jack (also listed under Miami
and Jacksonville, Fla.), $3,052.85.

Pizza

Tom

GLOBE
and

BOOKERS’

DAKOTA

UNFAIR

Eischen, $800.00.
Milwaukee—Locals 8 and 587:
Atlas, James (also listed under
cellaneous), $50.00.

Basic rhythms (photo illustrations), variations, fill-ins, solos, etc., for the Cha-ChaCha,
Bolero,
Mambo,
Merengue,
fast
Rhumba, Modern Jazz, etc.

5589

PLACED

Edward

...5528

Progressive Steps to Bongo
and Conga Drum Technique

N. D.
Barry, Vy, Personnel “Agency,

Kindley Air Force

WISCONSIN
Kenosha—Local 59:
Gerolmo, Lou, $700.00.
La Crosse—Local 201:

4046

(Porky),

new book on Bongo and
Conga Drum rhythms

Dakota Enterprises, Grand Forks,

BERMUDA

Jr., $1,035.00.

Smith, Great Falls, Mont.

A

Winters, Joe.
PENNSYLVANIA
Chester:

Richmond:
lezzi,

Ozark Booking Agency, Lawrence
Jungers, Merlin
Fargo, N. D.

VIRGINIA

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Locals 161 and 710:
Abart’s Jazz Mecca (Abart’s International Lounge)
and Abram
Spencer,

Islander Club

Hey-

Shangri La Club and Melvin Fyler.

TEXAS
Houston—Locals 65 and 699:
Merritt, Morris J., $1,261.93.

Denver:
Jones,

Joseph

Sioux Falls:

PENNSYLVANIA
Central City—Local 339:
Kaiser, Leonard, $50.00.
Phoenixville—Local 211:
Melody
Barn
and
Charles
$100.00.
Sharon—Local 187:
Klaric, Michael, $170.00.

Hayward:
Emmillio’s

and

Gold

Drummers...

Allied Artists Theatrical Booking
Agency, Columbia City, Ind. ...... 5763
Plath, Leon, Billings, Mont. ............1048
Redfield, Don, Billings, Mont.
5041
Laken, Jake, Billings, Mont.
5775

Raleigh:

SOUTH

Trocadero

Lounge,

NORTH CAROLINA

POLKA...
Send

and

JERSEY

BOOKERS’ LICENSES
CANCELLED

STRING

ROBERT

WHITFORD

12 Book Classic Piano Method, 4 Book
Modern Piano Method, over 100 Original
Compositions,
over
200
Arrangements,
Courses in Technic, Pedaling, Interpretation, and over 35 Educational Aids.
Write Dept. M, fer a Free Catalog, and
Music Excerpts. State if Teacher.
ROBERT WHITFORD PUBLICATIONS
Le 3010 N. W. 2nd Ave., Miami 37, Fla.

TUNINGS
STEEL

GUITARS

in the U. S. or Canada on Receipt of $1.00 Cash or Money Order.

OF 6THS, 7THS, 9THS, 13THS, MINORS, INVERTEDS,
COMBINATIONS, DIMINISHED, AUGMENTED

Copyright 1953 By PAUL A. BIGSBY

8114 East Phiox St., Downey, Calif.
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“This ts Labor's Own Susiuessaud were minding
well”

NOTICE!
The following members have checks due them on MPTF
engagements which have been returned to me because of
wrong addresses. Anyone knowing the whereabouts of these
people, please contact, or have them contact, Samuel R. Rosenbaum,

Trustee,

Funds, Room

Recording

7
8

Music

Performance

Trust

816, 225 West 34th Street, New York 1, N. Y.

Local
1 D. Leach
2
3

Industries

Local
196
R. Burres

Local
498 J. L. White

\

B. Blake

197.

W. Thomas

R.M. Walton
R. West
H. Day

203
202
204

lL. Golden
L. Harris
5S. Shurtan

503
505
535

D. Everhart
G. Jackson
F. Stone

o> eee
J. Fessender
P. Hilgeman

208
210
240

Jennie Hicks
=P. Johnson
1.R. Wynne

538

E. Hubbard
E. Hubbard
T. A. McQuite

10H. Olivey

pee fe

23° RM. Hill

eer

J. L. White

537

y

W. A. Budd

550 T. Martin

J. King

279

M. Dodd

282

24
34

Rivilson
L. Foster
J.D. Cleveland

293

D.Hale —
Lindall Prideaux
J. A. heey

562
570
581

R. F. Bottass
M. Frederickson
J. Koszta

36

B. Mason

303

4. i, Miller

589

W.

39

L. Fox

316

«©B.D. Meshy
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ets, consoles & uprights. No tools, no screws
— instantly removable!
Only $19.95 ppd.
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ge
night practicing.

PIANO

ACCESSORIES,

YOU

CAN'T

console and uprights in seconds.

BEAT

BATES

No tools,

|removable! Perfect for
Only $15.95 ppd.

Inc., Dept. M, 507 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 17.

SAX

*T.M., Pat. Pend.

CHAIN

U. S. PAT. No. 2,561,606

PERFORMANCE
® APPEARANCE
®
VALUE
Stainless Steol Chain ............ $2.25
Gold Deluxe ............ $3.00
They're Guaranteed
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At your dealer or order direct.
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1, 814 Broadway
lew York 3, N. Y.
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A FEDERATION MUSICIANS POLITICAL FUND
TEMPO is a needful aid to musicians. It will go
much further with the musicians than COPE and aid only
those projects which are peculiar to them: Cabaret Tax
Campaign; Fight Against Foreign Taped Film and TV;
Federal Communications Commission Investigation of the
Radio

and

TV

Free Licenses;

Federal

Arts Council

for

the Federal Subsidy of Music and Fine Arts.

JOIN
WHEN

LABOR LIFE INSURANCE
850 Third Avenue
New York 22, New York
Plaza 2-5200
EDMUND P. TOBIN, President

of course,

EMPLOYMENT OF
Musicians
PROMOTIONAL
ORGANIZATION
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PLAY PIANO ANYTIME — WITHOUT
DiSTURBING
NEIGHBORS!
‘PIANO - HUSH”
reduces volume 75%.
Slips into spinets,

into spin-

OBLIGATION,

Task FORCE FOR

New portable Honky-Tonk Adapter gives a
piano old-time bar-room “mandolin” and
“harpsichord” effects. Used by Jose Melis

on Jack Paar Show NBC-TV. Slips

labor and management.
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GROUP & INDIVIDUAL RATES and SERVICE
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HOW CAN WE PAY FOR MUSIC?
(Continued

from

only $117.00 a week for a season of thirty
weeks or less. A report in Business Week
(August

19, 1961,

pp. 46-48)

indicates

that

’ underemployment is such that most musicians
have to consider that “they work regularly for
less than half the year.” This is a shocking
and demoralizing situation.
I propose no easy solution. What is done

in Europe is not likely to offer us a panacea.
However,

it is wise, if not urgent, to look at

what people are doing elsewhere. There has
been much careful research on the special

problem of opera and it has been published
by Herbert Graf in his valuable work, Producing Opera for America (Atlantis Books,
1961). A briefer survey has been prepared
by Hope Stoddard, associate editor of /nternational Musician, and appears in a brochure
called Subsidy Makes Sense (published this
year by International Musician). These and

other scholars point out that, apart from the
United States, in “all civilized nations of the
world
panies
For
cently

symphony orchestras and opera comare given government support.”
example, West Germany
— which reoffered two million dollars for our Lin-

coln Center—supports

sixty opera companies,

almost all of them with city or state subsidy;
all their musicians are in civil service and enjoy tenure and social benefits. One typical
situation is that of Gelsenkirchen, a mining
city of 400,000 inhabitants and not renowned

for wealth.

Opera is municipally subsidized

for an eleven-month season (New York has
only five or six months, and other American
cities notoriously less), with a $700,000.00
allotment. Tickets come as low as 25 cents, and

all concerts are at least 90 per cent sell-outs.
Vienna, as might be expected, pays an annual
$3.6 million to support its two opera houses.
We find this pattern all through Central
Europe.
The Scandinavian nations subsidize on a
national and city basis, while Switzerland’s
approach is by individual cantons. Among
other smaller countries, Holland, Belgium and

Greece also give considerable government
support to opera and symphony. One need
hardly mention Italy, where national subsidy
to opera (for instance, $1.04 million in Milan
alone) as well as drama, symphony and various artistic festivals has run as high as 70
per cent of the total cost.
Not an affluent country, Ireland none the
less grants sizable subsidies to the Limerick

Symphony and the Cork Orchestral Society,
and under its Arts Council assists other cultural programs, such as that of the Abbey
Theatre (£14,000 annually). Prices can thus
be kept within reach even of the very poor.
Great Britain too, through its Arts Council,

supports opera at Covent Garden, the Royal
Ballet, the Old Vic and the Carl Rosa Opera
to the extent of £842,181
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annually.
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FOR ALL LOCALS, OFFICERS AND
MEMBERS
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home, in a land with traditions much like our

own, the excellent Canada Council grants
$200,000.00 annually for the support of symphony orchestras, while other special aid goes
to opera, chamber groups and the like.
This brief sampling of what is being done
in countries closely allied to ours should be
enough to show that government subsidy is
compatible with a democratic way of life. At

least it suggests that we should be able to discuss the question afresh
cries of “Socialism!”
In none

without

of these democratic

provoking

countries,

so

far as I have been able to ascertain, has government aid led to undue government control
—no more, surely, than has been the case in
our own Library of Congress and other libraries, our, Smithsonian Institute, our Fulbright Grants and other cultural subsidies that
we accept as normal. True, as in all public
institutions, citizens will have to exercise vigilance and build in safeguards. But, as things
stand, does not the public need protection
against the possible tyranny of managers and
“angels” of all sorts—but most of all against
the insecurity of the whole “hit and miss” way
of doing things?

The thought of government

railways,

airlines,

Now indeed seems the opportune moment to
rethink our whole approach. In the words of
the Secretary, now is the time to “work to
make our arts so rich, so exciting, so inventive that they mirror our life together as did

the arts of the Greeks and of the Elizabethan
Age.” This is no jingoistic palaver. America
should by now be past the age of adolescent

irresponsibility.

Yet, if something far-reach-

ing is not done, and done soon, the culture
explosion of which we are justly proud may
quite easily turn into a mere puff.

aid will, of

course, distress two groups of people: those
who think that music and other arts don’t
really matter, and those who feel that such
things should be reserved to those who can
personally afford to pay for them. To the
first group there is little that can be said, except to appeal to the consensus of the civilized
world here and abroad; moreover, government traditionally aids many activities not
shared in by all individual citizens—e.g., public schools,

Recording separate sound tracks at
Phonograph recording sessions for the
convenience of artists or soloists or recording companies is prohibited. In
the event of an emergency where,
after a recording session has been
called and the soloist becomes unavailable due to illness or other uncontrollable circumstance which arises after
the musicians have been called, tracking will be allowed only if advance
permission has been obtained from the
President's office.

certain

hospi-

tals, etc. To the second group I suggest that
government subsidy will keep symphony and
opera from being priced out of existence.
What a blow that would be to our national
image!
By way of concrete measures, we should, |
believe, support the bill now before the House
proposing a National Advisory Council on the
Arts. Another measure would be for the President to appoint a commission to explore the
American situation and discover whether we
need to change our system. The commission
could make recommendations suited to our
way of life—perhaps a “matching” set-up,
whereby cooperation could be reached between
government (Federal, State and local) and
private initiative. The commission might also
recommend that a department be established,
either autonomously or as part of the Department of Education, Health and Welfare. Surely the fine arts are integral to these three.
Secretary Abraham A. Ribicoff publicly

pointed out on August 29 that there never has
been a time when interest in the arts at the
seat of government has been so high as today.

HENRY MANCINI
(Continued

from

page

nineteen)

But to the hundreds of thousands who bought
his albums, and for the millions who have

heard his movie music, he counts a good deal.
The thirty-seven-year-old composer-arranger

writes music as personal as a fingerprint.
Whether for a large or small group, Mancini’s
music is undeniably his. It bears colors and
a feeling that he alone can produce time after
time with constant freshness. The rhythms
may vary, but they always pulse. The instrumentation, too, varies, but the bright colors
he captures always come through in every
setting.
And Hank wisely relies on his sidemen. In
movie scores, TV writing, and for his record
sessions, he always leaves plenty of solo space
for his improvisers. He gives them interesting
chord

structures

to blow

on,

and

drops in-

teresting background sounds behind them to
point up their contributions.
His is music as sophisticated as Manhattan’s
East Side, as smooth as TV’s private eyes,
and as much jazz as his composing gift and

his sidemen can make it.
Every musician has a turning point—the
time when he decides once and for all that he
will make his life’s work the playing of music.
“Mine,” says Hank, “came the first time I got
paid for playing.
“And,” he added, “I never considered doing
anything else.”
51

CLOSING CHORD
"For Bass and Cello

From Midget to Grand

NEW

PIANO

Foot control with or
without a pad

HIGH QUALITY

MIK

CUSTOM MADE

The most powerful dynamic contact mike with a pene deep or mellow sound. Separate
volume and tone controls placed at the side of the keyboard. a on ned perfect mike
holder installed in a second.
DIFFERENT SOUND EFFECTS, FROM
$10 BASS FIDDLE,
WITH ELECTRIC GUITAR AND SOME OTHERS IN THE MIDDLE REGISTER (BY REGULATING
THE TONE CONTROL).
Many recording studios, with most expensive sound equipment,
successfully using the new contact mike for their piano and string instruments.
(In high
and in low impedance.) There is nothing on the market equal or similar to this mike in
quality, sensitivity and convenience.
Even a small 3-tube A.C. amplifier is sufficient for a
medium or even large noisy place. But not only noisy and large rooms have use for this piano
mike. You will enjoy its rich mellow tone also in a quiet place or at home—by
playing with
the soft piano
pedal. Mike with a holder without controls, $12.50. With volume-tone controls and a holder, $15.00. The same plus foot volume control, $19.00. Foot control for any
instrument, $4.00. This piano mike may be successfully used on many other instruments.
MIKES
FOR BASS, CELL
and other string instruments with volume control
and adjustable mike holder, $12.50. All mikes are
custom made, have a rich tone and great sensitivity. They are unbreakable and guaranteed
for one year. (May last a life-time.) Orders may be paid by check, money order or C.O.D.
Twenty
per cent discount on ai! mikes in lots of two or more. All ‘orders will be processed
immed iately. Money refunded within 40 days on any order (between $1.00 and
)
y. except p
Write or call at any time. Produced and sold only by:

ALEX LIFSHITZ, 917 42nd Street, Brooklyn 19,N. Y.

Wm.
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GUITAR STUDIES by Johnny Rector

@ RECTOR’S GUITAR METHOD—A step by step system formulated to teach the beginner.
A gradual, sure method for student success. Now available, Books 1, 2 & 3, $1.25 each.
@ GUITAR CHORDS — An up-to-date study of chord-voicings for Bgnrs., Adv. & Prof. $2.00.
@ MODERN ba =
ome:
|
t
Iterations, substitutions, and a
cation.
Vol.
$2.00.
Vol.
Or both volumes for $4.00
@ GUITAR- anesees Transcribed Licks, Runs of top-flight artists. Terrific for ideas, $2.00.

PLAY-RITE
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Sorry—no

MUSIC,

C.O.D.’s.

Box

vations for this local, including

an insurance plan and a family
annual picnic. On August 19,
1959, he resigned, and retired
to live at Daytona Beach, Florida. He had attended many
Conventions of the Federation.

DEALERS-TEACHERS

267,

use

letterhead

Chicago

90,

149, Toronto,
passed away
14, 1909, in
Mr. Harris
of Local 149

on December
7, 1930.
He
played -piano and saxophone
and was arranger for the late
Leo Romanelli’s Orchestra at
the King Edward Hotel in Toronto.
On the death of Mr.
Romanelli, Mr. Harris became
leader of his own orchestra at

GUITARISTS -TEACHERS!!

or Refund.

1, 1941. While president he
was responsible for many inno-

treasurer of Local
Ontario, Canada,
on October 21.
Born on July
London, Ontario,
became a member

“hs LP’s & Scores
« Method Books
e Correspondence Course
j «Degree Course e Diploma Course
'
FOR INFORMATION . . . WRITE:

Satisfaction

Royal Hotel in Montreal
years ago.

NORMAN E. HARRIS
Norman E. Harris, secretary-

i LEARN MORE ABOUT

MODERN

became its president on January

DON CAPLINGER
Don Caplinger, a former
president of Local 207, Salina,
Kansas, died October 21 as a
result of a car accident as he
was returning home from playing at a dance. He was thirtyeight years of age.
Mr. Caplinger was a wellknown trombonist in the central Kansas area. He was president of Local 207 for three
years, vice-president for eleven
years, and a board member for
four years.

Street

FLUTES—

Wm.

tions of the Federation from
1954 to 1960 and was a member of the Law Committee for

CO.

Boston

ny. Bronth.

VICTOR RICCI
Victor Ricci, former president of Local 373, Perth Amboy, New Jersey, passed away
on September 17 at the age of
sixty-three.
Mr. Ricci joined Local 373
as a pianist on July 1, 1917, and

or card.

Hl.

the same hotel.
He was an executive

board

member of Local 149 from 1946
to 1950 and was elected its sec-

the entire seven years.
Mr. Harris was also a mem.ber of Local 406, Montreal,

ee
a

Quebec, and was leader of his
own

orchestra

at

the

Mount

some

li
Fn
a

wn

JOSEPH

P. DUMAIS

Joseph P. Dumais, a charter
member of Local 409, Lewiston, Maine, passed away on
October 25 at the age of eightyfour.
A lifelong resident of Lewiston, he had been a member of
Local 409 for over fifty-five
years and had served as secretary of the local from 1921
until 1948. At that time he was
given a life membership card.
Mr. Dumais attended many
Conventions of the Federation
and several New England Conferences.
ROBERT BARRON
Robert Barron, a member of
the Examining Board of Local
301, Pekin,
Illinois, passed
away on October 14 at the age
of sixty-nine.
Mr. Barron had held many
offices in Local 301 for the
twenty-three

years

he

was

4

member, and had been a delegate to former Conventions of
the Federation.
He played
brass bass in the Pekin Band
and string bass in many orchestras in the Pekin and Peoria,
Illinois, areas.
FRANK BLUMENSCHEIN
Frank Blumenschein, a member of Local 301, Pekin, Illinois, passed away recently at
the age of seventy-five.
Mr. Blumenschein had been
a member of the old Washing:
ton,

Illinois,

local

which

be-

retary-treasurer in 1954, a posi-

came the jurisdiction of Local
301 in 1954. He had been an

tion he held until his death.

He

active member

was a delegate to the Conven-

ton City Band.

in the Washing-
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7,000 Listings --96 Pages

:MUSICIANS’REFERENCE
i COMBO GUIDE
1Song titles — keys and data. HalfI century chronology. Classified sections.
j Jam Session selection.
[mprovisation
I“Sketch.”
Songs/Folios
code
refer_
Folios and publishers, etc. AND
H! 4 16-page “yellow” section. $2.00 ppd.
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Big money
in spare time!
learn at home Tune pianos in30days
knowledge

by experts.

Records

needed.
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true

Low
piano

cost training
tones,

tools,

instructions furnished. FULL TRAINING in piano
tepair—and how to line up work for big, steady
earnings.
Electronic tuning also taught.
Write
today for FREE illustrated booklet.
CAPITAL

PIANO

TUNING

SCHOOL

Jazz for Bass
Solo choruses, Duets, Novelties,
Bass lines and band numbers with
bass featured.
Write for catalog.

Swing

Lane

Publications

Box 428, Beverly, New

100 ARRANGEMENTS
for 6-10-piece dance bands.
50 CHORUS arrangements.
SPECIALS for any size group.
(Please state

AL ELLIS

instrumentation.)

MUSIC

SERVICE

8609 Roosevelt Way N.E., Seattle 15, Wash.
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Postmaster

Gen-

Piano and String Instruments. A protective
absorbent that eliminates moisture damage.
“DAMP-BAN’—The chemical dryer for pianos and string instruments—Safe, Silent,
Economical, No Heat, No Wires, No Electricity. The magic action will last a lifetime.
Pianos, $3.C0—Strings, $1.50, ppd.

Ray La Barre

petro 27.’

Detroit 27, Mich.

Ad Lib Solos
New styles.
10 for $1.00. Ne ay Accordion, Saxophone, Clarine
Modernize your PROFESSIONAL "REPERTOIRE,
SMALL
COMBO
LIBRARY, guitar fill-i-ins,
walking bass with alto or tenor sax, unison specials. FREE CIRCULARS.
WIN
NEHER
1800 County Street
Laureldale, Pa.
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Once again I wish all people
could read Mr. Heinsheimer’s
article in the November issue
of International Musician.
Very sincerely,
Marji Havaland-Terri
Pianist-Organist-Composer
Member, Local 325
Twenty Ebony Avenue
Imperial Beach, California

CLOSING
(Continued

from

Jersey

ARRANGEMENTS

I}li-

I wrote to the President and
suggested that our country produce
postage
stamps _ (like
France used to long ago) with
great composers on them in
front of musical scores
— that
the public could pay one penny
more for and thus support our
Opera. He thought it a fine
but

1961

from

page

LIBRETTIST’S

POSTAGE

eral said it wasn’t possible.
Well—still a good idea.

3160 S. W. 16th Ct., Dept. 3, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

em-

AND

To the Editors:
Just finished reading H. W.
Heinsheimer’s wonderfully written and enlightening article
about the Opera and wish you
could make it possible for persons to read it in newspapers
and in Congress, too.

idea,

No musical

FREE! FREE!

LETTERS

IRVING COHN
Irving Cohn, a_ prominent
oboist for more than fifty years
and formerly first-chair player
in the old New York Symphony
Orchestra, died recently at the
age of seventy-seven. He was a
member of Local 802, New
York City.
Mr. Cohn was a pioneer in
radio, having begun in 1924 in
orchestras
directed
by Nathaniel Shilkret, Gustav Henschen and the late Louis Katzman
and William Marrigan
Daly.
In addition to his New York
Symphony work under Walter
Damrosch, he appeared with
concert orchestras directed by
Artur Rodzinski, Arturo Toscanini, Howard Barlow and Leopold Stokowski. He had been
a member of the George Bar-

Sensational
CATALOGS
listing
published Combo Orks, Small
rangements, School Dance Band
rangements, and Musical Supplies
money saving prices.

Send for Catalogs Now!

thirty-eight)

I found Arnold Sundgaard’s

Dept. IM @ 113 W. 48 Street
New York 36, N. Y.

article, “The Librettist,” in your

November issue most amusing
and perceptive.
What I found even more
amusing was the picture on the
opposite page of Kurt Weill’s
Down in the Valley, for which
Mr. Sundgaard provided such a
beautiful libretto.

Don’t the editors read their
own articles?
Blanche Mrazek
50 Crescent Drive
New

librettist,

Arnold

Arrangers&Music Copyists
Save time and add to the appearance of
our work, with individual vulcanized rubr stamps. Print the Name of the Instrument, Tempo, Expression Marks, Bass _and
Treble Clefs, etc.
various sizes, at low “Stock Stamp” prices.
Buy what
you want—one, a dozen, or a
hundred different, and be convinced. Price
list free. This is a MUST

EVANS

York

BROWN
Philadelphia 2, Pa.

Italian Dance Albums
Liclamelaaalttid-]

small

12 different series of albums
most

desired

SPANISH

dance

and

one

Send

numbers;

IRISH

for

Free

combo

containing

the

including

one

collection.
Catalog

162 EAST 116th STREET
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.

0. DiBella

ELLINGTON: ‘To me, music has always been
fun... BUT
. I've never seen music enjoy
ITSELF so much as in Patricia Samson’s book
HAH-FI.” BRUBECK: os ey
ry a ae
for a select audience.”
H:
undantly
different!’ Music es te of its unusual
nature, we suggest during the shopping season
HAH-FI belongs in music stores as well as book
stores. Abstract wit for eusicias. Retail $2.00.
ORDER NOW from L.
SLAUGHTER & CO.,
BOX 151-M, CEDAR FaLis, IOWA.

Sund-

gaard.”

TRUMPETS + CORNETS

CHORD
the opposite

RUBBER STAMPS for...

1428 Spruce St.

Editor’s Note: We apologize for
neglecting
to mention
that
Sundgaard was the librettist of
“Down in the Valley.” (It was
mentioned in the article.) The
photograph came in with only
the composer's name on it—
which after all does prove his
point that librettists are often
neglected. The caption should
have read: “*Down in the Valley’ as presented by the University of Denver; composer, Kurt
Weill:

—

TERMINAL
Musical Supply, Inc.

RIGHT

To the Editor:

Huntington,

all
ArArat

Mouthpieces for Brass
for information

rere Little Symphony Orchestra
from 1910 to 1915 and of the
Victor Symphony Orchestra for
many years afterwards.
During World War II he
joined the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra under the late
Dimitri Mitropoulos.
JOHN J. MRAZ
John J. Mraz, secretary-treasurer of Local 86, Youngstown,
Ohio, passed away on October
21 at the age of fifty-seven.
Born May 15, 1904, in Uniontown,
Pennsylvania,
Mr.
Mraz
came
to Youngstown
thirty-seven
years ago.
He
played in local bands and was
a music teacher at the StroussHirshberg Music Center for
twenty-six years. He had been
secretary-treasurer of Local 86
for the past nine years.
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184 West Washington

Blvd., Chicago 2, Ill.

CALLING ALL COMBOS!
New combo
concepts.
“‘solo-combo”
series for any
melody ‘aaa
plus
thythm.
Special material for vocal-instrumental combos.
Other combo-aids.
Write for list.
Box 428
Beverly 2, N. J.

SWING

A new

LANE

concept of control for the

SINGLE

REED

MAN

Ligature-Reeds Blow
Volume—Barely perceptible ppp to fff. Accent
—Loudest accents in sub-tone passages. Pitch—
Lip it VY to V2 tone above or below pitch.
Tone—Suggestive
sub-tone to raucous
reedy
tone.
Vibrato — Straight
tone
to extremely
wide PPa
Write:
LIGATURE-REED, LYONS, ILLINOIS

Comedy
ENTERTAIN!

is Fun!

HAVE YOUR OWN

SHOW!

Get —
New Routines ¥ a TV Writer.
Long Monologue in Four Parts.
> Many Gags and “Come Backs.”
3. Routine
for a Duo or om
. Slightly Risque pe
oy
pLus. a Great Musicians’ Comedy Act FREE.
Usuai money-back guarantee. You can’t lose!
Specify Series No. 2. ALL this only $3.

V. HEALY, 825 W. End Ave., N.Y. 25, N.Y.

53

CLASSIFIED

LIBRARY,
flutist retired, has fine collection of
flute methods and studies. Also, saxophone solos
and studies.
No reasonable offer refused.
H.

ADVERTISING

(NON-COMMERCIAL

Schmotzer,
Phone: HA

ONLY)

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTED TO BUY, LOST OR STOLEN; payable in advance, 30
words, $1,00—HELP WANTED, AT LIBERTY; 30 words, no charge. Type or print your ad
and send with check or money order by the 12th of the preceding month. Monthly
basis only. GIVE THE NUMBER OF YOUR LOCAL. Please notify the INTERNATIONAL
MUSICIAN, 39 Division St., Newark 2, N. J., of any advertiser using these columns for
commercial purposes. PRINT or TYPE advertising copy on SEPARATE sheet of paper.

of supply,
full price.
78th

St.,

OBOE,

Bb,

Crampon

buffet,

three days trial.
Pittsford, N. ¥.

Geo.

Maloney,

Polytone
five bass.

$200.00, will deliver within reasonable distance.
E. G. Vallus, 647 North Schenley Ave., Youngstown, Ohio.
Phone: SWeetbrair 9-3558.
ACCORDION,
white
Scandalli,
Super
VI model.
Double
tone chamber,
11 treble and seven bass
switches,
four octave
range,
three
years old.
If
interested, will send recent photo. Sacrifice. Nancy
Kay
Janousek,
1479 West
Flagler St., Miami
35,
Florida.

AMPLIFIER (Ampeg), special built Dolphin model.
Lists $270.00; slightly used.
20 Watt output,
extra
high control, tremolo
with on and off
button,

stand-by

$145.00,

with

Flushing

58,

control.

cover.
N.

Excellent

Al Chernet,

Y.

FL

condition,

47-19

192nd

St.,

Phone:

Mr.

BANDONEON,

Davies,

Arno

YU 2-2780

Arnold

(N. Y. C.)

chromatic

model

Tonika
IV-C7.
This superb instrument
cost
over $700.00 one year ago.
Best offer.
F. T.
Stehling, 4780 North Diversey Blvd., Milwaukee
ll, Wis.
BANJO, plectrum, Paramount ‘‘Leader.”’
Perfect
neck,

new

head,

beautiful

With

hard case, $200.00.

page

showing

remit $2.00.

tone

and

condition.

Copy of original catalog

picture

and

Musician,

full

details

1236 West

(Tenor),

Gibson,

1955, excellent
vited.

E.

R.

N.
Y.
BASS (Kay),

model

condition,

Carver,

%

TB-150.

$150.00.

3 Gordon

size,

Terrace,

blond,

plus

Wally
Chester
Brunner,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

PIANO

Purchased

Inquiries

in-

Warwick,

cover.

new
condition,
display
model.
$365.00, buy at $150.00.
Deliver N.

only.
2-8570,

Brand

_ Retails
for
-N. J. area

fhe

STagg

Technician

TUNING

and

East Wells

Both

matched
Bb and
A.
model,
white
leather

have

intonation,

excellent

double

case.

Los

Street,

BARTENBACH

Lafayette,

Paul
Zonn,
551
Third
GE 8-1102—N. Y. C., GR

Ave.,
5-6961

Heights
%

size,

Angeles

72,
flat

N.

46, Calif.

OL

4-6184.

Y.

back,

Phone:
Czech

HI

6-3199.

(old).

Beautiful

tone, excellent for symphony work.
Appraised
for over $400.00, will sell for $325.00.
Louis
Bruno, 60 Myron Ave., Bridgeport 6, Conn. Phone:
FO

Howie's

>
>
.
"

size,

(String),

19th

straight

back,

Century

German.

beautiful,

About

7%

tone.

In

powerful

very fine condition, $300.00.
Mark Berman, 337
Remsen Ave., Brooklyn 12. DI 5-0689.
BASS (German), ¥% curved back. Excellent tone,
fine condition.
Solo orchestra instrument, built
for German concert soloist.
Sacrifice, $1,000.00.
Robert
N. Y.

Levitus,
803 West
Phone:
WA 7-5590.

180th

BASS MACHINE,
Contra C
1025 St. Paul St., Denver
BASSOONS

(Heckel),

St.,

New

Double.
A.
6, Colo.

one

7,500

F.

York,
Horst,

DIRECTOR’S
and

9,000

series,

black,

beautiful

red

finish,

broken

in

and tuned.
Contact
William Polisi, 10 Doden
Lane, Flushing, N. Y. IN 3-2562.
CELLO, by Joseph Antonio Rocca, Torino, Italy,
Wonderful brilliant tone, attractive
AD 1851.
and appealing. A. A. Tomei, 120 North 18th St.,
T.F.
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
CLARINETS,
two buffet, A-B, with case, good
condition,

for same.
Denver

54

Albert

system.

Harry Brandon,

9, Colo.

J.

Arrangements }

STAND,

light.

B.

up

Atkins,

to six
108

Will

575 South

take

feet, heavy

Boulton

Gladstone.
condition.
A
North Ozark,

base

Drive,

made

To-

by

Billy

6 x 14, jet black finish, beautiful
bargain at $150.00.
Al Payson, 6146
Chicago p »
Ill.
SP _4-0345.

$50.00

Williams

St.,

Al

J.

14

snare,

9 x

13 tom

tom,

16

x

Strawberry

Haynes-Schwelm,

Point,
silver,

Iowa.
closed

tom,

Phone:
G,

in

Wm. ; ce
52, N.
Y.

C.

1125

and

ome

HORN,

Sansone

ome

for $150.00;
147th

OL

entire

St.,

outfit, $300.00.

Flushing

67,

L.

Musi-

L,

N.

Y.

7-3069.

GUITAR,

Fender

condition,

12-1
triple-neck

with

custom

legs and case.

steel,

good

All pickups

fect, guaranteed.
Will sell reasonable.
Route 4, Box 9A, T aylor, | Texas.

Jan

per-

Harris,

GUITAR, Gibson 345 stereo, with Bigsby EccoFonic echo unit.
Also, Gretch ‘‘Chet Atkins’’
model amplifier. Will sell as unit or individually.
Patrick Lyons, Granville,
1,000.
Good condition,
GUITAR,
Steel, Fender
Three years old.
Price $450.00 cash.
Write:
Texas.

Comeaux,

Phone:

phone,

all

1102

Houston

St.,

Kilgore,

5200.

INSTRUMENTS,

bass

for

tuba,

$1,500.

bass

clarinets,

Alexander

saxo-

six-valve

F

tuba, $600.00.
Bb» buffet
bass clarinet
with
ext.
low C, $300.00.
Buffet alto sax, $150.00; E> contra
bass clarinet,
Selmer,
$500.00;
buffet
A clarinet,

full Boehm, $125.00. Louis Saverino, 7150 Temple
Hill Road, S. E., Washington 22, D. C.
LIBRARY, Bohemian dance and concert music for
orchestra.

mestic.

Imported

About

McHenry,

Ill.

(Czechoslovakia)

200 numbers,

gos
and
overtures.
Rudy
Zelina,
900

Will
West

polkas,

701

manuscript

system.

East

78th

Conn

C

Also,

St.,

arrangements,

Brooklyn

melody,
York

36,

case,

VIOLINS,

and

do-

waltzes,

tan-

sacrifice
for
$110.00.
River
Terrace
Drive,

three

Fernato,

34 Hill

Y.

condi-

in

Gold

lacquered,

six

months

(Conn),

Kueny,

7818

SAXOPHONE,
Bbb,

Ave.,

Couesnon

two

tenor.

B-flat

1l6th

playing

old,

Co.

mouthpieces,

(Paris),

buffet,

CELESTE,

Anyone
locating
114,
126
and/or
1813 South
18th

p=

Photo on request.

Sherman

Oaks,

Conn

action
Very

BB»

valves,

good

studios.

V. E.

Musician,

rotary,
stand.

Rare, scarce and out-of-print.
Catalogue on request.

OSCAR
2901

lacquered,

condition,

three

top

action

two-piece

$395.00.

L.

short

case,
G.

stand.

Creel,

2724 Townsend Drive, Fort Worth 10, Texas.
new condition.
TUBA, Alexander six-valve
standing

(Montreal

instrument,

Symphony

Square,

Montreal

5-4055.
TUBA,

Alexander

rotary

valves,

perfect,

Townsend

Drive,

VIBRAHARP,

G.

Robert

Orchestra),

287

Canada.

CC,
clear

old, near

$750.00.

18,

St.

medium-large

$395.00.
Worth
model

10,

647, North

Three

1217

four
years

Jr., 2724

Three

speed

Ave.,

Morgulis,

Walnut,

Mgr.,

Kansas

Youngs-

A
by

Length
master
former

Philharmonic.
Fine
bows.

Also,
Write:

photos.
Played

Kansas

City

Philharmonic,

City, Mo.

BASS

monolog.

for $3.

band,

CLARINET,

Bp

Albert

history
and
serial
number.
South Bayshore Drive, Miami
INSTRUMENTS,

Write

full

Shaker

antique

Apt. 11-D, New York 25, N. Y. UN 4-1748.
12-1
VIOLIN, genuine Alfonso Della Corte, made in
Naples, 1879.
Fine instrument, excellent condition, very brilliant tone, beautiful varnish golden
brown.
$590.00.
Vincent, phone: INdependence
3-1747_(New_ York).
‘
VIOLIN, Hopf, antique, needs restringing.
Make
Sibley,

good

——

con-

description
Square,

John
Lenox,
33, Fla.

woodwinds

and

2951

and _ brass.

price.

Cleveland

MOUTHPIECE

Special,"’
condition.

Hal

Lynn,

20, Ohio.

12-61

(Bass

Horn,

BB»).

Must

Lawton

St.,, San | Francisco

22, Calif.

MUSIC,
German, , of ~ modern
type.
trumpet, bass, accordion, trombone

Conrad

'
A
j
4
4
'
A
s
i
!
'
i
.
i
|
i
i
t
'
!
i
|
4
'
‘
1
i

be “Conn

(stamped on mouthpiece), in excellent
Will pay $12.50
G. Wiederhold,

Kuhm,

8 Allen

Playable by
and clarinet.

St., Hazardville,

Conn.

SOLO VOX for piano.
BBh or Bb tuba, any
dition.
Edw.
J. Svihel,
652 East
Second
New
Richmond,
Wis.

conSt,

TIMPANI, set of used 25” and 28” pedal. Also,
23” or 24” and/or 30” hand-tuned or pedal.
Advise size, type, condition, price.
Jesse Kregal,
3310

23rd

Road

North,

Arlington

1, Va.

TUBA, CC, compact size, four valve. Describe in
detail.” For sale, Eb Boosey and Hawkes tuba,
four
West

valves, silver finish.
120th St., New York

L.

£,

N.

an
27, N
N.

¥

Ham-

VIOLIN, Klautz, built in 1789. Make offer. Contact: Wade D. Kornblet, 1025 East Johns, Decatur, Ill.

7

HELP WANTED
ACCORDIONIST
- SINGER,

583

System,

w

Pennsylvania.
(9-62)
INSTRUMENTS, old, odd, antique, woodwind and
brass instruments.
Please send full details including price.
Guarantee answer and best price
possible. L. F, Gaetz, 53 West Long St., Columbus 15, Ohio.
10-11-12-1

If it's nee

VIOLA,
Gaspar
Da Salo reproduction,
by Paulus
Pilat.
Made
to special order for present owner
by this celebrated maker in 1935.
In perfect original condition. Ivan Goldberg, 825 Columbus Ave.,

Eddy
Adrian,
1-3748.

Lu-

INSTRUMENTS,
banjos,
guitars,
mandolins,
in
any condition.
Please state lowest price acceptable.
Eugene
Sandor,
740 Primos
Ave., Primos,

funny, I'll refund
your money! Specify Series
No. ¥ It’s great new material by a TV writ
VIN HEALY, 825 W. End Ave., N. Y. 25, N. Y.

offer.
Contact:
mond, Ind.
WE

of Gustav

VIBRAHARP, 2! octaves or smaller, light, port
able.
Musician, 7803 147th St., Flushing 6,

BE IN DEMAND! PUT ON A SHOW!
Get 2 terrific topical monologs—A routine for
a duo—A
collection of musicians’
jokes—A
“This Is Your Life?’’ routine for ban ——_
dies and audience participation bits—A ‘‘Risq

Letters’

military

dition.
Buffet if possible, but will accept any
kind. Write Richard Riggs, 5421 South Birmingham, Tacoma 9, Wash.
BASSOON (Heckel), around the 8,000's, for use by
first bassoon in good woodwind section. Even
intonation and tone most important.
Please send

compensated,
Apt. 4-F, 434

“SELL” YOUR BAND!

9, D. C.

ders’ comic
opera
selections:
Prince of Pilsen;
Grand Mogul; Old Town;
Woodland.
Also, other
band
music.
What
have
you?
Price?
Meister
Band, Bridgeport, Ohio.

3739

Texas.

411.

Schenley

first-desk man, New
York
custom
Hill case, cover.
George

Victor

bore,

bag.

L. G. Creel,

Fort

JenCo,

Louis

Phone:

lacquer,

Jr.,

OutRyker

one year old. Cost $800.00 new, sell for
Will deliver within reasonable distance.

Vallus,

ARRANGEMENTS,

13210

front,

SHAPIRO

18th St., N. W., Washington

WANTED

15202 Hesby

Calif.

bell

a Simone
Celeste,
Serial
Nos,
161,
contact:
Lew
DeSimone,
St., Philadelphia 45, Pa.

Books and other items on ="

77

tone
and speedy
valves, $40.00.
Both
with
case
and Bach mouthpiece.
Charles Krobot,
24 Bergen
St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Phone:
UL 38-5965.
four - valve
silver
trim,

12-4

MUSICAL SUBJECTS
BOOKS ON THE VIOLIN

Re-

serial
number
slide, no dents.

BBb, used in all Hollywood

Stromp,

and

11306.

Buescher.

Overhauled
and
lacquered,
quality
instrument,
with case, $85.00. Milt Arfine, 397 Linden Blvd.,
Brooklyn 3, N. Y.
TRUMPET,
Olds Ambassador,
like new.
With
case, $80.00.
P. O. Box 1147, Daytona Beach,
Fla. Phone: CL 3-8603.
Super Olds, brilliant sound, lightTRUMPETS,
excellent condition, $120.00.
Elning
valves,
and plated, fine
kart Blessing, just overhauled

Cerveny
(Czechoslovakia)
large
bore,
brass,
German

Ornati,

John

JE 8-8355.

like

waltzes,
$2.00 each.
Susan
Tompkins-Query,
loslyn Place, Rochester
5, N. Y

TUBA,

J.

from

conditioned like new.
Sacrifice, $95.00.
W. Six,
276 Lexington
Ave.,
New
York
28, N. Y.
Phone: AT 9-2155.
SELECTIONS,
old Broadway
musicals, two for
$1.00.
Standard
comic
operas,
$1.00
each.
Bundles
20 marches,
$1.25 each
Bundles
20

TROMBONE,
Conn,
model
78-H,
232,000.
Eight inch bell, perfect

1927;

each.

N.

speci al, black and white trim, with five
five dummy
keys.
On September
1813 South 18th St., Philadelphia,

octaves

21, 1961,

Wis.

No.

Milano,

$150.00

STOLEN

Reasonable.

Kenosha,

Italian.
1926.

St., Morristown,

14

N.

top

trombone,

16%”,
Wurlitzer
certificate,
instrument,
mint-condition.

Fla.

7803

conservatory

town, Ohio. Phone: SWeetbrair 9-3558.
VIOLA, Giovanni Grancino, Milan 1712.

sole.
Adjustable
legs, foot
pedal,
case.
Lists
$400.00,
sacrifice
for $165.00.
Danelectro
Commando
stereo amp, eight speakers.
Lists $325.00,
cian,

VIOLINS,
superb Stradivari,
1714,
“‘The General
Kyd.’
J. B. Guadagnini,
1780, ex
‘‘Spchr”;
two
Tourtes.
Advertiser,
1693
Fishinger
Road,
Columbus, Ohio.
1934:

full

folios.
Send for free list. Value
take $25.00 if you pay shipping.

SAXOPHONE

E.

Bp,

FRENCH HORN, single F Schmidt, for boy or
girl who plays in a school band.
Light to
carry while marching;
$90.00.
Albin Johnson,
382 Cedar Ave., Long Branch, N. J. CA 9-0675.
GUITAR, double neck Hawaiian steel Gibson con-

sacrifice

$500.00
701 East

and

stand.

motor,
$595.00.

nickelSilver, excellent condition.
Poor health reason
ag selling.
Complete with case, $300.00.
Mrs,
C. Mott,
190 South
Palm Drive, Boynton

FRENCH

literature free.
Al Postal,

new,
$275.00.
Anthony
Gugliota,
150 Azalea
Drive, Norwood, Mass.
SAXOPHONE,
Selmer B> tenor Mark VI.
New

St.,

Abramite,

16 tom

and

Germany,

$25.00.

$450.00.

offer.

I.

condition, case, $20.00.
Will trade for mandolin.
Eddie Long, 323 Coliege Ave., Quincy, Ill.
SAXOPHONE,
E>» baritone Alexandre, with case

TUBA,

Make

L.

dance
Will

Postal,

Slightly.

case.

catalog

SAXOPHONE,

DRUM, bass, 28” picture on skin, lights inside.
Genuine Zildjian cymbal, 14”, 40 years old, used
Fibre

68,

stock

assorted
$150.00.

M.

ronto 7, Canada.
WA 2-1776.
DRUM, snare, completely custom

Eldrige

series,

complete with high E key, long joint lengthened
4%”.
Broken in and impeccable tuning.
Also,
one

N.

suitable for
for
hi-hats,

FOR SMALL TENOR BANDS
@ 2 Tenors, 1 Trumpet and Rhythm.
@ 2 Tenors and Rhythm
@ 1 Tenor, 1 Trumpet and Rhythm.
>
@ 1 Tenor and Rhythm
These are complete arrangements and many
are in medley form.
Send for FREE list
, and receive one courtesy arrangement free.
HOWIE’S ARRANGEMENTS
2333 West 17th St.
Santa Ana, Calif. ¢

Phone:

7-2668.

BASS

Lyndhurst,

Corona

condition with new case and other extras. Selling
package deal for $350.00.
John
Sokol,
201 East
19th, New York, N. Y. OR 4-2839 (After 8 P. M.)

Asking

separately.

$25.00 postpaid;
also one 9-inch brass pocket
cornet.
Consider swap for soprano sax or Dewey
stands. Lee Maxfield, 2301 40th St. N. W., Washington 7, D. C

FLUTE,

Davis, 9 Flint Lane, Levittown, N. Y. PE 1-7433.
BASS (String), German,
% flat-back.
Excellent
condition, $165.00. Al Berger, 78-10 34th Ave.,
Jackson

sell

20-inch, hammered
brass,
$20.00
postpaid;
15-inch

Bob
Thomas,
933-6205.

Indiana

BASS, German, plywood, % size, round-back. Fine
big tone, excellent condition, cover.
Very sturdy
instrument,
$165.00;
with
stand,
$175.00.
Phil

BASS,

and

14 x 22 bass. Fast action foot pedal and cymbal
holders.
Like new, set only used a few times.
List, $600.00; best offer.
John Hutter, 4039 No.
La Porte, Apt. 3-C, Chicago, Ill. AV 3-8089.
ECCO-FONIC
(Echo Chamber),
just like new.
Works like magic!
First $125.00 cash takes it.

BASS (Andreas Morelli), % swell-back, in excellent condition.
Going for $700.00 and up
out here.
My price, $525.00.
Ralph Pena, 1139
Ogden,

scale

condition.

Will

Perfect, with case, $85.00.
Grand Concourse, New York

North

excellent

checks, selected at factory
$350.00, C.O.D.,
with
ten
privilege.
Band
Director,

High School, Boulder City, Nev.
Buffet By and A. Beautiful sound,

with

CYMBALS,
z sizzles,

x

Teacher.

For Details Write: KARL
1001

_ perfect

$390.00,

Road,

435 Winneconna Parkway, Chicago 20, Ill. RAdcliffe 3-7350.
DRUMS
(Slingerland), white marine pearl, 5'4

LEARN AT HOME. COMPLETE COURSE IN
TUNING AND REPAIRING, written by
WILLIAM BRAID WHITE, World’s Leading
Piano

case.

clarity.
No cracks or
in 1958.
Terms:
firm
day return
and refund

Boulder City
CLARINETS,

Kreag

available,

18th St., Lorain,

Ohio.
BANJO

combination

619

7-8067.

AMPLIFIER,
Fender
Super, very powerful and
suitable for any make guitar. One year old, used
very little. Controls are on top as in older models.
$115.00.

Paris.

Ave.,

violas,

Vidoudez,
Waterloo,

Very good instrument, like new, $300.00. Also,
Buescher A clarinet, Boehm system, good condition,
$50.00.
George Sacher, 7084 37th St., Pinellas
Park, Fla.
PIANO SHEET MUSIC, 100 standard tunes, 16

tion,

CLARINET
SET,
LeBlanc,
Seven
ring
Symphony
II
(lItalo- American),
1950
treble shifts, one
vibrato,

in

Perfect condition, with case and O’Brien crystal
mouthpiece, $160.00.
Will send C. O. D. with

FOR SALE or EXCHANGE
ACCORDION
model,
11

made

37th

Write for details.
Brooklyn
36, N. Y

Pope,

large
CLARINET,

10842
4-3366.

and
personalized
gift mail
MUSICAL
NOVELTY
order
business.
Complete
information,
sources

Pierre Silvestre, 1854, with papers. Also,
Josef Gagliano, 1787, with papers; Pierre
1957. Fritz Widmaier, 42 Bricker Ave,,
Ont., Canada.

VIOLIN,

as
a
y work,

Ave.,

Brooklyn

ACCORDIONIST
club dates in

or

female,

©

22, N. Y.

EV 3-3779.

(Amplified), experienced man for
Nassau-Suffolk area.
Must know

tunes both old and
Box 54, 39 Division

BASSIST

male

duo
or
trio.
Entertaining
group,
in and out-of-town.
Bob Ellis, 280

new.
International
Musician,
St., Newark 2, N. J

(Fender), to play with top rock ‘n’ roll

combo in N. Y. area; also travel.
Must “ave
good ear for singing background harmonies and
good bass amp.
Phone: PY 6-4385—PY 6-8397.
BOOKER
OR AGENT,
Very well known in
anxious

to

play

new

Myron Sommerfeld,

for
the

a seven-piece band.
upper midwest, but

territory

and

to

progress

Box 169, Gackle, N. D. Phone:

4621.

INTERNATIONAL

MUSICIAN

1
4
i
]
1
i]
f
q
1
‘
i
1
a
'
1
a
'
'
'
t
a
'
'
'
4
Me

c

ORGANIST, portable organ, good amplifier setup,
for rock ‘n’ roll combo.
New York area plus
traveling.
Must have good ear for singing background harmonies.
Pete Antell, 34 Topper Lane,

HELP WANTED

Levittown,

General
Spohr”;

Road,

DRUMMER,
sician

Ornati,
stromp,

12-]

club

doubling

who

dates

can

on

International

vocals.

MC

and

Experienced

sing

Long

Island.

Musician,

Box

the

Eventual
54,

mu-

old-timers

for

sub-leads.

Newark

2, N.

J.

INSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN, specializing in woodwinds.
Salary or commission.
Must be reliable,

sober,

with

good

character.

Give

experience,

reference and telephone number. Joe Buzze Music
Co., 422 Franklin, Waco, Texas.
Phone: PLaza
3-5303.
11-12
MANAGER-SUPERVISOR, chain of music schools.
ith five
‘tember

Business
franchising

East

and
educational
background
required,
experience.
Write
Paul
Stevens,
230

15th St., New

York

3, N. Y.

lelphia,
1 Nos,
simone,

HUMOROUS INTROS
GIVE YOUR BAND “PERSONALITY”!
Lead into the next song title. Step up to
the mike and give each tune a humorous &
smooth introduction. Use a big collection
of humorous and polished standard intros
and announcements. PLUS great music gags,
fill-in remarks and band bits. Try them!
You can’t lose! Money-back guarantee. $2.
Vin Healy, 825 West End, N. Y. 25, N. Y.
MUSICIANS,
top grade, that can cut shows. Need
references.
Location only.
Pianist, drums, lead
trumpet,
lead alto and
baritone
saxes
(doubling

tenors and clarinets),
Wolever, 127 Hobson

trombone.
Ave., Hot

11 West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y
MUSICIANS, organist that doubles, trumpet that
doubles.
Must travel, be congenial and work,
play shows.
Resume and photos to: Bill Stearns,
Hotel Mark Twain, 324, Minneapolis, Minn.
bass

and

drummer,

for

com-

mercial society group.
Doubles preferred. Appearance and dependability essential. Send details
to: Leader, Box 4482, Fondren Station, Jackson,
Miss

MUSICIANS,

Drums,

trumpet.

Must

Dutchmen,

New

|

Ulm,

saxophone,
bass
sober.
Write:

horn
Six

Minn.

and
Fat

10-11-12

MUSICIANS,
clarinet,
trumpet,
trombone,
bass
and piano,
for organizing
Dixie combo.
Must
read, ad lib and entertain.
State all in first letter,

include photo. Write: Band Leader, P. O. Box 681,
Boston 2, Mass.
MUSICIANS,
Latin.
Two or three men,
age
22-28, interested in joining Latin group.
Must
dig

Latin

work
York

sound

and

be

PY

for

willing

to

rehearse

hard. Guitar, piano, bass, percussion.
City area, Cait Chucho, HY 5-6755.

and

New

“Music Designed With D
TENOR BAND
Mickey style.
Only,”
save

6-8397.

commercial

hotel-type

trio.

Steady work
in midwest
and south,
Locations.
Advise
age,
experience
and
recent
photo.
Bill

Grassick,

331

PIANO

East

Fourth,

Mansfield,

Ohio.

PLAYERS,

singles

and

must

for
clean

lounges and hotel rooms.
looking, to do a single.

Send

8 x 10 photo,

for

road

duos,

of

two

minimum

weeks

or

doubling

for club dates
tional Musician,

Ma-

accordion.

65, don't
Colo.

All-around

man

on Long Island.
Write:
InternaBox 54, Newark 2, } N. J

SALESMAN
(Piano and Organ), some experience
necessary.
Vast
territory
open
to sell Baldwin
pianos and organs.
Send resume to: Phillips Musi-

cal-land, Inc., Long
Hagerstown, Md.

Meadow

Shopping

Center,

GIRLS,
vocals,

drummer
ings
in

5200

piano, guitar or bass, must double
to join experienced
young
male

in forming
trio.
Possible
later bookJapan.
Photo.
Details.
Tony
Stephen,

60th

St.,

Sacramento

20, Calif.

Locals 802, 248 cards.
St., Paterson
1, N. J.

Martin
ARmory

TEACHER,

age

35.

Reisman,
4-0527.

357

to

TECHNICIAN,

Minor repair
cordions.
cision electronic
tuning.
cordion;
read
or
fake.

manage

accordion

expert

to

teach

Desire

April Ist.
Maine.

Box

and

P,

N. D.

802
St.,

of ac-

building;

play

Denver,

Musician,

169, Gackle,

Seeks

repair

custom

Also

referPlace,

Locai
Sixth

pre-

ac-

Colo.,

O.

BAND
(Dance),
seven-piece.
Fine
dance
for any occasion.
Will travel anywhere.

Sommerfeld,

Fair

bandmaster, highly quali-

Desires

weekend
work
in metropolitan
area.
card.
Dennis
Gershwin,
1342
West
Brooklyn
4, N. Y.
Phone:
BE 6-7819.

location, after
1034, Portland,

Island

6,

Box

music
Myron

Phone:

Have you changed your address?
le

Mail This Coupen To Your

by

CHANGE

; con-

OF ADDRESS:

Local Secretary

Give New and Old Addresses

BASS

MAN,

*

Name

-

pedal.
regal,

New

g

Security

straight

Local No.____

St.,

Punxsutawney,

Card

4621.

Alabama

area.

former

name

here:

Desire

some
Steady,

work,

drums,

in

Florida

bass,

guitar,

or

work
Jack

Minn

or

no

notice,

travel

or

cut shows. Name
dependable.
Cut

relocate.

Local

Don
Langlois,
6612
Phone: GR 6-1136.

Romona,

DRUMMER,

experienced,

TT tTtrtrtrLtILtLITLteeeeeee

1961

ee

eee

aa

Charlie

way,

Las

Vegas,

ORGANIST,

jazz.
solo.

Gillim,

Dixie
Local

420

and
369

modcard.

Maryland

Park-

Nev.

have organ and library of 1,500 tunes;

pops and standards. Single, age 35, good appearance,
no habits.
Single and
location
only.
In

terested in hotel, supper clubs, also Caribbean or
South American location.
Write: Box 14, Taycheedah, Wis.
ORGANIST, desires position in established hotel
or lounge.
Have own equipment, prefer location. Age 35, good appearance, no habits, dependable.
Play all styles.
Contact:
Musician, Box
66023,

Houston

6,

Texas.

ORGANIST,

male,
owns
large
Hammond,
also
midget
piano
Sideman
available.
Years
of
experience, requests.
Available weekends, Los Angeles area.
Agents welcome,
will team.
Local 47
card.
Eugene
Rasmussen,
3357
Overland
Ave.,

Los Angeles 34, Calif. Phone: VE 7-6960.
es
ORGANIST-ACCORDIONIST, amplified, have own
equipment, 2,000 tune library.
Also teach orand

accordion.

No

rock

‘n’

roll.

Desire

Denver, Colo., location after April Ist. Musician,
P. O. Box 1034, Portland, Maine.
PIANIST,
many
years experience,
middle age.
Prefer working with combo group, location or
travel. Local 75 card.
Norman Lipps, Runnells,
Iowa.
Phone: 53955.
PIANIST, mature, reliable, clean living, amiable.
Many

years

experience,

society

dance,

concert,

show; read quickly, fake. Seeks long term affiliation with resort hotel, restaurant or ship job.
Sensitive, dynamic
accompanist.
Willie Marks,
922 East
7-3167.

15th

PIANIST,

St.,

jazz,

Brooklyn

pops,

or join group.
Phone: HI 6-5897

30,

vocals,

N.

ESplanade

seeks

to

form

trio

Only ambitious birds
(Queens, N. Y.)

need

call.

PIANIST, available December 20.
Well experienced, will consider any offer. Niels J. Petersen,
1756 Dauphin, Mobile, Ala. Phone: 473-5547.

JOBS FOR $1

Want to go on the road? Want more local jobs?
Here's a chance to become a ‘name’ and make
$$. Playing good music is not always enough.
You must know how to get jobs and promote a
kand. | will send you hundreds of tested ideas
that are used by top agents, entertainers and
bands. Just one new idea can mean more jobs

for you. Try them! Money-back guarantee. $1.
VIN HEALY, 825 W. End Ave., N. Y. 25, N. Y.

Wis.

PIANIST
(Organist), lady desires work in refined atmosphere in Philadelphia area.
Light
classical, society, jazz, expert accompanist, read,
fake.
Attractive, non-Drinker.
Dorothy Green,

card.

Apt.

age

Harry

lowa,

22,

Bradstreet,

Phone:

CA

230%

versatile.

East,

Main,

De-

Chero-

5-4318.

DRUMMER,
commercial
style,
Latin,
rock,
society,
etc.;
strong
brush
beat.
New
England
area;
Local
126 card.
Phone:
Somerville,
Mass.,

MOnument 6-5350 (after 6:00 P.M.)
DRUMMER,
age 26, single, available
N. Y.C.
and
vicinity.
Greek,
oriental,
Jewish.

Reliable, clean cut, best of
AStoria
8-7916,
9:00-11:00
P.

M.,

ask

for

for

work,

Society,
jazz, authentic
Also
dumbec
player.

references.
Phone:
A. M. and after

Steve.

Island

preferred.

Parkway,
age

22,

Local

Valley

neat

802

card.

Joe

Stream,

and

Forte,

N. Y.

clean

cut.

drum.

266.

What

Ont.,

Six

Phone:

have

you.

E. G. Mitchell

Canada.

western

Box

music.

Local

456

card.

20, R. D. 2, Shamokin,

(Teacher),

doubles

electric

Gibson

electric,

formerly

Mazzola’’ Orchestra.
Read and fake
Local 802 card, 1961 night club permit.
weekends.

Bob

Caffill,

phone

UN

Eldred

Pa.

Available
Local 10
St., Oakbass.

local distance.
Formerly with
and Elgart.
Teach in Oradell,

field and Paterson,
N.
Dick
Evans,
St., Paterson, N. J. ARmory
4-0527.

PLAINLY

travel.

sires full time work, road or location.
Prefer
rock ‘n’ roll group or jazz combo.
Local 600

dates,
Shearing

State

Read,
fake,
group
and

Will

10 card.

Milwaukee,

GUITARIST (Singer), rhythm or lead.
Friday and Saturdays, Chicago area.
card.
Eddie Harvey, 7741 West 82nd
lawn, Ill. Phone: GLobe 8-7337.

Zone

trombone.
ern.
Vocals,

California.

Will
travel, must
anyone.
Attention

DRUMMER,
play any style, read,
band experience,
neat, young,

GUITARIST,

DECEMBER,

anywhere

vocals, specials.
anywhere,
with

Badman,

NOTICE TO LOCAL SECRETARY
After you correct your local roster you may forward this
coupon to Stanley Ballard, International Secretary, 39 Division
Street, Newark 2, N. J., or use the regular white change of
address form IBM-2 to report this change of address.
LT

pieces,

Wedell, contact Ed Knupp, Al Barnette or me.
Bill Stearns, Mark Twain Hotel 312, Minneapolis,

vocal,

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT

gress.

Four

Local 27 card.
Anthony
Morella, Penn Blvd.,
Newcastle, Pa. Phone: OL 4-6768.
DRUMMER, commercial, Dixie, Latin, shows, also

GUITARIST

Phone:

Pa.

GUITARIST,
lead, fake, solo and rhythm. Desires
steady work with modern or western band. Also

=
show

:
City

band.
t, but

bass for
(audience
material,

doubling sax and organ.
R ‘n’ R or pops, instrumental and vocals.
Well known, Columbus
area. Phone: FA 4-4078, Columbus, Ga.
DRUMMER, play any style, 20 years experience.

293 and

No.

siciap,

nave

casual

DRUMMER,
20 years’ experience concert band,
symphony, dance and show work.
Willing to
go anywhere in Canada or U. S. A. Member of
Locals 191 and 149, and past member of Locals

Old Address:
Street and No

s and
97.
ae

wants

for night clubs, club dates, etc. Experienced Musicians, Local 802 cards. Phone: GRamercy 7-1573.
COMBO (Charlie Buice), desires bookings, Georgia-

Bridgenorth,

—
1’ roll

amplified,

full
set,
timbales,
and
cocktail
Norm,
NI 5-0947, evenings.

State

Date
Instrument

name,

or

GUITARIST, electric, lead, rhythm, fake or read.
Fine vocalist, double on bass.
Experienced.
Local 802 card.
Available weekends New YorkLong Island area. Paul Eiseman, phone: BA 4-9744.
GUITARIST,
take off, read.
Double trumpet,

gan

163 Rockaway

Numb

a

IAN

Y.

DRUMMER,

Phone:
*If new

Bott.

years’ experience in shows, authentic Latin and
society.
Local 802 and N. Y. C. Police cards.
Desire steady weekends
in New York area. Have
Zone

Social

|

Last

No.

.
City

port6/,

N.

well.
Fender
bass for twist, acoustic
show
tunes.
Complete
floor show
act
Participation,
imitations,
props,
special

Long

Middle

Address:

Street and

ibe in
tuba,
sician,

Chet

DRUMMER,
neat appearance, reliable, experience
in all styles. Weddings and dances, Queens and

5

First

Giannetto;

BASS, recording tuba, Sousaphone, string.
Play
all well; read, fake. Available New York area.
20 years show business experience. Local 802 card.
Saul Fields, phone MYrtle 4-5166.
BASSIST (Society), sings twist, show tunes equally

6:00

i St,
Also,

Joe

work. Good rhythm and solos. Local 47 card.
Bob Root, 21901 Lopez St., Woodland Hills, Calif.
Phone: Dlamond 7-5340.
BASS MAN, experienced, will travel.
Local 47
card. Otto Woolsey, 1118 First St., Chillicothe,

kee,

\rinet.
in.

cornet;

COMBO
(Female Jazz), four or five pieces.
Piano,
trumpet,
guitar, drums
and/or
bass.
Available

school in Arizona or California.
Excellent
ences.
Stanley
Robson, 6554 West 64th
Chicago 38, Ill.
:
ACCORDIONIST,
amplified, experienced.

ACCORDION

Roberts,

Cypress

ACCORDION, doubles vibes, society or jazz, jump
vocals. Traveling distance only, no road work.

fed,

Dick

Over 20 years experience, Dixieland, old-time jazz,
talent.
Seek
radio,
TV,
clubs,
resorts,
etc.
Tommy Morris, “% Tommy Morris Agency, Staten

orchestrations).
Phone: 516 PY 6-1016, N.
CLARINET, alto, tenor, twenty years experience.
Complete details of experience to anyone interested.
Travel or locate. Write: Musician, 112

AT LIBERTY

ACCORDION

BAND,
The Tommy
Morris Dixieland
Rhythm
Kings. Sound of the '20s, two-beat jazz. Tommy Morris, jazz drummer; Paul Hanson, banjo;

Missouri.

TRUMPET, lead, wanted for established traveling
band.
Steady work.
Contact:
Jess Gayer Orchestra, 1612 North Broadwell, Grand Island, Neb.
TWO
on

for the stub-holders,

salary,

more.

with left hand.
If over age
Write: Freddie Fisher, Aspen,

PIANIST,

Arrangements — Society and
If you play for ‘Musicians
stamp,
but if you want

send for free list.
EDDIE’S ARRANGING SERVICE, Dept. T
62 Somerset St.
Springfield 8, Mass.

sing,

terial sent cannot be returned, I will contact you
if I can help you. Roy Duke, 155 West 46th St.,
New York, N.Y. (Do not call or appear in person.)
PIANIST,
apply.

in Mind.”

Good entertainers,
Females preferred.

experience,

engagements

Back every
Arlington,

MUSICIANS
(Entertaining),
singles,
duos,
trios
ind quartets.
New
York and traveling engagements.
Photos, resume
to:
Robert
Hough
Assoc.,

pianist,

Y.

$110.00 up. Dick
Springs, Ark.

MUSICIANS,
dance band, top grade.
night.
Write
Clem
Brau Orchestra,
Minn.

MUSICIANS,

N.

ORGANIST,

@ HAVE BASS CLEF, WILL TREBLE @

Club

George
Bergen357

Fair

5013

with

Place,

Philadelphia

44,

Pa.

available,
song-material
Teach piano, guitar, by

mail.
Musicians, E. Salecto,
St., Philadelphia 46, Pa.

1441

South

Napa

PIANIST, teacher and accompanist.
Experienced.
Conservatory graduate. Member Local 10. Mrs.
C. Conway, Studio in Fine Arts Bldg., 410 South
Michigan, Chicago, Ill.
SAXOPHONIST

(Tenor),

clarinet,

desires

steady

work or jobbing dates with small combo. Chicago area.
Read, improvise anything, 20 years
experience.
Ben Cepican, 5142 South Wolcott,
Chicago

9, Ill.

SAXOPHONIST
ried,

reliable,

Phone:

WA

5-8042.

(Tenor), 20 years experience. Marsober.

Read,

fake,

hearse.

Desire Fri. and Sat. work.

Phone:

Ed

Schanz,

NEVins

willing

to

re-

Local 802 card.

8-5041

(N. Y.C.)

SAXOPHONIST (Tenor), age 32. Desire to join
established combo
who play standard
music.
Would like to locate in burlesque house or club.
Local 47 card.
Larry Reichart, 807 North Las
Palmas,

Hollywood,

Calif.

HO

7-5990.

SAXOPHONIST
(Tenor), clarinet, desires to join
Dixie
combo,
South
or West
coast.
Well
experienced,
good
commercial,
Latin,
fine
tone.
Reliable, sober.
Lew Lennan,
64 Bramhall,
Portland, Maine.
SP 3-3016.

SAXOPHONIST, tenor, alto, baritone, also clarinet
and vocal. Read, fake, all types of music. Seek
steady position,
New
York
area, with combo or
big
band.
Local
802
card.
Phone:
Charles,

TE

1-2300 (Evenings, N. Y. C.)

TRUMPET,

Available

cal 802 card.

for

local

Experieneed,

weekend

young,

Society,
Latin
and
A. Geller, Phone: IN

jebs.

good

shows.
9-0764

Lo-

reader,

Rehearsal
(N. Y. C.)

‘Ben

standards,
Available

4-0376,

Erringer

recording,
copyist.
Also
and TV program scripts.

transpose.
facilities.

Mon.

to Fri., 7:00 to 9:00 P. M.
GUITARIST
(Electric), rhythm, fill-in, soloist.
Read, fake.
Prefer work with organist or accordionist trio out west.
Local 532 card; will
travel. Write: Guitarist, 1496 Gardenia, Amarillo,
Texas.

B,

PIANIST-SINGER,
guitarist or comedian,
trio,
Popular, rock ‘n’ roll, commercial, countrywestern.
Arranging, composing music for lyrics,

TRUMPET,

all-around

experience,

shows,

society,

commercial.
Double on trombone,
transpose.
Some modern jazz and Dixie.
Local 283 card.
Musician, 1230 Barrancas Ave., Warrington, Fla.
TRUMPET, will travel, doubles on double French
horn. 24, single, experienced all types of work.
Played with Ed Zima, Gene
Wisniewski,
experienced
in Polish
music.
James
S. Ernest,
Jr.,
1318 Ritchie Court, Chicago, Ill. DE 7-8792.
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They and their Selmers
are busy...

~

4
r

ae

|

>
_

Is it true that Selmer players are the busiest musicians? It certainly seems that way, judging
from the reports that come across our desk. Top
professionals,

educators,

talented

students,

in-

terested amateurs—we constantly get news from
and about them, the interesting places they go,
the interesting things they do. Long-time Selmer
star Freddie Rogers is a
good example. He has his
own band and _ booking
agency in Shreveport, Louisiana. During World War
II, Freddie led the swing
wing of the 513th AF
© Band. He played lead clari=)
net with Selmer trumpeter
| Ray Anthony’s Band in
| 1949, had his own group
in Canton, Ohio, for several years, played with most
of the top pros on the West
Coast. He plays alto and
tenor sax, and clarinet, all
Selmers of course, and gives

ROGERS

private advanced lessons in
clarinet, recommending only Selmer. Currently
starring at the Park Sheraton Riverboat Room
in Pittsburgh is Nick Lomakin and his Riverboat
Six. Nick and his group alternates there with
other bands (Selmer cornet-

ist Bobby Hackett, Muggsy
and others).

We saw Nick

not long ago and he reports
it’s a fine room to work in,

with a very appreciative
audience. Nick has played
Selmer clarinet, bass clarinet and saxophone for
many years. Meanwhile,
down

on

the Gulf

Coast,

the Fiesta Lounge at Biloxi,
LOMAKIN
Mississippi, features Jerry
Mayburn, playing Selmer clarinet (and Bundy
flute) with his own group.
Real favorites with folks
thereabouts, Jerry and his
band have been at the Fiesta over three years. You'll
hear plenty of evidence for
Quincy Jones’s enthusiasm
for the Selmer flugelhorn
in his many brilliant arrangements featuring his
Selmer flugelhorn section.
He says: “The flugelhorn
is an arranger’s dream—in
MAYBURN
a full section or individually.” Quincy plays Selmer trumpet as well.
Randy Henderson is another example of a busy
Selmer musician. He’s Director of Bands at
Lawrence High School in Fairfield, Maine, a
member of the popular Al Corey band, Director
of the Dirigo Boys State Band, and the Colby
Symphony Orchestra. Randy says: ““There’s no
professional saxophone that compares to the
Selmer. Over 90% of my woodwind sections
are Selmer and Bundy instruments.” He plays
Selmer Mark VI tenor and Bundy flute. (Have
you noticed how many top-flight musicians use
our inexpensive Bundy flute for doubling?)

Milton A. Trexel, president
of the lowa Bandmasters
Association, has purchased
a new Selmer Series 9 clarinet for his son “. . . because
it is a terrific instrument.
The upper register plays
freely and with such ease of
tone that it is a pleasure to
recommend it... . Thanks
to Selmer’s continued progress.” An expert in AudioVisual

entertainment

HENDERSON

“Car” Catzero,

currently appearing in the Pittsburg, Kansas,
area. He’s a top-notch quick-sketch cartoonist
as well as a fine Selmer tenor saxist, deftly
blending both talents in a crowd-pleasing show
he modestly calls “my own
act.” Twice recently, TIME
magazine reported enthusiastically on the talents of
composer-clarinetist

(Selmer

of course) Bill Smith, and
with good reason. He was
a tremendous hit at the
First International Congress
of Experimental Music in
Venice. Bill was a charter
member of the original
Dave Brubeck Octet. The
CATZERO
critics are predicting a fine
future for him as a classical
clarinetist. Charles Camacho bought his first Selmer clarinet over 40 years
ago, and he’s been playing
Selmers ever since. Thirtyfive of those years were
spent

with

the St. Louis,

Mo., Symphony (Clarinet,
Bass Clarinet), and 27 with
the Little Symphony Concerts

Opera

Assoc.,

and

Festival

Grand

Summer
Season.
net

SMITH

Camacho

instguctor

at

is clarithe

St.

Louis Institute of Music
and has trained many successful pupils during his
tenure. We saw a dandy
picture of Selmer trumpet
star George Rock in the
Las Vegas Review-Journal
not long ago. It showed
| George demonstrating the
| use of the Thompson submachine gun to a group of
CAMACHO
Clark county sheriff deputies! Maybe you didn’t know it, but George is
as famous for his marksmanship (he’s won
countless medals and trophies) as for his trumpet virtuosity. At the time the picture was taken,
George was appearing with his Sextet at the
Sahara Hotel’s Casbar Theatre. Laurence Tremblay, Selmer clarinetist and member of the University of Miami music faculty, and pianist and
associate dean of music Joseph Tarpley toured

WO

several South

American

é

TARPLEY

is Franke

countries

last summer,

sponsored by the U. S. State Dept. in its cultural
exchange program. They lectured in the Spanish

'
=

TREMBLAY

language on music education in the U. S. and
played in more than 50 concerts, recitals, radi¢
and TV programs. They are shown above playing in the auditorium of La Casa de la Cultura,
Trujillo, Peru. James Clark, playing the Lido
Show with Eddie O’Neal’s Orchestra at the Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas, thinks his Series 9y%
and Mark VI alto sax are the greatest: “. . .
should satisfy the most particular performer,”
says James. A recent note from King Curtis
advises he’s leading his own 5-man jazz combo
at Small’s Paradise in New York City. King
and his tenor sax are featured in three albums
on the Prestige label. He’s played Selmer for
twelve years. Since 1956, Frank Wade George,
Jr., has been principal clarinetist with the Alabama Pops Orchestra in
Birmingham, which he also
serves as President and
General Manager. The pic
ture shows him guest conducting the Alabama Pops,
This. is one of the two
times he doesn’t use his Selmer. The other is when
he’s busy at his work i
the New Business and Public Relations Depts. of the
Cuatis
First National Bank off
Birmingham. Jack Snavely,
Asst. Prof.of Woodwind Instruments at the University
of Wisconsin,

Milwaukee,

is more than a little enthusiastic about his Series
9v¢ clarinet. He writes:
“Bravo!
A _ masterpiece!”
Jack plays with the Kenshire Chamber Orchestra
GEORGE
(Thor Johnson) and Milwaukee Symphony (Harry John Brown). Sher
man Friediand joined the Milwaukee orchestra
this season, bringing yet another Selmer Mazzeo
model clarinet to a prominent symphony post.
One of the busiest dance bands in the midwest
is Charlie Kehrer’s orchestra out of Cincinnati.
Billed as “Society’s Favorite Music,” Charlie and
his group play the major society affairs, debutante parties, etc., with as few as five and as}
many as 28 men. His recent album “Meet
Charlie Kehrer and Dance”
(King), is a popular sel
ler. Charlie plays Selmer
K-modified Trumpet, and
his reed section is solid}
Selmer. Sam Pisciotta plays
a Selmer Mark VI alto with
his own trio in the Pueblo,
Colorado, area. A note from

Sam leaves no doubt about
how he regards his Selmer:

“It’s the best I ever played

. . « for action and tone it’s: the greatest!”
Do you play Selmer?
Send us news of yourself. If you don’t, write
for information about
the Selmer instrument
of your choice. Address
Dept. B-121.
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